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Multi-zone sound field control allows individuals to listen to personalised audio content whilst sharing a physical space. Applications of this technology include home entertainment, audio reproduction in public spaces such as museums, shops or exhibitions, and providing areas where the privacy of sensitive communication can be safeguarded without the need for physical barriers. The problem of transmitting a speech signal to a single listener and reducing the intelligibility of that signal elsewhere is the focus of the present thesis. The motivation behind the presented experiments and simulations is to identify the practical trade-offs that must be considered in the design of these Speech Privacy Control systems.

Conventional personal audio systems use loudspeaker array processing to produce a bright zone for the intended user of the system and a dark zone where silence is desired. However, established performance metrics and system optimisation techniques do not necessarily yield privacy for the target listener, as attenuated speech may remain intelligible within the dark zone. A system is proposed that focusses a synthetic masking signal into the dark zone to selectively reduce the intelligibility of the leaked speech. Privacy is ensured by adjusting the masker to meet predefined constraints on the speech intelligibility in each zone. This design methodology utilises information from speech intelligibility tests and subjective preference evaluations in order to improve the utility and acceptability of such systems for all nearby listeners.

In addition to the design of the masking signal, the performance of a speech privacy control system is affected by the loudspeaker array design and the location of the listening zones. These effects are explored using experimental measurements of a loudspeaker array in a room, and the results are used to select two system configurations for additional evaluation using listening tests. The perceived performance of a system is also affected by the surrounding acoustic environment, notably due to reverberation and background noise, which may change over time. The effects of room reverberation are investigated using image source simulations and acoustical measurements within a room, and the performance is evaluated in terms of the achievable level of acoustic contrast, the difference in speech intelligibility between zones, and the masking signal levels that are required to achieve privacy. A proposal is made to further enhance privacy by combining the effects of background noise and artificial masking signals. This method reduces the level of acoustic contrast that is required to achieve a given level of privacy, compared to the case where the masking is provided by the background noise alone.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Conventional audio systems are often praised for their “room-filling sound”, but this is not always desirable when multiple people share a listening space. When sound is indiscriminately radiated into spaces characterised by reverberation and acoustic scattering, the sound field tends towards spatial uniformity [1], raising the potential for annoyance and distraction [2, 3]. The personal audio technology [4] discussed in this thesis offers a solution to these problems by producing spatially separated listening zones.

When personal audio systems are used for entertainment purposes, e.g. [5–7], poor separation between the listening zones can be regarded as an inconvenience, but certain applications of personal audio technology in public spaces could have more significant consequences regarding listeners’ privacy [8, 9]. For example, a personal audio system could be used to transmit sensitive conversations between staff and customers through security partitions in places such as banks, surgeries or pharmacy counters. Similarly, in-vehicle telecommunication could also be enhanced through the use of appropriately designed personal audio systems; ensuring that private phone conversations remain private. The conceptual design of such a system is the subject of a recent Jaguar-Land Rover patent [10].

These Speech Privacy Control systems necessarily have more complex design constraints than conventional multi-zone loudspeaker systems. As well as the standard considerations of reverberation [11, 12], background noise [13], filter design [5, 14–17], loudspeaker selection [6, 18] and zonal geometry [19, 20], speech privacy control requires an understanding of human speech perception to be integrated into the design. A successful system must ensure that speech intended for the target listener is clear and intelligible, whilst also guaranteeing that listeners outside of the target region cannot understand these messages [8].

The goal of this thesis is to identify the practical trade-offs that must be considered in the design of private personal audio systems. A variety of methods are required in order to fully achieve this goal, as the speech privacy control problem contains both physical and perceptual challenges. Experimental measurements and numerical simulations of loudspeaker arrays reveal how changes to system geometry, room reverberation and background noise each affect the technical performance of speech privacy control systems. This technical assessment is augmented by
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a conventional personal audio system built using an array of loudspeakers. The signals output by each loudspeaker are designed to produce a region of constructive interference termed the bright zone, where the intended listener of the system is located, and a region of destructive interference, the dark zone, in which silence is desired.

Objective and subjective listening tests, which respectively provide information on the intelligibility of speech and the perceived acoustical environment in each listening zone. Together, these methods are used to inform the design requirements of private personal audio systems and to generate a design methodology which can be followed in a variety of applications.

By way of introduction, Figure 1.1 shows a diagram of a conventional personal audio system, which uses an array of appropriately driven loudspeakers to produce a pair of sound zones. These zones are described as acoustically bright and dark [14], borrowing terminology from visual descriptions for areas of light and shadow. A target signal is focussed into the bright zone of a system, but commensurate with the visual case, absolute silence (or darkness) in the dark zone of the system is not practically possible, due to room reverberation, ambient noise and practical limitations in array directivity. A common and intuitive way to quantify the performance of a personal audio system is the Acoustic Contrast [14], i.e. the ratio of mean-square pressure between the zones. However, this measure does not capture the essence of what listeners expect a speech privacy control system to deliver: a significant difference in the intelligibility of a speech signal between the zones. This ratio has been described as the speech intelligibility contrast [8].

Speech privacy control systems need not rely solely on a single sound zoning process in order to satisfy their designed function. Rather, a greater difference in the speech intelligibility between zones can be achieved by focussing a secondary masking signal into the dark zone, using a similar beamforming technique to that used with the speech programme [8]. The aim of this signal is to mask any speech which is leaked from the bright zone into the dark zone, thereby affording privacy to the target listener. However, for the same reasons as described above, this masking signal cannot be strictly confined to the dark zone; leakage of the masker into the bright zone may
undesirably affect the quality or intelligibility of the speech for the target listener, necessitating careful design.

Throughout this thesis, various configurations of speech privacy control systems are presented. Figure 1.2 shows a general block diagram of the investigated systems. The individual blocks are described in the following paragraphs and are referenced using superscripted numbers. As described above, the proposed system is driven by two signals. The programme material to be delivered to the target listener is exclusively composed of speech signals. For the purposes of the experiments presented in this thesis, speech signals are reproduced from pre-recorded sentence corpora, e.g. [21–23]. This allows comparisons to be made between the original speech signal and the combined speech and noise signals that are received in each listening zone. Real-time implementations, such as those used in voice-transfer or telecommunications systems would require real-time processing of an incoming audio stream. The masker may take the form of pre-recorded or synthesized samples that are appropriate for the masking of speech. The studies presented in this thesis are restricted to considerations of energetic masking, and no additional processing, such as dynamic range compression, is applied to the input speech. Accordingly, the considered systems may adjust the relative level of each input signal and the frequency content of the masking signal may also be adjusted to compensate for the frequency response of the system or to account for listener preferences. Each signal is then independently passed through zonal filterbanks which produce signals that are output by a loudspeaker array in order to focus the speech programme into the bright zone and the masker into the dark zone.

In addition, the signals in each zone may include a contribution from the ambient noise in the reproduction environment.

In order to meet the intelligibility and privacy requirements described above, the signals received in each zone must be modified using the input signal controls. It is evidently impractical to make these adjustments based on feedback from listeners during operation. Rather, proxies for intelligibility and privacy must be found that accurately predict the listening conditions in each zone - objective intelligibility metrics are used for this purpose. Furthermore, it is not sufficient for the masking signal to be adjusted solely based on predictions of privacy for the listener in the bright zone, as high masker levels in the vicinity of the system may be regarded

---

**Figure 1.2:** Block diagram of the proposed personal audio system. Superscripted numbers are referred to in the text.
as noise pollution by other listeners in the shared space. This trade-off between the suitability of the masker and its desired functionality may be resolved through the use of an optimisation procedure, represented by the feedback loop in the block diagram in Figure 1.2. The cost function in the optimisation encapsulates the negative perceptual effects that the masker may have on nearby listeners. These effects are minimised whilst simultaneously providing privacy by constraining the system to provide a sufficiently high level of intelligibility in the bright zone and a sufficiently low level of intelligibility in the dark zone. In this thesis, a number of perceptual metrics are applied to the signals received in the dark zone, and these are compared against listening test results to indicate which combination of metrics is most appropriate for modelling listener preferences.

1.1 Thesis Structure

Chapter 2 provides a review of literature pertaining to personal audio system design, firstly discussing a range of techniques that enable the control of zonal sound fields. Following this, several recent examples are discussed in which systems have been assessed subjectively, or the human perception of sound has been directly incorporated into the system design process. Finally, the specific constraints and challenges of speech privacy control are discussed, alongside a review of a small number of publications where this particular problem has been directly addressed.

This is followed in Chapter 3 with a review of methods for instrumentally assessing speech intelligibility and privacy. Links are drawn between physical, measurable properties of acoustic signals and the intelligibility of speech reproduced in these conditions. Similar conversions are made between speech intelligibility and the impression of privacy, following guidance from published reports and standards concerning the acoustic design of open plan offices.

Chapter 4 introduces a range of metrics that are used throughout this thesis to quantify the potential negative impacts of introducing additional masking noise to the environment. A selection of these metrics are later used to evaluate and adapt the signals emitted by a speech privacy control system in order to maximise its acceptability. Together with Chapters 2 and 3, this chapter forms the background for the work presented in this thesis.

Chapter 5 describes the loudspeaker array prototype that is used as a platform for the experimental results presented in this work. Transfer response measurements of this array, within a listening room, are described and a mathematical derivation of the Acoustic Contrast Control process is presented. The chapter closes with an investigation into how varying the location of the zones and the loudspeaker array geometry affects the frequency dependent acoustic contrast that is achievable by an array, a quantity that has a direct bearing on the level of privacy that can be achieved.

Results from a range of listening tests that have been carried out using the array prototype are presented in Chapter 6. Firstly, speech intelligibility is assessed in the dark zone of the system under a range of masking conditions and for two loudspeaker array geometries, using a matrix sentence test. Listeners’ subjective preference for each of these conditions is then assessed using a paired preference format.
The results from these listening tests are used in Chapter 7 to design a method for specifying the required Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNRs) in each listening zone of a speech privacy control system. Privacy is ensured by setting maximum and minimum speech intelligibility constraints in the bright and dark zones respectively, based on the objective speech intelligibility metrics described in Chapter 3. Subject to these constraints, and recognising that a practical system must consider the experience of all nearby listeners, the acceptability of the masker is maximised by evaluating the dark zone sound field using the subjective metrics described in Chapter 4.

Chapter 8 provides a discussion of personal audio system performance in reverberant spaces, using the method described in Chapter 7, to set speech intelligibility targets in each listening zone. Firstly, the chapter describes how analytical and measured transfer responses can be used for the optimisation of sound zoning filters, and describes how reverberation in simple rooms can be modelled using image sources. The image source model is used to quantify the degradation of acoustic contrast and speech intelligibility contrast due to reverberation, with relation to the critical distance from the source. These simulations are then compared against experimental measurements in a lightly reverberant room.

Continuing the treatment of practical issues in personal audio system design, Chapter 9 discusses the positive and negative consequences of installing a speech privacy control system in a noisy environment. The chapter introduces the concept of harnessing the masking effect of the ambient noise to assist with privacy control, and describes a trade-off between acoustic contrast requirements and the signal levels that are necessary to ensure that speech intelligibility constraints can be met. The potential problems of temporal unpredictability and spatial irregularity of the overall ambient noise in a reproduction environment are addressed by isolating the background noise component, which is relatively steady and spatially diffuse by comparison.

Chapter 10 presents a summary of the main conclusions from the thesis and provides suggestions for future work.

1.2 Contributions

The main original contributions of this thesis are:

1. An investigation into masking signal design for speech privacy control systems, which has yielded a method for choosing the level and spectral shape of a masking signal based on objective and perceptual metrics. Specifically:

(a) Objective intelligibility metrics such as the Speech Intelligibility Index (SII) can be used to ensure that speech intended for the target listener is sufficiently intelligible, and that any speech material leaked into privacy-sensitive areas is rendered unintelligible by the masking signal.

(b) Psychoacoustic metrics can be used to recognise and reduce the potential negative effects of introducing masking noise into the environment for listeners in the dark zone of the personal audio system.

Analysis of these metrics has highlighted a conflict between two objectives in the masking signal design process; the masker must provide privacy whilst also minimising the potential
for noise annoyance. This trade-off may be resolved in individual system designs by setting context-appropriate constraints on the bright and dark zone intelligibility level and minimising the loudness of the masker subject to these constraints. This masking signal design method was first presented at the 144th Audio Engineering Society Convention [24]. A refinement and experimental validation of this approach has been published in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America [25].

2. The effects of room reverberation on speech privacy control have been investigated using an image source simulation of a cuboid room with four different levels of surface absorption. System performance is characterised in terms of the achievable acoustic contrast, the speech intelligibility in each zone and the masking signal levels that are required to ensure privacy. A dependency on the location of the zones with respect to the loudspeaker array has been identified and linked to the critical distance in the reproduction environment.

3. The advantages and disadvantages of using measured and analytical transfer responses in the optimisation of acoustic contrast control filters have been investigated. The results indicate that when measured transfer responses are used, lower masking signal levels are required compared to when analytical transfer responses are used. However, this advantage is traded off against the additional flexibility and implementational simplicity of using analytical responses. An article presenting a subset of these results has been published in the proceedings of the 44th IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing [26].

4. The effect of steady, speech-shaped ambient noise on the design specification of speech privacy control systems has been investigated. This was accomplished by simulating a noisy environment, superimposing the zonal sound fields produced by a range of simulated speech privacy control systems, then predicting the intelligibility in each zone using the SII metric. For each simulated system, the speech and masker levels were adjusted using the method described in Contribution 1 to optimally achieve a given level of speech intelligibility in each zone. The results demonstrate that if the effects of artificial masking and ambient noise are combined, this reduces the level of acoustic contrast that is required to achieve a certain degree of privacy performance, compared to the case where privacy is obtained by relying on the ambient noise alone. For the tested array configurations, the reduction in required contrast was between 6 and 8 dB, and the more onerous the speech intelligibility constraints, the greater the benefit of combining artificial masking and ambient noise. Results from a simplified simulation which assumes frequency independent acoustic contrast and steady noise conditions were presented at the 10th IEEE Sensor Array and Multichannel Signal Processing Workshop [27].

5. Recorded, real-world ambient noise samples have also been considered as maskers in order to generalise the results discussed in Contribution 4, and similar trends are observed, except that the masking effect of these signals can be more inconsistent and challenging to predict instrumentally, limiting their effectiveness. However, the background noise in a space is more temporally and spatially uniform, meaning that this component of the ambient noise can be relied upon in predictions of masking within private listening zones. System designers can either opt for a static masker based on the maximum and minimum expected background noise levels, or use an adaptive algorithm based on live background noise measurements. The former approach is simpler, but requires greater reliance on
the artificial masker, whereas the more complex adaptive system can reduce the artificial masker when it is not needed, yielding a more acceptable acoustic environment in the dark zone.
Chapter 2

Personal Audio

The work presented in this thesis centres around the considerations that must be made to develop a practical audio system for the reproduction of private speech. This objective is a specific case among the many and varied applications of personal audio, a selection of which are shown in Figure 2.1. This chapter will provide a review of the techniques, applications and challenges of personal audio, specifically focussing on the areas most strongly connected to the task of private speech reproduction. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, personal audio is itself a subset of the broader discipline of Sound Field Control, which encapsulates a great breadth of applications and techniques involving the generation and manipulation of acoustic fields [28]. These include active noise control [29], the absorption or generation of acoustic reflections [30, 31], and techniques used for reproducing immersive, spatial sound fields [32, 33]. Each of these areas has its own extensive body of literature, and unique challenges, so these will not be covered in this review. However, many of the considerations that must be taken into account when designing a personal, zonal audio system are common to the general problem of sound field control.

A cursory analysis of the speech privacy control problem described in Chapter 1 suggests that successful systems must employ a method for controlling the spread of sound between regions where different people are located. Accordingly, the present chapter begins with a review of methods that can be used to generate individual listening zones. In recent years, some of these approaches have been refined by incorporating aspects of human sound perception into their design. This focal shift has yielded a transition away from the production of technical demonstrations of what is possible to achieve, towards practical embodiments of the technology and evaluation using subjective testing. After reviewing a selection of these projects, the chapter concludes by discussing the specific task of providing private listening zones and detailing the results of a small number of recent studies in which this problem has been approached.
2.1 Controlling Zonal Sound Fields

Personal audio depends on the ability to generate spatially distinct regions with different sound levels, and this can be achieved using several different techniques. Druyvesteyn and Garas [4] proposed that the problem of personal audio reproduction could be separated into three frequency regions, each with a preferred strategy for providing the greatest level of isolation between spaces: active sound control for low frequencies, loudspeaker array processing for mid-frequencies, and individual loudspeaker directivity and reverberation control at high frequencies. Whichever combination of methods is used, individual sound zones can be layered using linear superposition to generate a multi-zone sound field, in which the occupants of each zone ideally hear their own desired programme material with minimal interference from the programme reproduced in the other zones. This multi-zone, multi-listener scenario has been investigated using large arrays of loudspeakers distributed around the boundary of the reproduction environment, or surrounding the listeners [34], and advantageously, this arrangement also allows the perceived directivity of the reproduced sound field to be controlled [35]. However, the case considered in this thesis is geometrically simpler, with a single target listener and a nearby region where privacy must be prioritised, and correspondingly, this invites the use of more compact, directional sound reproduction systems. Additionally, as the problem of privacy control is restricted to the speech frequency range, the scope of this thesis will likewise focus on solutions that solely involve loudspeaker array processing. To verify this choice of approach, a range of alternative methods and techniques for controlling zonal sound fields are reviewed in the following subsections.
2.1.1 Passive Acoustic Treatment

A simple method for maintaining acoustical separation between listening zones in a shared space is to provide passive sound absorption throughout. Speech presented to a target listener within a particular listening zone is more likely to be audible or intelligible elsewhere if nearby surfaces are acoustically reflective, compared to the case where passive acoustic treatment absorbs the incident sound. Reduction of the reverberation time is not necessarily the sole aim of passive acoustic treatment of this type, rather, passive absorption contributes to a reduction in the spatial decay of sound pressure level, which in turn can improve the privacy between neighbouring spaces [36].

This technique is distinct from the others described in this section, as it does not relate to control of the source directivity. Rather, passive treatment may be installed in an attempt to reduce the negative consequences of sources that have an unavoidably wide directivity, including human talkers. Consequently, passive acoustic treatment can be used in combination with other techniques in order to maximise their performance. In Chapter 8, the effect of varying the absorption coefficient of the boundaries of a closed room is discussed in terms of the acoustic contrast and speech intelligibility contrast between listening zones.

2.1.2 Directional Loudspeaker Systems

The directivity of a single, conventional loudspeaker is chiefly governed by its size compared to the acoustic wavelength [37]. A typical sealed box loudspeaker will radiate approximately omni-directionally at low frequencies, and increasingly directionally at high frequencies. Specifically, at low frequencies, the moving components responsible for the fluctuating acoustic pressure are significantly smaller than the acoustic wavelength being produced, thereby appearing as a single point source of pressure. In practice, however, the finite-sized driver generates a pressure distribution over its surface, and when the acoustic wavelength is smaller than the size of the driver, constructive and destructive interference from different areas of the driver causes the far-field directivity of the source to narrow towards the axis [38]. This high frequency directivity can form a useful component in the production of zonal sound fields, but individual loudspeakers would need to be complemented with other, lower frequency methods, as suggested by Druyvesteyn and Garas [4], to privately reproduce speech. Individual sealed loudspeakers may be used over a wider bandwidth for speech privacy control if they are placed very close to the ears, but this approach relies on their proximity to the user, rather than their directivity [39].

Greater control of low frequency directivity can be achieved through the use of phase-shift or gradient loudspeakers [40]. Rather than relying on phase cancellation due to the radiation from a single loudspeaker diaphragm, gradient loudspeakers can be formed using pairs of drivers with a fixed delay relationship [40]. Alternatively, both sides of a loudspeaker diaphragm can be left open to the air, such that the interaction between the front and rear radiation forms a compound source with dipole directivity. In a generalisation of this approach, the rear radiation from the driver can be modified by selecting the acoustical resistance of a rear port and the compliance of the surrounding cabinet [41]. This controls the phase relationship between the front and rear radiation, which leads to control over the loudspeaker directivity at wavelengths significantly longer than the dimensions of the device.
A less sophisticated solution to confining sound to a narrow region of space is provided by dome-reflector loudspeakers. Usually suspended above a listening zone, a single loudspeaker is situated close to the focal point of a curved reflector. This increases the effective aperture of the loudspeaker, increasing directivity at lower frequencies. The concept has been used extensively in museums to provide accompanying speech to exhibits [42], though a unit designed for use in Public Address systems is manufactured by Meyer Sound that is claimed to be capable of delivering 110 dB SPL at 100 metres, with a nominally flat frequency response from 500 Hz to 15 kHz [43, 44].

Whilst all of the alternative approaches mentioned above can be used to generate localised listening zones, they are also comparatively limited, compared to the flexibility offered by loudspeaker arrays. The directional responses of the sources described in this section are fixed to their physical axes, which restricts the range of positions where such systems can be installed in order to insonify a particular area. Loudspeaker arrays need not be configured to radiate on-axis, allowing for greater flexibility in placement and the ability to account for changes in the target listener position in real-time [45]. Additionally, due to the linear acoustic paradigm, signals from a single loudspeaker array may be superimposed to generate two or more distinct listening zones [46]. This flexibility allows the system to focus speech towards one listener, and a masking signal towards another, as described in Chapter 1, thereby increasing the potential for privacy compared to the case with a single sound zoning process.

2.1.3 Parametric Acoustic Arrays

Despite the potential to use the front and rear radiation from standard electrodynamic drivers to improve their directivity, there remains a strong dependence on the physical size of a source compared to the acoustic wavelength. However, parametric acoustic arrays [47] use the non-linear interaction of two ultrasonic waves to generate an audible signal at the difference frequency between the waves, thereby significantly increasing the directivity. Development of this technology for airborne use was almost abandoned in the 1980s due to high levels of harmonic distortion, but improvements in signal processing [48] and ultrasound transducer design [49] resulted in
the commercial development of parametric loudspeakers with similar distortion levels to conventional loudspeakers, albeit at fairly low sound pressure levels. Analysis of the commercially produced range of Audio Spotlight loudspeakers shows that the frequency response decays at 40 dB/decade (12 dB/octave) below 1 kHz [50], corroborating the claim from Directional Audio, a company that offers the Audio Spotlight for hire, that the units are “best used when ambient [sound] levels are low and the audio content is mainly speech” [51]. This restriction significantly reduces the applicability of parametric arrays for speech privacy control in noisy public spaces. Furthermore, the high levels of ultrasonic signals required to generate audible sound have frequently been questioned on health and safety grounds [52], suggesting that this technology has much to prove before being widely implemented. Although arrays of conventional loudspeaker drivers cannot match the directivity performance of parametric arrays, they are less restricted in terms of their output level, frequency response and distortion characteristics.

### 2.1.4 Loudspeaker Array Processing

The concept of generating sound zones using arrays of loudspeakers is a natural extension of active noise control, whereby a localised region of low acoustic potential energy is obtained by manipulating the output of one or more loudspeakers. In active noise control, the secondary source(s) tasked with reducing the noise from a primary disturbance may be driven using either a known reference signal correlated with the primary disturbance, or from an error sensor located within the region of interest. In both cases, control can only be achieved when these signals are appropriately filtered, based on the characteristics of the acoustical environment and the positions of the sources and sensors [29]. The same is true for the loudspeaker array processing required to generate personal sound zones; the problem of reproducing an acoustic signal for an individual in a shared space can be reduced to the problem of designing a series of filters, the complex coefficients of which are described as loudspeaker weights. Several processes for generating sound zoning filters have been developed, but these can be broadly categorised into two types: processes that define the listening zones in terms of their energy, such as Acoustic Contrast Control (ACC) [5, 14] and Acoustic Energy Difference Maximisation [53], and methods in which the sound fields in each zone are explicitly defined, such as the Pressure Matching method (PM) [54] and Wave Field Synthesis [32]. A high-level description of these techniques will be provided in the remainder of this section.

Following the observation that active noise control techniques can create a localised quiet region by minimising the acoustic potential energy, the *acoustical bright zone* was defined by Choi and Kim [14] as an area of high acoustic potential energy, compared to the average energy in the wider region of interest. This description of a difference in energy between regions led to the definition of the acoustic contrast, both as a measurement parameter to judge the effectiveness of sound zone creation, and as an explicit optimisation goal in the process that would become known as Acoustic Contrast Control (ACC) [5]. ACC is generalised from multichannel active noise control, and has the objective of maximising the acoustic potential energy in a bright zone whilst placing an upper bound on the energy in a designated dark zone. The dark zone may itself be a constrained region within a larger space, or be defined as all points not contained within the bright zone. In the latter case, the ACC problem can be reduced to that of array
directivity control [2, 55], a subject with extensive literature coverage regarding audio and radio-
frequency applications [56]. Loudspeaker arrays are fundamentally limited in their directivity as
they must use a discrete number of finite-size transducers to represent a theoretical, continuous
distribution of acoustical sources [57]. Further to this, the electrical power available to the
array can limit the achievable acoustic contrast [14], and this power limitation is particularly
significant in the case of portable devices where over-driving the loudspeakers may cause damage
or failure [2]. The derivation of ACC presented in Section 5.2.1 shows that by manually taking
the precaution of limiting the array output power via regularisation, systems also become more
robust to environmental changes and errors in loudspeaker positioning and sensitivity [58]. In
the case of speech privacy control, there is a documented correspondence between the level
of acoustic contrast and the degree of speech intelligibility contrast [9] achieved by a system,
suggesting that regularised ACC is an appropriate technique for use in this application.

The PM method differs from ACC, as rather than maximising the acoustic potential energy
within the bright zone, a target sound field is specified and an optimisation process adjusts the
loudspeaker weights to minimise the difference between the target and reproduced fields in terms
of magnitude and phase [54, 59]. A mathematical derivation for the filters produced using the PM
method is provided in Appendix A. The additional phase constraint in the PM method can result
in reduced levels of acoustic contrast, compared to when acoustic contrast is directly optimised
for in ACC [60]. However, using PM to explicitly define the target sound field within the bright
zone is perceptually beneficial in system geometries where the loudspeaker array surrounds the
listeners, as the sound in the bright zone can be made to appear from a steady direction [60, 61].
When this same circular geometry is used with ACC, it has been reported that the uncontrolled
phase can lead to the undesirable impression of the sound source swirling around the listener
[62], but this effect is greatly reduced when a linear loudspeaker array is used [60]. Line arrays
are inherently limited in the range of possible plane wave directions that can be synthesised, so
as a consequence, the perceived direction of arrival from a linear loudspeaker array is invariably
colocated with the physical loudspeakers\footnote{This is true for zonal audio systems where the zones are at least as large as a listener’s head. Inter-aural
crosstalk cancellation systems can create virtual images away from the loudspeakers but this topic is outside the
scope of the present thesis.}. Comparisons of sound field planarity between linear
and circular arrays showed that above 580 Hz, planarity scores in excess of 90% were achieved
by linear arrays using ACC [16]. Furthermore, the 580 Hz limit is not necessarily indicative of
non-planar sound field reproduction below this frequency, and is rather related to limitations in
the resolution of the planarity control measure [16, 35].

These experimental comparisons into different sound zoning methods [16, 60, 61] provide an
example of how both practical and psychoacoustical insight into a design problem can be used
to determine the most appropriate approach for a given scenario. In the case of conventional
personal audio systems for use as entertainment devices, the trade-off between acoustic contrast
and audio quality is an important consideration. Hybrid sound zoning methods that draw on
elements from both ACC and PM have enabled fine-grained control between these two objectives.
One example is the Weighted Pressure Matching method; by adding weightings to the control
points that demarcate the sound zones, different levels of priority can be assigned to the target
sound field, in terms of reproduction accuracy [63, 64]. Conventional bright and dark zones
would be represented with weightings of 1 and 0 respectively, with lower-priority \textit{grey zones}
taking values in between. The key advantage of this formulation is that the trade-off between
directivity and reproduction accuracy in a system with limited input energy can be smoothly varied, perhaps by the user of a system. A similar approach that exploits the mathematical similarities between the ACC and PM methods was described by Chang and Jacobsen [65]. In their formulation, a single parameter could be smoothly varied to adjust the priority given to energy minimisation in the dark zone and minimising the mean-square reproduction error in the bright zone. In an independent, but similar parametrisation of the sound field control problem, described by Lee et al. [66], two parameters could be chosen to control the trade-off between acoustic contrast and reproduction accuracy. The method, known as Variable Span Trade-off filters (VAST), has both ACC and PM as special cases.

The primary objective of the speech privacy control systems described in this thesis is to produce listening zones with a high degree of acoustic separation, thereby improving privacy for the target listener - other considerations such as improving target quality and reducing the potential for noise annoyance are of secondary importance. By virtue of the optimisation cost function used, ACC should produce a higher level of contrast than PM, but in practice, the achievable levels of acoustic contrast are strongly dependent on the level of regularisation used in each method. From a practical standpoint, the most pertinent difference between the two methods from the perspective of the personal audio system designer is the need to supply a target sound field across the zone of interest in the PM method. ACC does not require this additional information as it uses the transfer responses alone. Given that there is no significant perceptual advantage in terms of spatial stability when linear arrays are used [60], the requirement in PM for a target sound field merely adds complexity, by adding another variable that must be considered and justified in the optimisation of the system. This consideration also affects hybrid methods such as VAST [66], the Weighted Pressure Matching method [64] and Planarity Control [16], all of which require the specification of target sound fields and/or additional parameters. Therefore, to minimise the number of parameters that must be optimised, whilst maintaining high levels of acoustic contrast, regularised ACC is selected as the sound zoning technique that will be used throughout this thesis.

2.2 Including Perception

Given that the concept of producing personal audio zones has been proven, recent progress has shifted the focus towards practical implementation [5, 7, 67–70], with many authors quantifying the performance of personal audio systems using metrics based on the human perception of sound, and validating designs using formal listening tests. Based on this focal shift, it is expected that future personal audio systems will integrate an understanding of psychoacoustics into the design of the system, rather than simply assessing their performance using subjective studies retrospectively. Recent work from the Perceptually Optimised Sound Zones (POSZ) project [71] has made steps in this direction, with the aim of producing practical audio systems that provide distinct sound zones, whose performance is evaluated and enhanced based on models of perceived sound quality.

The POSZ project set out to investigate the performance of loudspeaker array-based personal audio systems in realistic rooms, evaluating their performance using perceptually relevant metrics, and ecologically valid stimuli, i.e. with listening tests using programme material representative
of audio heard at home. Publications from POSZ spanned both engineering and psychoacoustical research [71]. Key engineering contributions include methods for selecting an optimal set of loudspeaker positions in challenging acoustical conditions [12, 72] and studies on the effect of regularisation on different zoning methods [16, 73]. These comparisons led to a hybrid of PM and ACC being developed, formalised as the control of the sound field’s planarity [35, 74]. Rather than explicitly specifying a planar sound field to reproduce in a zone, as in PM, Planarity Control describes a window of acceptable angles for plane waves. The mathematical formulation becomes identical to ACC if a 360° angular window is specified, and similar to PM if only one angle is selected.

Psychoacoustical investigations by the group have centred around matching results from listening tests to perceptual models, with the goal of ultimately being able to automate design decisions such as loudspeaker placement [18] and the choice of sound zoning method [60]. Distraction was identified as the most relevant attribute to listeners subject to audio-on-audio interference which sound zoning methods seek to alleviate [3]. This led to the design of a distraction model consisting of a range of perceptual attributes [75]. While this represented a significant improvement on previous models [76], which performed poorly against validation datasets, the authors indicated that further improvement may be afforded by extracting higher level contextual features from audio and speech and reducing the computational complexity of the distraction model, so that it could be applied in real-time [77]. The quality of speech material was evaluated in terms of the acceptability of an interfering programme, a quantity which was well predicted by the SNR [13, 78], though significant differences in results were found with different types of interferer programme material, a conclusion which was common to many of the studies conducted by the group.

The VAST framework [66] described above has also been extended to include a perceptual weighting function and the facility to adapt the control strategy based on the signals input into each zone [17]. Heuristically speaking, these modifications allow the system to exploit the masking effect of the target signals by permitting greater leakage from other zones in the parts of the spectrum that are masked. Analysis of the reproduced signals in anechoic and weakly reverberant environments showed that these amendments to the VAST method improved perceptual metrics and maintained objective performance indicators, such as acoustic contrast. The group have only carried out informal listening studies to date, so no comment can be made regarding the magnitude of the perceived improvement, compared to the additional task of selecting the requisite parameters.

The speech privacy control systems described in this thesis may be similarly optimised based on the properties of the speech sound fields which they must reproduce. The typical frequency range and dynamic range of human speech and music [79] are represented as regions in Figure 2.3. The restricted domain of speech compared to music demonstrates an opportunity that may be harnessed when designing private personal audio systems, namely, that system performance can be concentrated into regions occupied by speech. As well as having a characteristic frequency and intensity distribution, speech is also distinguished from other types of acoustical signals in terms of its modulation spectrum; octave-band specific modulations between 0.5 and 16 Hz have been shown to be important for carrying speech information [80]. The depth of these modulations may reduced by the addition of noise or through temporal smearing of the signal, either due to room reverberation or poorly designed sound zoning filters [81]. In the speech privacy control
problem, these effects must be analysed across both listening zones, as a beneficial increase to the intelligibility in the bright zone is detrimental to the objectives in the dark zone, and vice-versa.

![Figure 2.3: Representation of the frequency range and dynamic range of speech. Data from Ref. [79]](image)

Donley and Ritz [82] have approached the problem of reproducing multi-zone speech sound fields by considering the perceptual relevance of speech material leaking from one zone into another. They argue that the perceived performance of a personal audio system can be adversely affected if the conventional constraint of setting the dark zone pressure to zero is applied [82]. Alternatively, they suggest allowing a certain level of leakage from the bright zone into the dark zone, and using the resulting improvement in system efficiency to improve the quality of reproduction. Using this approach, a similar trade-off between reproduction quality and inter-zone separation to that found by Olivieri et al. [64] was found. By adjusting this balance to minimise reproduction error, with the leakage matching a standard human hearing threshold curve, spatial inaccuracy and mean-square error were significantly reduced compared to previous methods, while using less electrical power.

Each of these contributions indicate that it is possible and indeed beneficial to incorporate an understanding of masking and the functions of the human auditory system into a personal audio system design. While the integration of human sound perception is merely beneficial in the design of conventional personal audio systems, speech privacy control systems must integrate an understanding of speech perception into their design. Otherwise, the claim of privacy cannot reliably be made. The following section describes recent research into this specific application.

### 2.3 Speech Privacy Control

The scope of this thesis is restricted to investigating the physical and perceptual aspects of the speech privacy control problem, i.e. the private delivery of a spoken message to a target listener in a shared space. Much of the literature regarding the control of speech privacy relates to understanding and improving the experience of workers in open plan office environments (e.g. [83–85]), but there are many parallels between this situation and the problem of providing private sound zones. Open-plan offices can be made more appropriate for private work by
arranging the location of workstations based on instrumental predictions of speech intelligibility [86, 87], and through the introduction of artificial masking noise [88–90]. Likewise, in a speech privacy control system, the performance is dependent on the desired locations of the bright and dark zones with respect to the loudspeaker array, and any additional masking sound must be designed in such a way that it delivers the required level of intelligibility reduction, without itself becoming distracting or annoying. This objective is shared in open-plan office sound masking design [84, 90, 91].

As the field of personal audio has developed, terminology has gradually evolved for the description of the sound zones produced by a personal audio system. In a number of publications the word “private” has been used, e.g. “private sound” [15, 64], “private listening zone” [92], “private audio system” [93] and “private listening space” [94]. However, none of these referenced examples include either subjective or metric-based verification for the claim of privacy. Instead, they implicitly assume a link between inter-zone separation and privacy.

The work of Donley and Ritz into perceptually weighted multi-zone control [82] was later developed through the use of objective speech intelligibility metrics to directly evaluate inter-zone privacy [8]. A filtered random noise masking signal was focussed into the dark zone in order to improve speech intelligibility contrast without significant degradation of the bright zone signal, measured using PESQ [95]. The simulated system used in Ref. [8] to demonstrate this consisted of a circular array of 295 loudspeakers. Further work by the same authors [9] has shown how performance varies with more practically sized linear arrays, including experimental validation of their simulations in an anechoic chamber, which show good agreement. Low-pass filtering of the masking signal was proposed as a means to improve performance by reducing the level of high frequency grating lobes which may impinge on dark zones. The paper does not present results of listening tests to support the use of sound quality metrics or specify in detail the choice of intelligibility level, determined using the Short-Time Objective Intelligibility metric [96], that corresponds to confidential speech privacy levels. Furthermore, the perceptual implications of radiating a masking signal into the reproduction environment are not investigated. Nevertheless, the line of enquiry taken by Donley et al. is the closest in scope to that presented in this thesis found to date, and provides a valuable reference approach for comparison with the methods developed in this thesis.

In addition to the work on privacy control using conventional loudspeaker arrays, two alternative methods for private speech transmission have recently been proposed [97]. Rather than being degraded by room reverberation, these methods are wholly dependent on the presence of multiple echo-paths between a small set of distributed loudspeakers and the positions of target listeners in a room. In the first method, impulse response measurements are used to create appropriate filters, which are applied to Gaussian noise bursts or short sections of target speech [98]. After echoing along the multiple paths in the room, these signals recombine at a target point to yield the desired speech signal, and are uncorrelated elsewhere, resulting in poor intelligibility. The second method is inspired by jamming eavesdroppers in wireless communication systems; specially crafted noise signals are radiated in addition to target speech such that the noise signals destructively interfere at target points whilst successfully masking messages elsewhere. Measurements showed that speech intelligibility at a measurement point 10 cm away from the target location was significantly impeded, on the one hand showing excellent privacy provision,
yet also indicating that the robustness of the system to environmental changes or even the movement of people or furniture within the room could be extremely limited in practice.

In this thesis, conditions relating to privacy will be defined using the results from objective speech intelligibility testing and correlation with speech intelligibility metrics. This follows the approach taken in research into open-plan office privacy. A key finding from this research is that seemingly high levels of intelligibility, measured as the percentage of correctly identified words in a listening test, can still correspond with subjectively acceptable levels of privacy. For example, Bradley and Gover [99] compared subjective ratings of privacy against the results of sentence intelligibility tests and instrumental predictions using the SII metric. They found that in conditions characterised by an SII value of 0.15, privacy was rated as “Acceptable” on average, but 50% of respondents still achieved greater than 40% words correct in a test composed of low-predictability Harvard sentences [100].

It is important to note that an “Acceptable” level of privacy in an open-plan office is conceptually different to that expected between closed rooms [101], and likewise, the wide range of potential applications for speech privacy control systems also results in different levels of privacy expectation. Nevertheless, personal audio technology offers a method to directly influence the sound fields in each listening zone, and can therefore be reasonably expected to provide a greater degree of privacy than the simpler, global approaches that are conventionally used in the sound design of open-plan offices, such as electronic sound masking and passive acoustic treatment. One way to impose this stricter expectation of privacy is to set a significantly lower threshold for the percentage of correctly identified words, for example, 5%. However, carrying out speech tests to accurately assess this intelligibility level has a number of difficulties, such as the effects of subject fatigue after listening to many poorly intelligible sentences. The proposed solution to this problem is to conduct an intelligibility test with a restricted set of possible words, such as a matrix sentence test [102]. The additional information given in a matrix test results in higher intelligibility scores for the same test conditions; a 50% correct score in a matrix test corresponds to a score of 5% correct in a test of connected sentence comprehension [103]. This correspondence between different speech tests is illustrated in Figure 3.7, and the process of converting between various descriptors of intelligibility and privacy are described in detail in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. In Chapter 7, this definition of privacy, i.e. 50% words correct in a matrix test, is converted to an equivalent SII value, which is used in later chapters to constrain the maximum intelligibility allowed within the dark zone.

2.4 Summary

Personal audio systems use loudspeaker array processing to generate spatially separated listening zones in shared spaces. The applications of personal audio technology include shared office spaces and museum exhibits [4], targeted advertising [104], television systems [5, 6], headrest-mounted loudspeaker systems [67] in-car entertainment [7] and mobile devices [2]. Recently, the use of loudspeaker array-based systems for private speech reproduction has also been investigated [8, 9], demonstrating that by introducing an additional masking signal in a multi-zone reproduction setup, it is possible to produce listening zones with distinct levels of speech intelligibility.
There are two key practical barriers to the implementation of systems designed with this specific purpose in mind that are not necessarily evident from the general study of personal audio system design. Firstly, in conventional personal audio systems, the degree of separation between listening zones can be measured objectively using the acoustic contrast metric [14], whereas in speech privacy control, the objective is instead a contrast in the speech intelligibility between the bright and dark zones. Conducting intelligibility measurements using human subjects is time-consuming and expensive, and thus is impractical to include in a system design process. However, metrics can be used to convert between objectively measurable or predictable properties of the zonal sound fields and the intelligibility of speech. This approach is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

The second barrier to successful implementation of a practical private audio system concerns how the masking signal is perceived. This additional masking is necessary to achieve sufficient levels of speech privacy with practically-sized loudspeaker arrays, but could prove annoying or distracting to nearby listeners if their viewpoint is not considered. Similar to the intelligibility measurement discussed in the previous paragraph, this type of perceptual evaluation is impractical to carry out directly using human trials for all system implementations and designs. Nevertheless, psychoacoustic metrics can be used to obtain an estimate of the perceptual effect of making certain design changes. Several of these metrics are presented, and a scheme for combining them is described in Chapter 4.
Chapter 3

Objective Metrics for the Assessment of Speech Intelligibility and Privacy

In the early years of the 20th century, the rapid development and distribution of telephone systems demanded sudden progress in the science of speech perception. Manual procedures for testing the communication quality and accuracy of prototype telephone systems were suggested as early as 1910 [105] and were standardised by Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1929 by Fletcher and Steinberg [106], two authors who would go on to make many significant contributions, not only within the field of speech perception, but the understanding of the human hearing system in general. In 1947, French and Steinberg published an article in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America entitled “Factors Governing the Intelligibility of Speech Sounds” [107]. The article summarised several years of research into the basic relationships between the physical properties of speech signals and their intelligibility, and was the first publication to formalise the concept of an “Articulation Index” (AI); a means to predict the intelligibility of speech sounds from objective measurements alone. The multitude of national and international standards that still use the AI, e.g. [108–111], almost completely unmodified from its original 1947 formulation, are testament to the significance of Fletcher, French and Steinberg’s experimental results.

Accurate instrumental measures of intelligibility and privacy are essential to the development of private personal audio systems, as these metrics can be used to set target intelligibility levels within the bright and dark listening zones, which in turn can be used to decide the level and spectral shape of the masking signal produced by the system. The alternative approach to acquiring this information involves carrying out speech intelligibility tests using human subjects. This costly and time-consuming process can yield accurate information regarding the performance of a single system, but extensive testing is required to generalise these results to new designs. Instrumental intelligibility metrics, on the other hand, can be rapidly calculated based on simulations of prototype systems. This provides near-instant feedback on how changes to the design of a system, the choice of masking signal, or the reproduction environment affect the intelligibility of speech, and hence the privacy, in each zone.
The present chapter begins by describing the key features of the AI metric and subsequent refinements that have been designed for specific applications. A selection of more recent alternatives to AI that rely on more complex computational models and signal processing techniques are also discussed. Two methods of converting between objective SNRs and intelligibility scores are described - a direct method based on listening tests, and the preferred indirect method which uses objective intelligibility metrics as an intermediate step. The chapter concludes with an overview of metrics and standards that have been used to quantify how intelligibility is related to the concept of speech privacy. These connections form an essential component of the masking signal design process described later in Chapter 7.

3.1 Objective Intelligibility Prediction

The intelligibility of speech under certain acoustical conditions can be defined and measured in many different ways. The basic premise is to carry out a blind test in which certain items of speech are presented to a listener, who must then identify what has been presented; the percentage of correct responses in the test is defined as the intelligibility rating, or score for that particular listener and test condition. Speech intelligibility tests can assess the intelligibility of individual phonemes [105, 112], single words [113, 114], words in the context of a sentence [115, 116], or even complex ideas across a short passage of speech [106, 117], depending on the quantity of interest. A more thorough review of speech intelligibility testing is provided in Chapter 6, as the present section focuses on instrumental speech intelligibility metrics.

An important distinction must be made at the outset between the output of speech intelligibility metrics and the results of speech intelligibility tests. As described in the previous paragraph, intelligibility has numerous definitions and, due to redundancies in spoken language, it is easier to understand whole words within the context of a grammatically correct sentence, than it is to understand single, nonsense syllables in the same acoustical conditions. Therefore, the intelligibility score in a given listening test is a function of the testing format, in addition to the particular degradations to the speech signal, such as noise, reverberation and distortion. These types of degradations can all be quantified by objective intelligibility prediction metrics, but their outputs are only intended to be monotonically related to the listening test result. Most intelligibility metrics actually assess the audibility of speech cues [118], and a mapping function is required to convert the output of a metric into results that are comparable with intelligibility scores found using a particular listening test format. This mapping is known as the Audibility-Intelligibility Transfer Function (AITF) [119].

A related but distinct transfer function commonly encountered in the study of speech perception in noise is the psychometric function - a mapping between the SNR and the intelligibility score in a listening test. Like the AITF, the psychometric function is dependent on the speech material and the listening test format [120]. To illustrate the differences between the two functions, and to show how they may be obtained in practice, Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of an example test where the listener correctly identifies three out of five keywords from a sentence presented in noise. The same evaluation is also performed by a speech intelligibility metric. In this example, the metric uses a reference copy of the speech signal and the degraded signal to produce its result, though other modes of operation are available and these are discussed below. Repeated
application of this process at a range of SNRs will yield a psychometric function and an AITF by combining the listening test results with the input SNRs and the metric results respectively.

The example metric shown in Figure 3.1 uses a copy of the reference signal and a measurement of the degraded signal to evaluate the intelligibility. This approach is taken by a number of intelligibility metrics, such as the (Extended) Short-Time Objective Intelligibility metric, (E)STOI, [96, 121]. Other metrics, known as “single-ended” measurements, use only the degraded signal, and assumed properties such as the expected spectrum of speech. The Speech Transmission Index (STI) metric [122, 123] uses this technique. The AI [108], and its successor, the Speech Intelligibility Index (SII) [124] operate using the spectra of speech and noise in isolation, but information is provided on the expected spectrum of speech for normal, raised, loud and shouted speech, which can be substituted for a speech spectrum measurement should one not be available.

The approaches referenced above each require different levels of information about the transmission channel under test. Single-ended measurements require the least information, and are thus suited to implementation in the widest range of applications, at the expense of accuracy, due to the assumptions made about the spectrum of speech. Metrics that require isolated samples of speech and noise are more suited to research and audiological applications where this can be provided. Although the applications of personal audio technology referenced in this work may include real-time sound transmission equipment, for the purposes of research, or configuring a system in advance of real-time use, it is assumed that a clean reference copy of the audio to be transmitted is available in advance, and that similarly, isolated samples of the noise received in each zone can also be measured or calculated. Correspondingly, all categories of metric are potentially applicable to the present work. The following subsections describe the operation of several speech intelligibility metrics, to determine the metrics that are most fit for purpose in the design of private personal audio systems.
3.1.1 Articulation Index and Speech Intelligibility Index

AI [108] and its successor SII [124] are designed to produce intelligibility ratings based on three frequency dependent factors: the spectral level of the speech, the spectral level of any noise or equivalent degradations due to distortion and reverberation, and the hearing threshold of listeners. Figure 3.2 shows a simplified block diagram of the SII calculation process for conditions where reverberation is negligible. These conditions are similar to the range of applicability of the older AI standard, and except for some adjustments to the model coefficients, the metrics are essentially equivalent when reverberation can be neglected [125]. The SII, pictured at the right of the block diagram is composed of a sum of Band Audibility Functions, $A_i$, weighted by the relative importance, $I_i$, of each frequency band to speech intelligibility. The standard allows for various divisions of the frequency spectrum into bands, for ease of computation or finer-grained detail. The audibility of speech cues in a frequency band is dependent on the distortion of the speech from a standard speech spectrum, $L_i$, and on a generalised SNR, $K_i$. The “noise” portion of $K_i$ is formed by comparing the masking effect of the additional noise and the speech itself, $Z_i$, with the average hearing threshold of the population, $X'_i$, to form the Equivalent Speech Disturbance Level, $D_i$.

The noise levels input to the model, $N'_i$, must be measured and corrected for listener position and whether a monaural or binaural intelligibility rating is required. In the absence of measured speech levels, the standard provides estimated spectral levels for four vocal effort levels. A similar correction procedure gives the equivalent speech spectrum level, $E'_i$. The metric also offers flexibility on the definition of the equivalent hearing threshold level, $T'_i$, either from a series of measured hearing thresholds, or based on the reference hearing threshold level, defined as 0 dB across frequency.

The SII differs from the original AI by improving the modelling of the upward spread of masking from low frequencies to high frequencies, and recognising that different patterns of speech, such as full sentences, phonetically balanced words and nonsense syllables, have different band importance functions [125]. A major difference comes in the handling of reverberant conditions, which were not considered in the original AI due to its origins in the evaluation of telephone systems. In conditions where the reverberation is significant, the values of the model inputs $E'_i$, $N'_i$ and $T'_i$ are calculated using a different method based on the preservation of intensity modulations by the transmission channel. This model is inspired by the Speech Transmission Index standard [122, 123], which is described in detail in the following subsection.
Figure 3.2: Block diagram of SII calculation process, in the case of negligible reverberation, as described in Section 5.1 of Ref. [124]. Variables subscripted with an \( i \) are calculated for each frequency band.
3.1.2 Speech Transmission Index (STI)

The Speech Transmission Index (STI) is a single-number rating that quantifies the effect an acoustical or electrical signal path will have on the intelligibility of speech signals. It is codified in IEC 60268-16:2011 [122], and many example applications are provided, such as the measurement of public address systems, communication devices, and direct (i.e. unassisted) speech communication in reverberant spaces. Three methods are presented in the standard, but the standard states that,

“None of the methods are suitable for the measurement and assessment of speech privacy and speech masking systems, as STI has not been validated for conditions that represent speech privacy applications”. [122].

This suggests that the STI is unsuitable for use as an intelligibility metric for the present work, as this measure of intelligibility is intended to be used as a proxy for privacy. However, the STI is directly used in the 2012 revision of ISO 3382-3 [36] to assess the distance at which speech privacy can be claimed in open plan offices; in this standard a value of $\text{STI} < 0.2$ is deemed to correspond to private communication conditions. ISO 3382 supports this with references to two publications, from 2005 [126] and 2007 [127]. These references predate the current revision of the STI standard, IEC 60268-16:2011. Two international standards, therefore, appear to disagree over the validity of the STI for privacy measurements. Nevertheless, the techniques and background materials used in the STI calculation provide important information about the effects of various types of audible degradation on human speech perception, so a brief review of the STI method is provided below.

STI is founded upon the concept that speech intelligibility is maximised when the intensity envelope of speech is preserved by a transmission channel. This time domain approach contrasts with the operating mode of the AI, which is based on the SNR in each frequency band. Rather than comparing a clean input speech signal with the output from the transmission channel, the full version of STI [122] uses a set of amplitude modulated noise signals to form a modulation transfer function matrix, which is then processed to yield the STI. Figure 3.3 shows a block diagram of the method.

The laborious frequency-by-frequency analysis required by the original implementation of STI was later replaced by an indirect method, which uses the impulse response of the transmission channel to populate the modulation transfer function matrix, hence characterising signal degradation with a single measurement. This indirect measurement method is often used in building acoustics to assess the need for, or effectiveness of, public address and voice alarm systems [122, 128], but it relies on the assumption that the transmission channel is linear and time-invariant. This fast, indirect method would be inappropriate for use in many speech privacy control settings, as it is possible for the masking signal added to the target speech to vary with time. In this case, the degradation to the speech cannot be represented as an impulse response.
3.1.3 Metrics for Fluctuating Degradations

Metrics such as AI and SII, which use the global statistics of speech and noise to form their result, tend to underestimate the intelligibility in cases where the masking noise fluctuates with time, such as when the masking consists of one competing talker. Listeners with normal hearing are able to take advantage of these spectrotemporal “dips” in the masker, where the SNR in a narrow frequency band is, for a short duration, much higher than the average across the signal [129]. This phenomenon was formulated into the “Glimpse Proportion” metric by Cooke [130]. The metric compares modified spectrograms of speech and noise signals, and characterises “glimpses” as regions of sufficient area on these spectrograms where the target speech dominates the noise. The conversion function between the proportion of valid glimpses and the resulting intelligibility score was obtained using objective speech intelligibility tests. The glimpse proportion metric was later extended to include a frequency dependent distortion weighting [131], recognising that as well as restricting the audibility of a target speech signal, additive noise also reduces intelligibility by producing a distorting effect [132]. The result was an improvement to the performance of the metric under a wider range of steady and fluctuating masking conditions. A further extension enabled the prediction of binaural intelligibility by considering the distortion weighted glimpses in each ear, thereby accounting for the effects of better ear listening and binaural unmasking [132]. When evaluated in anechoic conditions with speech-shaped noise and competing speech maskers, the metric showed better predictive power to four other binaural speech intelligibility metrics. In reverberant conditions, the binaural glimpse proportion metric showed greater consistency between different types of masker when compared against alternative metrics [133].

Another refinement to the glimpse proportion metric is provided by the Short-Time Objective Intelligibility (STOI) algorithm, which was developed in 2011 [96] in response to a need for an improved objective measure of intelligibility in the case of fluctuating degradations, including non-linear processing, which the original glimpse proportion metric was unable to resolve [121].
In contrast to SII, a measurement of the additional degradation is not required in isolation by STOI. Rather, a clean reference copy of the speech, and the speech signal corrupted by noise are input to the algorithm. STOI divides these signals into short time segments of 384 ms to capture the effect of short-duration or time-varying degradations. This value is chosen to reflect the temporal integration time of the human auditory system. Frequency resolution is provided by further subdividing these time-windows into \( \frac{1}{3} \)-octave frequency bands, and the metric forms its intelligibility estimate by calculating the correlation coefficient between the reference and degraded signal envelopes in each sub-band, then averaging the result across frequency. This final step implies independent contributions to intelligibility from each band, an assumption which is in opposition to other established metrics, such as SII, which recognise differences in the importance of each frequency band, and the upward spread of masking.

To rectify this assumption, an extension to the STOI algorithm was published in 2016. This Extended STOI (ESTOI) algorithm \[121\] trades off a slight increase in computational complexity for a further reduction in the assumptions about the form of any signal degradation. In ESTOI, rather than calculating temporal correlation coefficients, then averaging across frequency, the operations are transposed - spectral correlation coefficients are calculated for each sub-band envelope, before being time-averaged across each frame. Figure 3.4 shows a block diagram of the ESTOI algorithm, and the reference implementation of the ESTOI algorithm produced by Jensen and Taal is available at Ref. \[134\].

![Figure 3.4: Block diagram of the ESTOI algorithm \[121\].](image)

First, the clean and processed digital signals, \( s(n) \) and \( x(n) \) are passed through a \( \frac{1}{3} \)-octave filterbank, then the temporal envelopes are extracted. The resulting spectrograms \( S_j(m) \) and \( X_j(m) \) are divided again into shorter time segments before being normalised in time and frequency to form the matrices \( \hat{S}_m \) and \( \hat{X}_m \) for the clean and processed signals respectively. The intermediate intelligibility indices for each time-segment, \( d_m \), are formed by calculating the vector projection of the columns of \( \hat{S}_m \) onto the columns of \( \hat{X}_m \). If the degradations to the reference speech signal are insignificant, then the \( \hat{S}_m \) and \( \hat{X}_m \) matrices will be similar and the row and column normalisation will result in a value of \( d_m \) close to 1. This indicates that 100% of speech cues are audible in the degraded or processed signal, and therefore the speech is fully intelligible. In high-noise situations, the degraded and reference signals are essentially uncorrelated, i.e. the vectors formed by the columns of \( \hat{S}_m \) and \( \hat{X}_m \) are orthogonal, resulting in a value of \( d_m \approx 0 \). Negative values of \( d_m \) are mathematically possible if the projections of \( \hat{S} \) and \( \hat{X} \) are in opposite vector directions, but this is extremely uncommon in practice and the input signals \( s(n) \) and \( x(n) \) would have to be specifically constructed to have these properties.
Internally representing signals as spectrograms in the STOI and ESTOI algorithms preserves both time and frequency information. Consequently, these methods, and in particular, ESTOI, are more capable of predicting the intelligibility of speech degraded by strongly time-varying signals than other methods [121]. By its authors own admission, ESTOI does not attempt to model the physics of the human auditory system, instead making algorithmic choices based on the loss of speech information that a particular degradation may cause [135]. This enables the algorithm not only to capture the effect of the energetic masking that degrades a signal, but also the loss of intelligibility due to informational masking [136, 137]. The perceptual design requirements in certain speech privacy control scenarios may necessitate the use of time-varying masking signals, for example to account for changes in the background noise level, or to match the characteristics of a certain type of ambient background noise that is already present in a space. In these situations, an intelligibility metric that is consistent under many different forms of additive degradation is required; ESTOI fulfils this demand.

3.2 Conversions Between Metric Outputs and Intelligibility

The speech privacy control systems described in this thesis use masking signals to provide privacy for their target listeners. A key consideration in the design of such systems is the relationship between the level of a particular masking signal, which controls the SNR, and the intelligibility reduction that is achieved in the dark zone. This relationship, between SNR and intelligibility, is characterised by the psychometric function, as described above in Figure 3.1. On the surface, this observation suggests that intelligibility metrics are unnecessary, as the transfer function between SNR and intelligibility could be looked up in the literature, solving the problem in a single step. However, while there is a wealth of published psychometric functions available, these are all specific to particular listening test formats, sectors of the population, speech corpora and types of noise [120]. Furthermore, as will be made clear in Chapter 5, the use of a loudspeaker array and the associated signal processing necessarily implies bandwidth limitations and other artefacts to both the speech and noise signals, which in turn will affect the conversion between SNR and intelligibility. Finally, even if an appropriate psychometric function could be found, this cannot provide information on the perceived privacy, only the intelligibility.

Figure 3.5 graphically displays the links between the SNR, the output of metrics, intelligibility and privacy. Each link is described by a transfer function or qualitative relation, and each is dependent on certain variables being fixed. For example, to fully specify the aforementioned psychometric function, which can be used to convert SNRs into intelligibility scores, the speech corpus, listening test format and the type of masking must all be known. In other words, a psychometric function is specific to a given combination of these variables.

Speech intelligibility metrics are useful as they provide a secondary path to convert between the level of degradations to a speech signal, i.e. the SNR, and the resulting intelligibility. To provide this relationship, two conversion steps are required, as shown by the red arrows in Figure 3.5. The first step describes how changes in the SNR affect the output of the metric, and for most metrics this is dependent on the audibility of speech cues within a signal [118]. The second step describes the relationship between the output of the metric and the true intelligibility, in terms
of correctly understood syllables, words or sentences. In the literature, these two relationships are rarely addressed together within the same publication, and there is therefore no standard terminology to disambiguate between them. Commonly, both conversions are simply referred to as the “transfer function”, either between a given SNR and the output of a metric, e.g. [138], or between the output of a metric and the percent-correct score, e.g. [103, 124, 139].

To avoid confusion with the electroacoustical transfer function, which describes the transmission path between the input to a loudspeaker and the output from a microphone, the links between the variables discussed in this section will be described using distinct terms - these are given in the blue boxes in Figure 3.5. The transfer function between the output of a metric and the percent-correct score has been described by Scollie as the Audibility-Intelligibility Transfer Function (AITF) [119], as most intelligibility metrics quantify the proportion of audible speech cues in a degraded speech signal [118]. This relationship is in principle independent of the type of signal degradation, as this effect should be absorbed into the metric. The AITF is therefore only specific to the type of intelligibility which is required, e.g. syllables, words or sentences. Following the same naming convention, the transfer function between the SNR and the output of a metric will be termed the Signal-Audibility Transfer Function (SATF). The SATF is specific to the type of degradation, i.e. the spectral and temporal composition of the masker, but is independent of the speech content. By combining the two functions, a psychometric function can be generated.

The two-stage approach to construct the psychometric function from the SATF and AITF is extremely useful in the design of personal audio systems where a particular level of speech intelligibility is required in each zone. This can be visualised in Figure 3.5 by following the red arrows from the SNR to the intelligibility score, via the metric output. The task of a personal audio system designer is to specify the SNRs in the bright and dark zone at which appropriate levels of intelligibility are achieved for each listener. Without the use of speech intelligibility metrics, separate psychometric functions would need to be constructed from listening test data, for each type of masking noise that could potentially be employed by the system. Additionally, any future modifications to the system that could affect its bandwidth, or other features associated with the transmission quality, would invalidate all previous results as these factors would
have been incorporated into the psychometric function. The solution is provided by codifying the requirements of the system in terms of speech intelligibility metric values in each zone, rather than quoting SNRs directly. With this approach, standard AITFs from the literature can be used to convert between metric values and intelligibility scores, and SATFs for new masking signal designs or system configurations can be rapidly generated using simulations. This is the basis of the masking signal design process described later in Chapter 7.

Despite this major advantage, carrying out the conversion between SNR and intelligibility using two transfer functions introduces uncertainty. While most intelligibility metrics are deterministic, the output of the SATF may vary with the fine structure of input signals, such as with different sentences or random masking noise samples, even if the SNR is identical. This random variability is also seen in the algorithms for evaluating perceptual quantities such as roughness and fluctuation strength, which are discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. The AITF also possesses inherent uncertainty, as it is defined based on the statistical results of listening tests; some sentences are easier for humans to understand in continuous noise than others, for example due to the familiarity of words.

To illustrate the variability of the SATF, Figure 3.6 shows the outputs of the STOI, ESTOI and SII algorithms applied to speech degraded by speech-shaped noise with a 50 dB variation in the SNR. Each data point represents the intelligibility of a different recorded sentence from the Harvard Sentence Corpus [21]. The data is fitted to a logistic function of the form

$$y = Q/(1 + e^{-\alpha(x-x_i)}) + u. \quad (3.1)$$

where $x$ is the SNR and $\alpha$ and $x_i$ are parameters that control the rate of decay and the position of the symmetric inflection point of the logistic respectively. $Q$ is a scaling factor and $u$ shifts the logistic, for cases where the standard range of the logistic, between 0 and 1, does not match the data to be fitted, as can be seen in the rightmost panel of Figure 3.6, where the STOI metric outputs a value around 0.4 for -30 dB SNR. This value represents the lowest value of the STOI metric for additive noise, but lower values of the STOI metric can be obtained when the speech signal is processed non-linearly. For each SATF shown in Figure 3.6, 95% observation bounds are given for the fitted logistic curves - this indicates the likely range of metric values associated with each SNR, when steady, speech-shaped noise is used to mask speech. In terms of metric values, the SII has the smallest confidence intervals, as the output of the metric is only dependent on the overall spectra of the input signals, and is thus less affected by changes in the fine structure of the random noise or the selected sentences. The central plot in Figure 3.6 can provide an approximate indication of how the SNR is related to the SII in each zone of a speech privacy control system. In order to achieve SII = 0.05 in the dark zone and SII = 0.75 in the bright zone, a difference in SNR of 25 dB between the zones is required. Using compact loudspeaker arrays, this level of acoustic contrast is difficult to achieve with a single sound zoning process. However, with two independent sound zoning processes for the speech and masking signals, as shown in the block diagram in Figure 1.2, the required SNR difference can be shared between the two processes. In a system with symmetrical bright and dark zones, this halves the acoustic contrast level (in dB) required by each process. This analysis is only approximate as it does not include the effects of the sound zoning process on the frequency response and temporal structure of each
signal, but it does verify the significant advantage of the proposed method over conventional beamforming techniques.

It is important to note that the indices presented in Figure 3.6 are not numerically comparable with one another; for example, an ESTOI value of 0.3 does not necessarily represent the same level of intelligibility as STOI = 0.3 or SII = 0.3. Instead, each metric must be mapped to the true intelligibility score using independent AITFs, as described in Figure 3.1. A selection of AITFs for the SII metric are presented in Figure 3.7. The wide variation in AITFs for different speech materials displayed in Figure 3.7 shows how redundancies in spoken language can assist with the understanding of speech in challenging acoustical conditions. Achieving a score of 50% correct in familiar sentences, or restricted sets of words such as the Hagerman matrix test [102] can be achieved at an SII from 0.15-0.20, whereas to achieve the same score when tested against nonsense monosyllables requires significantly more favourable conditions, characterised by SII values between 0.40 and 0.45. The former can therefore be interpreted as being easier to understand in a given condition than the latter. Additionally, the AITFs for speech materials that are easier to understand also have steeper slopes, i.e. a small change in SII results in a large change in the intelligibility. This reinforces the conclusion that these speech materials possess greater redundancy, such that listening either results in understanding everything, or nothing, over a relatively small range of SII [99]. As referenced in Section 2.3, this invites the use of matrix tests as methods for determining private listening conditions, as a 50% correct score in this type of test corresponds to significantly lower levels of intelligibility in real-world passages of speech, such as those included in the Connected Speech Test [103].

By considering both the SATF and AITF for sentences, it can be seen that there is a rapid change in predicted intelligibility with small changes in the masking signal level. This relation is also observed in published psychometric functions between SNR and sentence intelligibility. This has significant implications for the design of speech privacy control systems, as it implies that the masking signal level must be specified precisely in order to ensure that the desired level of (un)intelligibility is achieved in the dark zone of a designed system. Figure 3.5 shows that one conceivable way to establish this link would be to form a mapping between the quantitative intelligibility and the qualitative privacy delivered by a system, but this is likely to be highly dependent on the context and expectations of listeners, and the details of the particular listening test that yielded the results. Instead, the approach taken by standards committees
and researchers into open plan office privacy has been to form direct links between the output of intelligibility metrics and the results from subjective experiments into privacy, thus avoiding the additional complexity of including speech intelligibility test results. The following section describes the processes and standards that have been developed to convert between intelligibility metrics and levels of privacy.

### 3.3 Conversions Between Intelligibility Metrics and Privacy

There is a clear correspondence between intelligibility and privacy in sound zones; that is, as the proportion of words that are understandable by an eavesdropper increases, privacy decreases for the target listener. However, both are dependent upon the syntax and vocabulary in the spoken message and the amount of listening effort the eavesdropper uses. The link between intelligibility and privacy was observed by Fletcher and Steinberg in 1929 - in the following quotation from “Articulation Testing Methods” [106], the “discrete sentence intelligibility” refers to the ability of listeners to comprehend the substance of sentences, or respond intelligently to spoken questions.

“It will be seen that for changes in distortion, the changes in the discrete sentence intelligibility will be small for systems having syllable articulations greater than 30 per cent, but very large for systems having syllable articulations below 20 per cent. It is for systems in this latter class that these test sentences are useful. A case in point is the measurement of the degree of secrecy obtained in sound proofing telephone booths, or in dealing with cross-talk.” [106]

Much of the research into understanding the links between intelligibility and privacy has been considered in the context of office design. In an early review of speech privacy in offices,
in order to provide practical guidance to architects and acoustic consultants, Cavanaugh et al. proposed a single-number rating scheme for privacy based on readily available architectural data and simple acoustical measurements [86]. The method showed a strong correspondence between objective speech intelligibility and the impression of speech privacy. This was evidenced by the favourable comparison between the single-number ratings and observed reactions of occupants in 37 office environments, as well as through independent validation [141].

A further insight from the studies of Cavanaugh et al. [86] is that different situations demand different levels of privacy, and it is important to confirm the expectations of listeners in studies when asking them about the privacy of different acoustic conditions. In their experiments that led to the generation of the rating system, listeners could adjust the level of interfering speech from another room until, firstly, it would interfere with day-to-day work, and secondly, the privacy of company classified material would be compromised. The notion of “everyday/acceptable” and “confidential” privacy, and the corresponding values of speech intelligibility metrics have been carried forward into more recent research into speech privacy [142, 143] and standards concerning the assessment of speech privacy in different spaces [101, 109, 144].

Two of these standards, ASTM E2638 [144] and ASTM E1130 [109] refer to closed and open plan offices respectively, and the different methods used in each standard reflects the usual requirements of each type of space. In open plan offices, methods aimed at reducing speech intelligibility are usually implemented to minimise distraction between neighbouring workspaces, whereas in closed offices, confidentiality may reasonably be expected between adjacent rooms. Accordingly, the recommendations in the corresponding standards use two different indices to describe privacy. In open plan offices, the Privacy Index (PI) is used - this is defined directly from the AI as

\[
PI = 1 - AI. \quad (3.2)
\]

In closed offices, privacy levels are described using the Speech Privacy Class (SPC), a measure that is based on the transmission loss through the boundaries of the space under test, \(T(f)\), and the spectral level of the background noise in the receiving environment, \(L_N(f)\). The frequency index \(f\) refers to sixteen \(\frac{1}{3}\)-octave bands, such that the SPC can be calculated as

\[
SPC = \frac{1}{16} \sum_{f=160Hz}^{5kHz} [T(f) + L_N(f)]. \quad (3.3)
\]

Despite differences in the frequency weightings between PI and SPC, Müller-Trapet and Gover present an approximate relationship between the two indices, which has been validated across the expected operating range of both metrics using 1800 datasets collected in North American offices [145]. The relationships are calculated as [145]

\[
PI(SPC) \approx 50 + 50 \text{erf} \left( \frac{6.65}{100} SPC - 2.8 \right), \quad (3.4)
\]
\[ \text{SPC(PI)} \approx \frac{100}{6.65} \text{erf}^{-1} \left( \frac{\text{PI}}{50} - 1 \right) + 42.2, \]  
\tag{3.5} \]

where \( \text{erf} \) and \( \text{erf}^{-1} \) refer to the standard error function and its inverse.

A similar exercise to provide a relationship between the AI and SII was carried out by Bradley [142], in order that the privacy recommendations that relied on the old AI standard could be updated for use with the newer SII metric, provided that the acoustical conditions under test were appropriate for both standards. The empirical relationship was found to be well-represented by a fourth-order polynomial for AI values less than 0.5, which is given as [142]

\[ \text{SII} = 0.019 + 1.94\text{AI} - 5.26\text{AI}^2 + 11.73\text{AI}^3 - 9.25\text{AI}^4. \]  
\tag{3.6} \]

Equations 3.2 - 3.6 allow the recommendations made in each of the aforementioned standards and articles to be gathered and numerically compared. These are collated in Table 3.1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AI</th>
<th>SII</th>
<th>SPC</th>
<th>Privacy / Intelligibility Description</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤ 0.05</td>
<td>≤ 0.10</td>
<td>≥ 60</td>
<td>Confidential privacy</td>
<td>Open Plan</td>
<td>[109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05 – 0.20</td>
<td>0.10 – 0.28</td>
<td>51 – 60</td>
<td>Normal privacy</td>
<td>Open Plan</td>
<td>[109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 0.20</td>
<td>&gt; 0.28</td>
<td>48 – 51</td>
<td>Speech becomes more readily understood</td>
<td>Open Plan</td>
<td>[109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 0.30</td>
<td>&gt; 0.37</td>
<td>&lt; 48</td>
<td>Unacceptable privacy</td>
<td>Open Plan</td>
<td>[109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 0.40</td>
<td>&gt; 0.46</td>
<td>&lt; 45</td>
<td>Essentially no privacy</td>
<td>Open Plan</td>
<td>[109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10 – 0.20</td>
<td>0.17 – 0.28</td>
<td>51 – 56</td>
<td>Speech is noticeable but not understandable</td>
<td>Open Plan</td>
<td>[146]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.15</td>
<td>&lt; 0.23</td>
<td>&gt; 53</td>
<td>Acceptable privacy; freedom from intrusion</td>
<td>Open Plan</td>
<td>[88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 0.05</td>
<td>&gt; 0.10</td>
<td>&lt; 60</td>
<td>Most critical 10% of subjects feel a lack of privacy</td>
<td>Closed Room</td>
<td>[86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≈ 0.10</td>
<td>≈ 0.17</td>
<td>≈ 51</td>
<td>Everyday privacy requirements satisfied</td>
<td>Closed Room</td>
<td>[86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Minimal Speech Privacy - One or two words will be intelligible at most once each 3 minutes, and speech sounds will frequently be audible (at most once each 0.6 minutes)</td>
<td>Closed Room</td>
<td>[144]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Standard Speech Privacy - One or two words will be occasionally intelligible (at most once each 18 minutes) and frequently audible (at most once each 2 minutes)</td>
<td>Closed Room</td>
<td>[144]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Standard Speech Security - One or two words will very rarely be intelligible (at most once each 2.3 hours) and occasionally audible (at most once each 12.5 minutes)</td>
<td>Closed Room</td>
<td>[144]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>High Speech Security - Speech essentially unintelligible (at most once each 16 hours) and very rarely audible (at most once each 1.5 hours)</td>
<td>Closed Room</td>
<td>[144]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Very High Speech Security - Speech not intelligible and very rarely audible (at most once each 11 hours)</td>
<td>Closed Room</td>
<td>[144]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Values in literature pertaining to the instrumental appraisal of privacy. Original values from the referenced standards or publications are printed in **bold**, others have been calculated using Equations 3.2 - 3.6.
The entries from ASTM E2638 [144] in Table 3.1 give quantitative, as well as qualitative descriptions of the privacy obtained in each of the described scenarios, e.g. “Standard Speech Security - One or two words will very rarely be intelligible (at most once each 2.3 hours)”. These descriptions lock the subjective appraisal of speech privacy to measurable quantities. Limited information is available with regard to numerical intelligibility scores at different levels of privacy in open environments, but it is expected that privacy descriptors in these spaces relate to higher levels of intelligibility, due to the lower expectations of privacy in these open spaces, compared to between closed rooms. Bradley and Gover [99] report that at AI values of 0.15 the median speech intelligibility, using low-predictability Harvard sentences [100], was 88%, but this score was expected to decrease with less-well enunciated, everyday speech. At the same AI and SII values, speech privacy was subjectively rated by listeners as just below “acceptable”, on an ordinal scale of speech privacy where 1 = “None”, 2 = “A little”, 3 = “Acceptable”, 4 = “Moderately Good” and 5 = “Confidential”. The study's authors describe SII = 0.20 as the “corner” value on the curve between intelligibility (or privacy) and SII; for lower SII values, the intelligibility scores decrease rapidly and thus correspond to significant improvements to privacy. On the other hand, solutions that provide SII values greater than 0.2 essentially offer no additional privacy compared to doing nothing [99].

3.4 Summary

The objective of the privacy control considered in this thesis is to ensure that speech intended for the target listener in the bright zone is not overheard by any listeners in the dark zone. This is achieved through a combination of focussing speech towards the target listener, and radiating a masking signal into the dark zone. These signals can be input into intelligibility metrics to inform how changes to the design of the loudspeaker array and masking signal affect how speech is perceived in each zone. The present chapter has discussed the construction, advantages and disadvantages of a number of such metrics, but the SII is the most appropriate for the purposes of practical private audio system design.

The SII is based on extensive research into the factors affecting speech intelligibility, spanning over seventy years, and has been widely adopted in both research and clinical settings. This has led to a wide range of AITFs being made available for many different intelligibility tests, as shown in Figure 3.7, so the conversion from SII to percent-correct scores can be carried out with confidence and specificity to the type of intelligibility required. Furthermore, as the SII is directly based on the frequency-weighted SNR, the conversion between broadband SNR and SII described by the SATF has a narrower confidence interval than competing metrics with more complex processing algorithms. This therefore reduces the uncertainty of intelligibility predictions. The most significant benefit of SII, however, is that links have been established between SII and both qualitative and quantitative descriptions of privacy, as discussed in Section 3.3.

The use of SII to standardise privacy ratings for both open and closed offices gives confidence that the metric can also be used to evaluate the privacy in sound zones. It is clear from the comparisons between the indices in Table 3.1 that there is a significant perceptual difference between the expected levels of privacy in open plan and closed spaces. “Acceptable” or “normal” levels of privacy are associated with significantly lower SII values in closed rooms compared to
open plan areas, and this suggests that it is potentially unnecessary to expect a speech privacy control system to provide similar levels of intelligibility reduction to that provided by a closed room. The implications of this will be discussed in Chapter 7, where an SII limit is specified for the dark zone.

A potential limitation of using the SII metric is that the algorithm is not designed to operate on speech that is masked by strongly fluctuating noise. However, for the purpose of initial investigations into the factors affecting speech privacy in sound zones, it is beneficial for the initial experiments to be restricted to simple, stationary random noise maskers, as the broader effects of masker level and frequency spectrum can then be explored in isolation. The additional complexities of evaluating the effectiveness of fluctuating masking signals are discussed in Chapter 9, both in terms of their ability to mask speech, and also the perceptual effects of introducing this type of masking noise into an environment.

A key engineering trade-off that arises from the selection of a dark zone SII target is that, for a personal audio system design with a given level of acoustic contrast performance, demanding a higher level of privacy will also require an increase in the level of the masker. The perceptual effects of additional masking can be quantified, for both stationary and non-stationary maskers, using subjective metrics, and this additional consideration is essential for the production of practical sound zoning systems. In the present chapter, intelligibility metrics have been used to consider the effects of additional masking on the privacy of the target listener, without regard for the experience of other listeners. This single-minded approach risks developing systems that are unacceptable for use in public spaces. Therefore, it is necessary to also include perceptual evaluation in the design of speech privacy control systems, and this will thus be discussed in the following chapter.
Chapter 4

Subjective Metrics for Perceptual Evaluation

The discussion presented in Section 2.2 shows that it is desirable to integrate an understanding of the human perception of sound into the process of designing a personal audio system, alongside other engineering objectives. In order to justify the installation of a speech privacy control system in a space, it must not only execute its primary function of controlling the intelligibility of speech in each zone, but do so without adverse side-effects. Due to limitations in the directivity of practical loudspeaker arrays, speech intended for the target listener can remain intelligible to other nearby listeners, necessitating the introduction of masking noise into the dark zone, as depicted in the block diagram in Figure 1.2. If this additional noise is too loud or unpleasant, privacy and practicality become irreconcilable. In Chapter 7, a process is described for the design of an optimised masking signal, which minimises the likelihood of adverse listener reactions, whilst maintaining privacy between the listening zones. A necessary component of this process is a means to instrumentally evaluate how a particular masking signal may be perceived by listeners.

In the previous chapter, metrics were used to predict the intelligibility of speech using the physical properties of the signals received in each zone. The metrics described in this chapter operate on similar principles, in this case with the aim of providing a mapping between measurable, objective parameters of a signal, the stimulus, and the expected subjective response, the sensation, from a population [79]. Subjective metrics can be loosely ranked or categorised based on the complexity of the relation between stimulus and sensation. For example, the subjective experience of loudness is primarily related to intensity, with further spectral and temporal effects [147]. Complex sensations, such as the annoyance experienced due to noise, can be modelled by combining simpler effects, using the results from subjective experimentation to determine the relative influence of each factor.

Following previous work by Widmann, [148], in this chapter the complex psychoacoustic sensation of noise annoyance is broken down into four elementary attributes; loudness, sharpness, roughness and fluctuation strength. The following four sections provide the mathematical definitions for metrics that predict these perceptual attributes, based on measurable properties.
of input signals. This will provide information on how a masking signal could be adjusted to improve its acceptability in a personal audio context. The implications of designing a masking signal with a low level of each attribute will be discussed, in order to highlight the trade-offs between the various requirements of private personal audio systems.

4.1 Loudness

The sensation of loudness is correlated with intensity, but varies with the spectral content and temporal profile of a signal. Much has been written about the correlation between intensity and loudness, indeed some of the earliest psychoacoustic experiments of the 19th century sought to quantify the various physical factors that contribute to the experience of loudness [147]. Formalised experiments led to the now-standard equal-loudness contours for continuous tones, as shown in Figure 4.1 [149, 150]. A range of loudness models have been developed, each with subtly different rationale and intended application. Some models seek to emulate loudness by accurately reproducing the physical processes in the auditory system [151]. This allows effects such as hearing loss to be accounted for - an important step required in the fitting and calibration of hearing aids. Some of these models have been adapted to capture the effects of time-varying loudness [152], or re-formulated to focus on computational efficiency [153]. Often, models are left with free parameters that can be adjusted to fit statistical results from listening tests [154].

![Figure 4.1: Equal-loudness contours according to ISO 226.](image)

The equal-loudness contours shown in Figure 4.1 can be applied to the long-term spectrum of a stationary noise to determine a measure of the loudness. Two interchangeable units are commonly used for loudness measurement. Figure 4.1 describes loudness levels, $L_N$, in phons; a 1 kHz tone at the mean threshold of hearing is defined as 0 phons, and the equal-loudness contours are defined at 20 phon intervals, corresponding to 20 dB increases in the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) at 1 kHz. The definition of the equal-loudness contours makes the loudness level in phons a convenient measure to describe sounds that are equally as loud as each other. To compare the difference in the subjective loudness of sounds, the phon scale can be converted to a second unit, the sone, $N$. One sone is defined as 40 phons at any frequency, and a perceived
doubling of the loudness is represented by a doubling in the number of sones - for pure tones, this approximately corresponds to an increase of 10 phons [79]. For narrowband signals, the relationships between sones and phons are defined in ISO 532-1:2017 [155] as

\[
L_N = 40 + 33.22 \log_{10}(N), \quad \text{and} \\
N = 2^{0.1(L_N - 40)},
\]

when the signal is greater than 1 sone in loudness, or has a loudness level greater than 40 phons. To account for the change in human perception of quiet sounds, below a loudness of 1 sone, or a loudness level of 40 phons, the relationships are

\[
L_N = 40(N + 0.0005)^{0.35}, \quad \text{and} \\
N = \left(\frac{L_N}{40}\right)^{2.86} - 0.005.
\]

These relationships can be used to determine the loudness of stationary broadband sounds, but in order to capture the perceived loudness of time-varying sounds, an interim measure known as the instantaneous loudness must be calculated [156]. Sampled at 500 Hz intervals, the instantaneous loudness produces a loudness envelope signal that can be indexed to determine the percentile loudness, \(N_x\), which is the instantaneous loudness exceeded for \(x\) percent of the signal duration. For non-stationary sound, the fifth percentile loudness, \(N_5\), is reported to correlate more strongly with the perceived loudness of the source than the time-average of the instantaneous loudness [79]. This measure has been internationally standardised [155], though other methods for aggregating short term loudness data into a single-number descriptor are also mentioned in the literature [157–159].
To illustrate the calculation of the $N_5$ index, Figure 4.2 shows the instantaneous loudness of a spoken sentence, normalised to have an average SPL of 60 dB, calculated using a MATLAB implementation of Zwicker’s instantaneous loudness model [160]. For a total of 5% of the signal duration, the loudness exceeds a value of 13.8 sones, and this contribution comes almost completely from a single spoken word. Similar to how variations in prosody can have significant implications for the overall intelligibility of a sentence, the perceived loudness of a temporally varying signal can be dominated by infrequent peaks in the loudness. As can be seen from the decay of loudness with time at the end of the speech segment, the sensation of loudness continues beyond the physical stimulus. This effect is demonstrated more clearly in Figure 4.3, which shows the instantaneous loudness of a 50 ms burst of white noise. When considering the perceptual evaluation of masking signals, the ability to model this non-simultaneous masking effect is important as a masker can remain effective outside of its actual temporal envelope.

![Figure 4.3: Instantaneous loudness (red, sone) of a 50 ms white noise burst (black, Pascal).](image)

A measure of the overall loudness of a signal can also be aggregated from the loudness measured in separate frequency bands. Perceptual studies often divide the audible frequency range into critical bands, as opposed to octave- or $\frac{1}{3}$-octave bands, as this better reflects the frequency selectivity of the ear [161, 162]. The critical bandwidth is defined as the range of frequencies present within a broadband noise that contribute to the masking of a tone. Critical bands are approximately 100 Hz wide below 500 Hz and increase in width above 500 Hz, such that the bandwidth is approximately 20% of the centre frequency. This continuous definition can be more conveniently represented using a standard set of critical bands, known as the Bark scale [163]. The equal perceptual contribution to loudness from each critical band allows the specific loudness from each band, $N'$ in sones/Bark, to be integrated into a single loudness rating in sones. Two plots showing the contributions of specific loudness to overall loudness, reproduced using data from Zwicker and Fastl [79] are shown in Figure 4.4. Despite specific loudness readings in the lower panel exceeding those in the upper panel, the wider bandwidth of the broadband noise represented in the upper panel gives this signal a greater perceived loudness than the narrowband sound. The implication of this for the design of masking signals is that all frequency regions contribute to the impression of loudness. This highlights the importance of matching the spectra of the masking noise to that of the speech, as any additional energy outside of the frequency range
Figure 4.4: Specific loudness, \( N' \), as a function of critical band rate for uniform exciting noise (upper panel, 20 sone) and 1 kHz critical band wide noise (lower panel, 5 sone). The shaded areas indicate the areas contributing to total loudness in each panel, and the dotted curve in the upper panel matches the area of total loudness of the narrowband noise in the lower panel for comparison.

of speech will increase the perceived loudness of the masker without necessarily contributing to a reduction in speech intelligibility.

Instantaneous loudness can be combined with specific loudness to give an indication of how a signal varies in terms of both time and frequency, known as the specific instantaneous loudness. This provides similar information to a spectrogram, except the frequency divisions and time response are more closely aligned with how sounds are processed by the human auditory system. Figure 4.5 shows the specific instantaneous loudness of a single spoken word. The expected distribution of high and low frequency excitation with, respectively, the consonant and vowel sounds in the word can be seen. This visualisation may be used to demonstrate that to successfully reduce the intelligibility of a spoken word, the entire excitation pattern produced by the word must be masked. As discussed in Section 3.1.3, if a fluctuating masking signal is used, it is possible for “glimpses” of the underlying word to be audible when the brief excitation caused by a particular speech sound aligns with a spectrotemporal “dip” in the masker. The main strength of the specific instantaneous loudness, however, is that it provides spectral and temporal information that can be processed to calculate metrics associated with other perceptual sensations, such as fluctuation strength and sharpness.
4.2 Sharpness

Sharpness is an unpleasant sensation that is dependent on both the intensity of a signal and its frequency spectrum; signals with a higher proportion of energy above approximately 3 kHz exhibit a greater degree of sharpness. In order to account for the non-flat frequency response of the ear, the proportion of energy in each frequency band is found by processing the specific loudness, $N'$ of the signal. From this, the corresponding sharpness, $S$ can be calculated as [79]

$$ S = 0.11 \int_{0}^{24\text{Bark}} \frac{N' g(z) \, dz}{\int_{0}^{24\text{Bark}} N' \, dz} $$ (4.5)

where the Bark-band weighting $g(z)$, displayed graphically in Figure 4.6, is given by

$$ g(z) = \begin{cases} 
1, & z < 14 \\
0.00012z^4 - 0.0056z^3 + 0.1z^2 - 0.81z + 3.51, & z > 14
\end{cases} $$ (4.6)
4.3 Roughness

Roughness is usually regarded as an unpleasant sensation, and thus is included in the formulation of the psychoacoustic annoyance metric [79]. A number of methods for the prediction of psychoacoustical roughness have been proposed [79, 167–169], with various degrees of algorithmic complexity, ranges of application and published validation with subjective testing. The
various models agree that the sensation of roughness is evoked by sounds that modulate, in amplitude or frequency, at a rate of between a few tens of Hertz and the low hundreds of Hertz [79]. The model by Aures [167], with optimisations by Daniel and Weber [168] is selected for use in this thesis due to its flexibility at characterising the roughness of both broadband and tonal signals. The model assesses the modulation depth and frequency of critical-band filtered channels to determine the specific roughness, similar to the specific loudness described in Section 4.1. Additionally, the model calculates interaction effects between adjacent frequency channels, to account for the finding that the overall roughness sensation can be reduced if the excitation in one frequency region masks another [167]. An implementation of this model has been made available as part of the PsySound3 project [170].

The perception of roughness in modulated signals exists between two other sensations, in terms of the frequency of the modulation. Low frequency modulation, below around 15 Hz, is discernible as a smoothly varying change in either amplitude or frequency. At higher modulation frequencies, above around 100 Hz, the modulation begins to manifest itself as additional tones, which can be perceived separately to the carrier signal. These two frequency components, $f_{\text{mod}}$ and $f_{\text{c}}$, can be seen in the waveform of a sinusoidally amplitude modulated tone,

$$p(t) = p_0[1 + m \cos(2\pi f_{\text{mod}}t) \cos(2\pi f_{\text{c}}t)], \quad (4.7)$$

where $m$ is the modulation index.

Subjective experiments find that with $m = 1$, the maximum roughness level of a tone with $f_{\text{c}} < 1$ kHz is experienced at a modulation rate of 70 Hz [79]. Lower frequency tones exhibit maximum roughness at lower modulation frequencies, as shown in Figure 4.8, which shows the roughness of several 100% amplitude modulated tones. In order to provide a fixed point on the scale of roughness, the perceived roughness of a 1 kHz critical band-limited noise, at 60 dB SPL, fully amplitude modulated at 70 Hz is defined as 1 asper. This value is approximately maximal for amplitude modulated narrowband noises or tones, though values as large as 5-6 asper are produced by amplitude modulated broadband tones or rapid, wide frequency modulation [79].

As described in Section 3.4, the masking signals considered in the majority of this thesis will consist of stationary random noise, and thus do not include explicit amplitude modulation at the frequency ranges that are associated with the perception of roughness. Nevertheless, it is important to consider the roughness of these signals as there is no requirement for the modulation of a signal to be periodic for roughness to be perceived [79]. The random envelope modulation of stationary random noise inherently produces a small sensation of roughness, and this is most significantly affected by the bandwidth of the noise [168]. In a given random signal, the number of envelope maxima per second, $n$, is proportional to the bandwidth, $B$; on average, $n = 0.64B$ [167]. By interpreting $n$ as a modulation frequency, and assuming peak roughness coincides with a modulation frequency around 70 Hz, as shown in Figure 4.8, unmodulated noise with a bandwidth of 70 Hz/0.64 $\approx$ 100 Hz will provide the greatest sensation of roughness.

Speech-shaped noise has a significantly wider bandwidth than this limit, and when reproduced at 70 dB, has an estimated roughness of 0.06 asper. This is close to the threshold of roughness perception for amplitude modulated tones [168]. The random nature of the signal means that
the roughness value is also subject to variation. To illustrate this, Figure 4.9 shows a histogram of roughness evaluations estimated from 523 short segments of speech-shaped noise.

As roughness is considered to be an undesirable feature of environmental noise, is it likely to be advantageous to reduce the roughness of the masking signals output by the personal audio system. However, unlike with sharpness or loudness, where simple linear filtering of the signal can have a profound effect on the perception of these sensations, the roughness of a signal is affected by both the spectral and temporal properties of a signal. This makes it difficult to reduce
the roughness of a signal without also affecting other perceptually important parameters. Although stationary, random noise maskers have an inherently low level of roughness, as evidenced in Figure 4.9, there are further perceptual considerations to be made regarding the perceived appropriateness or naturalness of a masking signal, with reference to the ambient background noise in the reproduction environment. As this contextual effect cannot be calculated based on the properties of the signal alone, it cannot be included in a purely instrumental analysis of psychoacoustic annoyance.

The variations in amplitude associated with multi-talker babble noise or other speech-like masking signals such as the ICRA series of modulated speech-shaped noises [171] occur over much longer timescales, and relate to the perception of level fluctuation, rather than roughness. The mechanics and modelling of this sensation are described in the following section.

### 4.4 Fluctuation Strength

Another acoustical stimulus that can result in an unpleasant sensation is related to the strength of the amplitude fluctuations in the signal [79]. The fluctuation strength of a signal is distinguished from its roughness by the frequency of the modulations. While a peak in the roughness response is reported at a modulation frequency around 70 Hz, maximum fluctuation strength is experienced with an amplitude modulation of 4 Hz. Short-term memory effects at these timescales mean that the actual modulation depth of a signal and the perceived depth of the modulation, $\Delta L$ are not identical [79]. This is illustrated qualitatively in Figure 4.10. The difference between the true and perceived modulation depth increases as the modulation frequency increases, to a point at around 20 Hz where the modulation begins to be perceived as roughness. A 1 kHz critical band limited noise at 60 dB, fully amplitude modulated at 4 Hz, is defined as having a fluctuation strength of 1 vacil. The noticeability of sirens and other warning signals can be attributed to their high level of fluctuation strength as these signals fluctuate in both amplitude and frequency.

![Figure 4.10: Qualitative diagram of perceived modulation depth $\Delta L$ of a masking signal, sinusoidally amplitude modulated at frequency $f_{mod}$.
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No standard implementation of the fluctuation strength metric was available from other sources, so a new implementation was written [164], based on the algorithm described by Zwicker and Fastl [79]. The fluctuation strength model depends on an assessment of the perceived modulation depth and modulation frequency. This is achieved by first passing the signal through the loudness algorithm [160], to produce a set of instantaneous loudness envelopes for 240 frequency bands, each with a width of one tenth of a critical band. As the loudness algorithm includes non-simultaneous masking effects, these loudness envelopes approximate the black trace in Figure 4.10. These 240 signals are aggregated by summing them into 24 critical bands. The peaks and troughs of each envelope are found, and the level difference $\Delta L$ between each peak and the deepest adjacent trough are averaged across signals then summed across Bark bands to produce the fluctuation strength, which is scaled by a constant factor to calibrate the algorithm to an output of 1 vacil with the prescribed input signal.

This implementation of the fluctuation strength algorithm used in this work can be compared against target values from subjective tests results presented by Zwicker and Fastl [79], for fluctuating broadband noise. Figures 4.11 to 4.13 show that the implementation of the fluctuation strength algorithm captures the dependence of the metric on modulation depth, modulation frequency and the overall SPL of the signal, respectively.

![Fluctuation Strength Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 4.11:** Variation in the fluctuation strength metric with modulation depth for 60 dB SPL amplitude modulated speech-shaped noise, measured as the ratio in decibels between the maximum and minimum of the signal envelope. Target levels from Ref. [79].
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Figure 4.12: Variation in the fluctuation strength of 60 dB SPL amplitude modulated speech-shaped noise with modulation frequency, at a modulation depth of 40 dB. Target levels from Ref. [79].

Figure 4.13: Variation in the fluctuation strength of 4 Hz sinusoidally amplitude modulated speech-shaped noise with signal level, at a modulation depth of 40 dB. Target levels from Ref. [79].

The perceived fluctuation of stationary broadband noise is negligible, but the effects of fluctuation may still be encountered when the practicalities of personal audio system design are considered. Systems that are not used continuously for the delivery of private speech risk becoming sources of noise pollution if the masking signal is left at a constant level. One approach could be to adjust the level of the masking signal to track changes in the output speech level, ensuring
that when the system is not outputting speech, it does not output noise either. If the time constant of these amplitude modulations is set to react quickly to changes in the speech level, due to natural fluctuations in prosody, or gaps between sentences, this could result in unpleasant fluctuation in the masking noise level. In this case, a metric such as fluctuation strength could be utilised to automatically limit the rate at which a system adapts to these changes. Another example of where the fluctuation strength metric could be used is to instrumentally distinguish the perceptual advantages and disadvantages of using stationary masking signals over those that mimic the temporal structure of speech, such as the ICRA series of speech-shaped noises [171] or that contain distinguishable speech samples, such as multi-talker babble. These types of signals are efficient maskers due to their ability to cause informational, as well as energetic masking, i.e. they can be reproduced at a lower level than steady state maskers for the same reduction in intelligibility [172]. Consequently, the fluctuation strength, along with the loudness, sharpness and roughness metrics described earlier in this chapter, provide simple ways to characterise the wide range of perceptual sensations that could be experienced by listeners situated in the dark zone of a private personal audio system, when different types of masking signal are used. Each of the four sensations described in this chapter may be considered separately, as they are distinguishable by the human auditory system [79], but for further simplicity, these metrics can also be aggregated together into a single metric, the psychoacoustic annoyance. The process for forming this metric is described in the following section.

4.5 Psychoacoustic Annoyance

Throughout this chapter, attention has been paid to increasingly high-level sensations, with progressively more complex relationships to the objective stimuli that cause them. The sensation of annoyance deviates slightly from this sequence, as the experience of annoyance due to noise is controlled by many factors, not all of them acoustical. Reactions such as fear of the (unseen) sound source or the elicitation of unpleasant memories all contribute to the sensation of annoyance, but are not a direct consequence of the physical parameters of the sound [173]. The contribution to the overall sensation of annoyance that is controlled by auditory parameters is termed the psychoacoustic annoyance [79, 148]. Typically, the annoyance of environmental noise is managed by controlling the sound level; European Union guidelines for the control of environmental noise cite the reduction of annoyance caused by noise as one motivation for recommending an upper bound on the time averaged A-weighted SPL during night-time hours [174]. The use of such crude measures to capture annoyance is arguably justified by the additional time, expense and computation required by more complex metrics [173]. However, for the purposes of research into novel speech privacy control systems, the additional detail and insight provided by an analysis of psychoacoustic annoyance is justifiable, particularly when simulations of the signals received in each listening zone can be rapidly generated. The four subjective metrics described in the previous four sections of this chapter can be combined to produce the psychoacoustic annoyance, PA, as

\[
PA = N_s \left(1 + \sqrt{w_S^2 + w_{FR}^2}\right),
\] (4.8)
where
\[
\begin{align*}
    w_S &= (S - 1.75) \times 0.25 \log(N_5 + 10) \\
    w_{FR} &= 2.18/N_5^{0.4}(0.4F + 0.6R)
\end{align*}
\] (4.9)
for \( S > 1.75 \) acum, and

where \( N_5 \) is the instantaneous loudness exceeded for 5% of the signal duration, and Sharpness \( S \), Fluctuation Strength \( F \) and Roughness \( R \) are measured in acum, vacil and asper respectively. For sharpness less than 1.75, the contribution to annoyance from \( w_S \) is zero. The coefficients for the psychoacoustic annoyance metric were determined by Widmann by fitting data to listening test results [148]. In these tests, participants rated the annoyance of broadband and narrowband noise samples with and without amplitude modulation, at different absolute levels. Although synthetic signals were used to calibrate the metric, published results [79] show that when the metric is applied to a range of recordings of natural and technical sounds, a strong correlation is found with the subjectively measured annoyance. Despite giving a quantitative result, the context-dependence of annoyance means that the metric is best used to compare the annoyance of similar sounds, reproduced in a similar context [175], rather than making face-value judgements such as “This masking sound is more annoying than a lawnmower”, for example. This limitation of the annoyance metric may prove significant when comparing how different masking signals are perceived in the presence of ambient noise, a situation described later in Chapter 9.

In this thesis, it will frequently be necessary to evaluate the psychoacoustic annoyance of the signals received in the listening zones produced by a personal audio system. These signals will consist of mixtures of speech and noise. Figure 4.14 shows how the various metrics described earlier in this chapter, and the overall SPL, vary when the level of a speech-shaped noise is changed relative to a fixed-level speech signal at 60 dB SPL. Firstly, and unsurprisingly, the upper left panel of Figure 4.14 shows that as noise levels approach, and then increase beyond the level of the speech, the perceived loudness of the combined signal increases dramatically. Compared against the loudness, the perceived sharpness increases more gradually as the noise level increases. This is because the sharpness metric is based on a frequency-weighted time-average over the specific instantaneous loudness, as described in Equation 4.5. At low noise levels, the combined signal is dominated by speech, and the sharpness of speech is concentrated into short time frames, as shown in Figure 4.7. When time-averaged, these contributions to the overall sharpness are lower than the sharpness of speech-shaped noise, which dominates the combined signal once noise levels increase. The sharpness levels for the signals tested here fall below the threshold of 1.75 acum required by Equation 4.8 for inclusion in the psychoacoustic annoyance metric, though bandwidth limitations and irregularities in the frequency response imposed by the sound zoning process may increase the overall sharpness of signals emitted by practical systems.

The middle row of panels in Figure 4.14 show that the roughness and fluctuation strength of the combined signal decrease significantly as the noise levels increase. The temporal modulation present in speech, on timescales corresponding to both the sensation of roughness and fluctuation, is smoothed by the broadband speech-shaped noise as it becomes more dominant in the combined signal. Some fluctuation and roughness remains perceptible in stationary broadband noise, as these sensations are caused by the small variations in level that are inherent in random signals.
As the overall signal level increases, so do the scale of these variations - this explains the slight increase in predicted roughness and fluctuation strength at very high noise levels.

The resulting psychoacoustic annoyance rating, in the lower left panel of Figure 4.14, reaches a minima at an SNR of 0 dB, i.e. when speech and noise are both reproduced at 60 dB. When speech at a constant level dominates the noise, the contribution to annoyance from loudness is constant but the fluctuation strength and roughness of the signal result in higher psychoacoustic annoyance. As the noise level increases, psychoacoustic annoyance values are dominated by the increase in loudness, as evidenced by the inclusion of loudness in every term of Equation 4.8, which describes the composition of the annoyance metric. This initial indication, that reducing the loudness of the masker is the most significant contributor to the reduction of annoyance, will be investigated more fully in Chapter 6. In the previous chapter, a reduction in the level of the masker was also linked to an undesirable increase in the intelligibility of speech in the dark zone. In other words, satisfaction of both objective intelligibility and subjective acceptability require changes to the masking signal level in opposite directions. Given this constraint on the loudness, it will be necessary to also investigate how to reduce the smaller contributions from the sharpness, roughness and fluctuation strength metrics to the overall annoyance.
4.6 Sound Quality

An alternative criterion which has been frequently posed as a desirable feature of personal audio systems is high audio quality in the bright zone. This approach is not surprising, as the acceptability of novel audio technologies by early adopters depends on both form and function [175]. For a personal audio system, the latter may be expressed in terms of a well-known figure of merit such as total harmonic distortion, or a particular level of acoustic contrast between the bright and dark zones. Quality, on the other hand, is appraised subjectively, so is dependent on the context and the expectations of listeners [175]. Consequently, a universal sound quality appraisal method, which only takes input of audio signals, would be impossible to design and unusable in practice; the scope must be precisely defined.

To a certain extent, designing the system to minimise the psychoacoustic annoyance in the dark zone is a decision that is based on a desire to increase product quality or acceptability [175]. However, psychoacoustic annoyance is specifically limited in scope to give an output which is proportional to features that listeners may find annoying, as opposed to the broader challenge...
of responding to any degradation that would reduce overall quality. Nevertheless, metrics which purport to produce an output that correlates with mean opinion scores of basic audio quality do exist, and are used in the telecommunication industry.

The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) has produced a range of recommendations for the evaluation of speech quality in telecommunications systems, which exist in “full reference” form where the algorithm has access to both input and output signals of a telecommunications channel, and “no reference” form, which only use the degraded output of a telecommunication system [176]. Similar categories of objective intelligibility predictors were described in Section 3.1. The most recent “full reference” method, ITU-T P.863: Perceptual objective listening quality assessment (POLQA) [177] replaces older speech quality assessment methods P.862: Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) [95], and P.861: Perceptual Speech Quality Measure [178], with increased applicability to super-wideband speech (50 - 14000 Hz) and sensitivity to the type of signal degradations present in contemporary and near-future digital telecommunication systems, such as time warping, packet loss and the use of audio compression codecs. The POLQA algorithm takes input of a clean reference signal and a degraded signal, which are then segmented into time frames. The frames of the degraded signal are time-aligned to the reference, then both signals are converted to an internal representation, which is analogous to the form audio signals are understood to take within the human auditory system, including details of subjective loudness in sones and perceptual frequency on the Bark scale. Various signal processing operations remove perceptually irrelevant details from the degraded signal, before six quality indicators are computed. These indicators measure differences between the reference and degraded internal representations of the signal in terms of frequency response, noise level, reverberation and three other measures of difference in the time-pitch-loudness (perceptual) domain.

Each ITU-T P86x recommendation includes a reference software implementation. This user-friendliness has led to widespread use of the methods, potentially without due concern for their range of applicability or the types of signals that may be input into the software for which reliable or truly meaningful operation is expected. This includes examples of PESQ being used as a sound quality evaluation method for personal audio systems [9, 19, 94]. This edition of the recommendation [95] does not specifically limit use of the method to telecommunications equipment, though the descriptions of validation experiments exclusively consider the use of telephone handsets (whether physical or simulated) as input and output devices for signals processed by the PESQ algorithm. The more recent recommendation P.863 (POLQA) [177] is likewise designed for telecommunications network and equipment testing, and specifically states that it is not intended to be used to assess the effect of acoustic noise in the receiving environment, a case which is only implied in PESQ. In both recommendations, the only consideration of background noise is made for noise in the sending environment which is transmitted to the receiver by the channel under test. This suggests that this type of quality evaluation is likely to be unsuitable for the use-case intended in this work, as the personal audio system generates masking noise in the environment where the listener is situated, which in many anticipated use-cases will itself be noisy.

Nevertheless, in ancillary investigations where the effects of ambient noise are not significant, such as assessing the extent of any audible degradation of the speech signal by the zoning methods themselves, PESQ and POLQA remain highly attractive metrics. In these cases, including
information about speech quality, as well as speech intelligibility, is a potentially valuable addition. This is particularly important when the logistic relationship between intelligibility metrics and percent-correct scores saturate at high SNRs, as shown for the SII in Figure 3.7, as a quality metric could be used to distinguish between conditions with perfect intelligibility.

4.7 Summary

For a personal audio system to be implemented successfully, the experience of all nearby listeners must be taken into account. This means that it is necessary to evaluate the psychoacoustical impact of the system, as well as its technical and privacy-related performance. In Chapter 3 it was shown that speech intelligibility can be estimated based on properties of the signals received in the bright and dark zones, using objective intelligibility metrics. This approach reduces the dependence on lengthy and costly listening tests when provisioning a new system. The present chapter has described a similar approach that can be used to reduce or eliminate the features of the masking signal that may be perceived as annoying, thus raising the perceptual acceptability of a given system.

A number of established methods for extracting perceptually relevant information from signals have been described in this chapter. These metrics output single-number ratings that correspond to the sensations of loudness, sharpness, roughness and fluctuation strength, which in turn can be combined to form a value that corresponds with the psychoacoustic annoyance [79]. The implementations of these metrics have been benchmarked against published results from subjective tests and have been applied to speech and noise signals representative of those emitted by personal audio systems to find the signal conditions where each of the metrics dominantly contributes to the psychoacoustic annoyance.

Consideration of the results from this chapter and Chapter 3 indicates that loudness is a significant contributor to both the psychoacoustic annoyance of a signal, and its efficacy as a masker. This trade-off between objectives marks the necessity of designing the masking signal based on both intelligibility and annoyance predictions simultaneously, using simulated recordings of the signals in each listening zone. However, in order to acquire these signals, an understanding of the physical performance limitations of the employed loudspeaker array must also be known. The following chapter discusses the physical performance evaluation of a linear loudspeaker array in a room, including an assessment of how this is affected by changes in the geometry of the array and the zones.
Chapter 5

Loudspeaker Array Performance Evaluation

Understanding the physical performance limitations of loudspeaker array-based sound zoning systems is a vital step towards the provision of speech privacy control. In Chapter 3, a link was demonstrated between the SNR difference between listening zones and the speech intelligibility contrast. This difference in inter-zone SNR can be achieved by focussing speech and masking noise into separate listening zones, and the degree of separation can be characterised by the frequency dependent acoustic contrast. This chapter contains a description of a prototype loudspeaker array, and provides details on the levels of acoustic contrast that can be achieved with different zonal configurations.

The process of calculating electroacoustical transfer responses from this array to a range of positions in an acoustically treated room is presented, using both omnidirectional pressure microphones for sound zone evaluation, and dummy head recordings for use in listening tests. Further to this discussion, the mathematical derivation of the Acoustic Contrast Control method is presented, and the performance of the loudspeaker array is described in terms of the acoustic contrast for several zone positions within the room. Two smaller arrays, created using subsets of the full array, are used to investigate the effects of inter-element spacing and array aperture on the frequency dependent acoustic contrast, and these array designs are used as a platform for the perceptual studies presented Chapter 7.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Early investigations into the development of personal audio systems used simulations with various degrees of fidelity and complexity. For example, loudspeakers have been modelled as point monopoles [2, 14] and higher order directional sources [70], and important reflections in listening environments have been simulated using image source modelling [60] and the boundary element method [179]. These simulations are an important step towards identifying and understanding the fundamental limitations of a given system.
When a system is realised, its practical limitations become evident, and the achievable performance in realistic reproduction environments becomes clear. The net effect of the true loudspeaker array directivity, the matching between loudspeaker drivers, any colouration by the signal processing hardware, and the room reverberation can be characterised by the set of electroacoustical transfer responses between the loudspeaker array elements and microphones placed in the room. This section documents the process of measuring these electroacoustical transfer responses, starting with a description of the loudspeaker array prototype that is used in the remainder of this thesis.

5.1.1 27-Channel Loudspeaker Array

Circular and spherical loudspeaker arrays that encompass the listening space have been used in many investigations relating to multi-zone sound field reproduction [8, 16, 34, 53]. A circular geometry is mathematically convenient for certain zonal control formulations such as orthogonal basis expansion methods or where sound fields are represented by their spherical harmonic decomposition, however, this mathematical convenience does not translate into practical functionality. Line arrays, and to a lesser extent compact cylindrical arrays [64], can often offer comparable performance in a form-factor that is much easier to integrate into a given reproduction space.

Consequently, a line array is selected as the platform for the investigations presented in the remainder of this thesis. The employed 27-channel array was originally developed for in-car use and has been previously described by House et al. [180]. Engineering drawings of the array geometry with important dimensions highlighted are provided for reference in Figure 5.1.

A fundamental limitation of all uniform line arrays is the upper frequency limit at which grating lobes in the directivity of the array begin to develop. For horizontal beamforming, this frequency limit is reached when the horizontal spacing between array elements \( \delta \) is equal to half a wavelength. Equivalently, a target spatial aliasing frequency limit \( f_{max} \) can be achieved by setting \( \delta \) such that \( \delta = \frac{0.5c}{f_{max}} \), where \( c \) is the speed of sound. In practice, \( \delta \) is limited by the physical size of the loudspeaker drivers. In the presented array, alternate drivers are vertically displaced from each other to allow the horizontal spacing of the drivers to be decreased, compared with mounting them side-by-side, which in turn raises the aliasing frequency limit of the line array.
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Figure 5.1: Engineering drawing of the 27-channel loudspeaker array, produced from original CAD files supplied by Charlie House. Dimensions in mm.
The process of generating sound zones requires knowledge of the electroacoustical transfer responses between each of the individual loudspeaker array elements and microphones located within each desired sound zone. The process of acquiring these measurements can be significantly accelerated by using an array of microphones to simultaneously capture the transfer responses from each speaker in turn.

5.1.2 Microphone Arrays

To operate a sound zoning system, it is necessary to output signals from multiple loudspeakers simultaneously, i.e. to use a loudspeaker array, as the physical interactions between these acoustical signals causes the desired bright and dark zones. Unlike active noise control systems, which use microphones as error measurement devices during operation, the proposed system does not require inputs from microphones once a system has been set up, as it assumes that the acoustical conditions in the reproduction space can be measured once and used throughout a device's operational life. Transfer responses to multiple points in the room are required to produce spatially separated sound zones, and in principle these can be captured using a single microphone which is moved after each measurement. If an array of microphones are used, the transfer responses to multiple locations can be captured simultaneously, reducing the acquisition time. Note that no microphone array processing, e.g. beamforming, is used - the response from each microphone in the array is considered independently.

Two arrays of PCB Piezotronics Model 130F20 \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch pre-polarised electret microphones are used as sensors in the transfer response measurements. The first array, a square grid of 20 microphones, spans an area comparable to the size of a human head, and is thus intended to simultaneously capture the transfer responses required for the definition of individual listening zones. The second array is formed of two lines of microphones, with the length similar to the width of the source loudspeaker array. The geometry of the dual line array is designed such that a regular grid of microphone positions can be built up by moving the whole array. This process enables transfer responses from a large area in the room to be captured, in turn facilitating the production of contour plots that show how various perceptual and physical quantities vary over space. Diagrams of the two microphone arrays are displayed in Figure 5.2.

Further to the responses measured with omnidirectional microphones, transfer responses were measured using a Knowles Electronics Mannequin for Acoustics Research (KEMAR) head and torso simulator [181]. These measurements enable simulated playback of the array over headphones, which is used in the listening tests described in Chapter 6.
5.1.3 The ISVR Audio Laboratory

Transfer response measurements were carried out in a purpose-built audio laboratory. The room, pictured in Figure 5.3, measures 3.7 × 4.4 × 2.3 metres, and all walls are treated with fabric panels containing mineral wool insulation. The floor is carpeted and the ceiling is finished with suspended ceiling tiles and open-cell foam insulation. This provides a mid-frequency reverberation time $T_{60,mf}$ of 0.11 seconds, given by the arithmetic average of 500 Hz, 1 kHz and 2 kHz octave band reverberation times [182]. The reverberant properties of the audio laboratory can also be described by considering the direct and reverberant sound fields that are produced when a source operates within the room. The intensity of the direct component decays geometrically with distance, whereas the diffuse reverberant component is, to a first approximation, uniformly distributed throughout the room. The distance from the source at which the intensity of these two components is equal is described as the critical distance, $d_c$, and is given by [183]

$$d_c = 0.1 \sqrt{\frac{GV}{\pi T_{60}}}, \quad (5.1)$$

where $V$ is the room volume in m$^3$ and $G$ is the directivity of the source. $G$ is defined in this case as the ratio of the maximum intensity in a given direction, usually on-axis with the source, to the average intensity over a sphere surrounding the source. For a monopole source, i.e. $G = 1$, the critical distance for the listening room is 1.04 metres.

An extruded aluminium structure spanning the walls and ceiling of the laboratory supports a 39-channel array of KEF HTS3001 loudspeakers, which are individually addressable through a MADI interface. These loudspeakers were not used in the experiments presented in this thesis.
5.1.4 Transfer Response Measurements

Sections 5.1.1 to 5.1.3 have described the loudspeaker array, microphones and reproduction environment which facilitate and characterise the transfer response measurements. Assuming linearity and time-invariance, the electroacoustical transfer responses between the loudspeaker and microphone arrays in the room capture all the information required by the sound zoning algorithms to generate sound zoning filters. This includes, but is not limited to, the acoustic propagation delay from each source to each sensor, the frequency response and sensitivity variation between each driver, and the effects of reflections from room boundaries. The propagation delay, and for simple cases the directivity of individual array elements, may be estimated from the geometry of the loudspeaker array and zones under test. However, the other features of the impulse response are more challenging to approximate. The effects of using measured or modelled transfer responses on acoustic contrast and speech privacy are discussed further in Chapter 8.

The purpose of the response measurements was to provide data that could later be used by the sound zoning algorithms to optimise loudspeaker filters, and also to simulate playback from loudspeaker arrays in listening tests, without requiring the subjects to sit in front of the loudspeaker array operating in real-time. The 27-channel loudspeaker array described in Section 5.1.1 was used as the primary source in the measurements. Table 5.1 provides a summary of the measurements taken.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microphone Array</th>
<th>Microphone Channels</th>
<th>Positions</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Square Grid</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Line Array</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEMAR Mannequin</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>3186</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Transfer response measurement details. The totals in the rightmost column count the number of individual impulse responses recorded for each loudspeaker-microphone pairing.
Figures 5.4 to 5.7 show images of the loudspeaker and microphone arrays during the measurements. Binaural room impulse responses captured using the KEMAR mannequin include two different orientations; the mannequin was either positioned facing forwards or facing the centre of the array. These different orientations provide different impressions of the location of the array in auralisations, allowing the flexibility to present speech content from the front, as is standard in spatial listening tests [184], or to provide spatial cues to the listener as to whether they are situated in the left or right listening zone. The channel numbering of the microphone grid depicted in Figure 5.6 ensures that channels 1-10 and 11-20 span the entire grid, so that contiguous subsets of ten channels could be selected to respectively optimise the sound zoning filters and evaluate their performance.

Measurements were automated by outputting a 10-second logarithmic sine-sweep through each channel of the source array in turn, whilst simultaneously recording the input from the connected microphone array. Figure 5.8 shows the various equipment connections necessary for taking measurements from the 27-channel array. After capturing recordings from all connected microphones, impulse responses were recovered by convolution with a pre-calculated inverse filter [185]. The associated frequency domain transfer responses were then calculated using the Discrete Fourier Transform.
Figure 5.6: Square, 72 mm pitch measurement microphone grid, with microphone channel numbers indicated.

Figure 5.7: Left: 27-channel loudspeaker array, Right: Measurement microphone line array.
The full range of microphone positions for which transfer response measurements were carried out are indicated in Figure 5.9. The coordinate system origin is coincident with the centre of the loudspeaker array and all microphones were positioned 1.22 metres above floor level.
5.2 Sound Zoning Filter Design

Once transfer response measurements have been acquired, they can then be used in a sound zoning algorithm. As mentioned in Section 2.1.4, the array weights necessary for loudspeaker array-based sound field reproduction can be calculated using a variety of methods. Frequency domain methods can be categorised into those that optimise based on the energy within each sound zone, disregarding phase, and those that seek to minimise the error in the reproduction of a specified sound field. The prototypical examples within these two categories are Acoustic Contrast Control (ACC) and the Pressure Matching (PM) method. ACC is selected as the most appropriate method for the specific goal of speech privacy control, as it directly maximises the acoustic contrast between listening zones, a quantity which is well correlated with the level of speech intelligibility contrast [9]. Furthermore, using ACC simplifies the analyses presented in Chapters 7, 8 and 9 as there is no requirement to specify a target sound field, as is the case with PM, or optimise the tuning parameters required by hybrid sound zoning methods, as previously discussed in Section 2.1.4.

In the case of the proposed speech privacy control system, two sets of loudspeaker weights must be calculated. The first follows conventional personal audio nomenclature by maximising the level of a speech signal in the bright zone and minimising the level in the dark zone. The second process has the opposite goal; the level of a masking signal must be maximised in the dark zone whilst minimising leakage into the bright zone, where the target listener is situated. The principle of linear superposition allows the signals from both sound zoning processes to be combined. The following derivation of the ACC filters is presented for the first process, which focuses the speech signal into the bright zone. The derivation for the secondary process is identical, except for the labelling of the zones. For comparison with the ACC approach, a derivation of the PM method is provided in Appendix A.

5.2.1 Acoustic Contrast Control

The process of ACC can be performed in the frequency domain, but the eventual goal is a set of time domain FIR filters that drive each loudspeaker in the source array. Accordingly, the process detailed below is carried out at equally spaced frequencies, up to the Nyquist frequency, then this information is aggregated into a FIR filter via the frequency sampling method.

At each frequency, the system must determine the amplitude and phase that each loudspeaker must be driven at in order to maximise the acoustic contrast. This information is encoded in the complex elements of the source strength vector $q$, which can be expressed as

$$q = j\omega \rho_0 Q_m,$$

where $\omega$ is the angular frequency, $\rho_0$ is the density of air in kg/m$^3$ and $Q_m$ is a vector of source volume velocities in m$^3$/s.

For the $N_b$ microphones in the bright zone, the pressures $p_b$ in Pascals are given by the product of the complex transfer response matrix $Z_b$ and the source strengths $q$, that is,
\[ \mathbf{p}_b = \mathbf{Z}_b \mathbf{q}, \quad (N_b \times 1) (N_b \times M)(M \times 1) \]  

(5.3)

Likewise, for the dark zone,

\[ \mathbf{p}_d = \mathbf{Z}_d \mathbf{q}, \quad (N_d \times 1) (N_d \times M)(M \times 1) \]  

(5.4)

The transfer response matrices \( \mathbf{Z}_b \) and \( \mathbf{Z}_d \) may be specified from impulse response measurements, as described in Section 5.1.4 or estimated based on the geometry of the loudspeaker array and zones.

The objective of ACC is to maximise the ratio of the mean squared pressure in the bright zone to that in the dark zone. This ratio, the Acoustic Contrast \( C \), can be expressed using the transfer responses and source strengths as follows:

\[ C = N_d \mathbf{q}^H \mathbf{Z}_b^H \mathbf{Z}_d \mathbf{q} \]

\[ = \frac{N_d}{N_b} \mathbf{q}^H \mathbf{Z}_b^H \mathbf{Z}_d \mathbf{q}, \]  

(5.5)

where the superscript \( {}^H \) indicates the complex conjugate (Hermitian) transpose. The acoustic contrast is usually quoted in decibels, by taking ten times the base 10 logarithm of the value of \( C \) calculated in Equation 5.5.

Maximising acoustic contrast alone can lead to solutions for the source strength vector \( \mathbf{q} \) with very high signal strengths. In a realised system, this can result in high pressure levels away from bright and dark zone control points, heavy cancellation between adjacent array elements, and ultimately reduced available dynamic range due to amplifier and loudspeaker power limitations [58]. It is therefore prudent to place a constraint on the array effort \( E \), defined as the sum of the modulus squared signals driving the array, normalised by the input signal required to drive a single element at the centre of the array so that the mean square pressure in the bright zone is the same as that when the array is being driven by \( \mathbf{q} \), that is

\[ E = \frac{\mathbf{q}^H \mathbf{q}}{|q_0|^2}, \]  

(5.6)

where \( q_0 \) is the source strength of a single monopole that produces the same mean square pressure in the bright zone as the array.

Optimal values of \( \mathbf{q} \) can be calculated by writing a constrained optimisation problem, which can be solved using the method of Lagrange multipliers. For the purpose of finding the weights that minimise the pressure in the dark zone, one constraint is that the bright zone pressure \( \mathbf{p}_b^H \mathbf{p}_b \) is equal to some freely selectable constant \( B \). The array effort constraint \( \mathbf{q}^H \mathbf{q} = E \), is maintained by varying the value of \( \beta_2 \). However, the formulation of the Lagrange multipliers in the following derivation sees \( \beta_2 \) also serving as a regularisation parameter to improve the numerical conditioning of the solution. Therefore, the value of \( \beta_2 \) can be chosen to be any value greater than or equal to that which provides the maximum permitted effort \( E \). The Lagrangian for the bright zone optimisation problem is
\[ L = p_d^H p_b + \beta_1 (p_b^H p_b - B) + \beta_2 (q^H q - E). \] (5.7)

The vector of complex differentials of \( L \) are given by

\[ \frac{\partial L}{\partial q} = 2(Z_b^H Z_b q + \beta_1 Z_b^H Z_b q + \beta_2 q), \] (5.8)

which is equal to zero if

\[ \beta_1 q = -[Z_b^H Z_b]^{-1}[Z_d^H Z_d + \beta_2 I]q. \] (5.9)

This is an eigenvalue problem of the form \( Av = \beta v \). As the requirement is to minimise the Lagrangian, the eigenvector associated with the \textit{smallest} eigenvalue of

\[ [Z_b^H Z_b]^{-1}[Z_d^H Z_d + \beta_2 I] \] (5.10)

is the required solution for \( q \). However this formulation may lead to numerical instability due to ill-conditioning of \([Z_b^H Z_b] \). A more numerically stable formulation is found by inverting Equation 5.10, which yields

\[ [Z_d^H Z_d + \beta_2 I]^{-1}[Z_b^H Z_b]. \] (5.11)

The solution \( q \) is then the eigenvector that corresponds to the \textit{largest} eigenvalue of Equation 5.11. Here, \( \beta_2 \) carries a dual purpose, limiting array effort and regularising the matrix \( Z_d^H Z_d \). These purposes may be separated by partitioning \( \beta_2 \) into \( \beta_{\text{min}} + \beta_{\text{eff}} \) (as in Ref. [74]), where \( \beta_{\text{min}} \) is first set to provide sufficient numerical stability, then \( \beta_{\text{eff}} \) is subsequently adjusted, if necessary, to limit the array effort so that it does not exceed the pre-specified limit \( E \). \( \beta \) can be freely selected at each frequency. Therefore, regularisation can be specifically emphasised at frequencies where \( Z_d^H Z_d \) is poorly conditioned. This is achieved by setting \( \beta = \beta_0 \kappa \), where \( \kappa \) is the condition number of \( Z_d^H Z_d \).

### 5.2.2 Construction of filters from optimal responses

The process described above can be followed to generate a single-sided filter response in the frequency domain. This can be converted to a finite impulse response (FIR) filter for each loudspeaker by concatenating the single-sided response, \( q \), with its index-reversed complex conjugate, to give the two-sided conjugate symmetric frequency response. When the inverse Fourier transform is applied to this two-sided response, the corresponding real impulse response is produced. To ensure that this impulse response is causal, it is necessary to include a modelling delay [186].

When the ACC method is used, there is no constraint placed on the phase of the reproduced signal within the bright zone. When left unconstrained, the resulting time domain filters exhibit a high level of noise, and the impulse, which should occur near the centre of the filter, is smeared.
This time-smearing degrades the intelligibility of speech signals processed using these filters, as the onset of transient sounds such as consonants are smoothed. To illustrate this smearing, Figure 5.10 shows the 27 filter impulse responses that were optimised to focus programme material into the bright zone of the array, using ACC, without any phase constraints being placed on the reproduced sound field.

Using the ACC method provides a degree of flexibility in the construction of the time-domain FIR filters. As the method only constrains the magnitude of the response at each bright zone microphone, it is possible to adjust the phase response at a single microphone within the bright zone. This is achieved by adding a series of steps after the production of the initial frequency domain filters, \( q \). At each frequency, the pressure at the selected microphone \( p_m \) is evaluated, by taking the corresponding row of the transfer response matrix, \( Z_{bm} \), and multiplying it by the uncorrected filter, \( q \):

\[
p_m = Z_{bm}q
\]  

(5.12)

The phase correction \( \phi \) is calculated by calculating the phase angle of \( p_m \) and rotating the phase of each element of \( q \) by a corresponding amount:

\[
\phi = \angle p_m
\]  

(5.13)

\[
q_{\text{corrected}} = q e^{j\phi}
\]  

(5.14)
5.3 Effects of Zonal Geometry

The previous section has described how sound zoning filters can be optimised to provide the maximum level of acoustic contrast between a pair of listening zones, using information from electroacoustical transfer responses. The level of performance that can be achieved by this optimisation process depends on several factors, including the power deliverable by the array [2], how the system is regularised [58], and the position of the zones with respect to the loudspeaker array [187]. The latter is investigated in this section for the 27-channel loudspeaker array described in Section 5.1.1, in order to understand the physical limitations of this particular device. The wide range of microphone locations recorded in Figure 5.9 allows the effects of zone position to be studied in detail. The figure shows a waterfall plot of the impulse responses for focussing speech programme material into the bright zone of the 27 channel array, after applying phase correction.

This has the effect of setting the phase equal to zero at one microphone, and is equivalent to applying an all-pass filter to the time domain filters [63]. Consequently, this has no effect on the acoustic contrast, as the magnitude of the response is unaffected, but cleaner impulse responses are produced when the frequency domain responses are converted to the time domain. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.11, which shows the 27 filter impulse responses optimised to focus programme material into the bright zone of the array, using ACC with phase correction applied. The impulses at the centre of each corrected filter, displayed in Figure 5.11 are significantly more prominent than those generated without the phase correction, shown in Figure 5.10. Consequently, impulsive sounds processed by the array are better preserved at sensor locations when phase-corrected filters are used, compared to the uncorrected case. For this example, the bright zone targeted by the ACC process is situated to the right of the array. Accordingly, the impulse responses for low channel numbers, closest to the bright zone, are much larger in amplitude compared to the opposite side of the array.
on the acoustic contrast to be evaluated. Firstly, the effect of adjusting the angular span of the zones is explored. The angular span is defined as the angle between the lines that connect the centre of each zone to the centre of the array. The microphones used to optimise the ACC filters are selected randomly from within a circular region with a radius of 0.2 metres at a fixed distance from the centre of the array, as pictured in the left panel of Figure 5.12. A separate set of microphones are chosen from the same regions to evaluate the acoustic contrast, so that no transfer responses are re-used. Disjoint sets of evaluation and optimisation microphones are used to reduce bias in the acoustic contrast estimates [60, 188]. The acoustic contrast results shown in the right panel of Figure 5.12 have been formed by averaging the acoustic contrast achieved with 100 different combinations of 10 optimisation and 10 evaluation microphones within each zone.

![Figure 5.12: Left: Bright and dark zone locations with zone centres all situated at 1.05 metres from array centre. Right: Measured acoustic contrast using corresponding zone locations.](image)

The results in Figure 5.12 show a general trend that when the bright and dark zones are located further apart, i.e. at a wider angular span, the acoustic contrast that is achievable increases. For all considered zonal geometries, acoustic contrast is reduced at low frequencies as the regularised ACC process limits the energy which would be required by the array to drive the pressure in the dark zone to zero [189]. This performance limitation means that the benefit to using wider angular spans, in terms of acoustic contrast, is more significant at low frequencies as the associated longer wavelength prevents the creation of small, localised regions of high or low SPLs. A further low frequency limitation is caused by the restricted aperture of the loudspeaker array. At frequencies above 1 kHz, the difference between the acoustic contrast performance with each angular span is less significant as the size of the zones becomes large compared to the wavelength.

These conclusions can be verified by calculating and visualising the full radiated sound field from the array at particular frequencies. Tonal playback from the array can be simulated by multiplying a new transfer response matrix $Z_a$, populated with all the microphone measurements, with the filter vector $\mathbf{q}$, at each frequency. The resulting pressure fields, at 500 Hz and 1500 Hz are displayed for the four pairs of zones in Figure 5.13; in each contour plot, the bright zone is on the right and the dark zone is on the left. At 500 Hz, when the zones are situated close together, a second beam to the left of the dark zone is produced. This is a consequence of requiring the ACC algorithm to produce zones of high and low SPL that are very close together. Due to the specification of the zones in this example, there is no penalty applied to radiation from the loudspeaker array in other directions, as this does not result in an increase to the acoustic potential energy in the dark zone. However, in reverberant environments or those with strongly
reflective surfaces, this type of spurious radiation can be detrimental to the acoustic contrast. This highlights the importance of including such reflections when capturing or modelling the electroacoustical transfer responses that are used in the sound zoning process [12, 72]. When zones are spaced further apart, the appearance of these side-lobes is reduced, as the ACC process can efficiently produce a single, wide beam that covers the bright zone. At 1500 Hz, shown in Figure 5.13b, the reproduced beams are significantly narrower, enabling a higher degree of control even when the bright and dark zones are close together. The contour plots in Figure 5.13 also confirm that the reproduced sound fields in the bright zone are approximately planar and emerge from the centre of the loudspeaker array, as described in Section 2.1.4.
Figure 5.13: Pressure fields produced by the 27-channel loudspeaker array at A) 500 Hz and B) 1500 Hz for the four pairs of zones described in Figure 5.12. In each subplot, the zone locations are indicated by circles, with the bright zone to the right of the array, and the dark zone to the left.

The results shown in Figure 5.13 used four pairs of zones that were set at a constant distance of 1.05 metres from the array, representing a reasonable listening distance that is comparable with the size of the array. This distance also allowed for a wide arc of angular measurement positions to be captured, whilst ensuring all the microphone positions were at least 0.5 metres from the room boundaries, to reduce the effect of reflections. To quantify the effect of source-to-zone distance, another set of four zone locations were selected, in this case spanning a constant 45 degree angle, at a range of distances from the centre of the array. The left panel of Figure 5.14 shows the
locations of these bright and dark zone pairs. With these zonal configurations, the results in the right panel of Figure 5.14 show that acoustic contrast levels are very similar between distances across the frequency range. This supports the explanation given in the previous paragraph that the array is focussing beams of sound towards the centre of each zone, as opposed to exclusively maximising the sound pressure within the zones. The sound field maps in Figure 5.15 confirm this, and show that across the range of array-zone distances considered here, the beamforming pattern produced by the array is very similar. Equivalent acoustic contrast levels are produced as the decay of SPL with distance is constant for both the beam directed towards the bright zone and the null steered towards the dark zone. The closest pair of zones, at a distance of 0.6 metres from the array, has the lowest acoustic contrast among the four alternatives presented in Figure 5.14, again due to the close proximity of the zones to one another.

As mentioned in Section 5.1.3, the laboratory used for the transfer response measurements and playback has a mid-frequency reverberation time of 0.11 seconds. This short reverberation time allows for control of the sound field at a large distance from the source array. As the distance between the loudspeaker array and zones increases, the direct contribution to the sound field from the loudspeaker array decreases in intensity compared to the diffuse reverberant field. Beyond the critical distance, where the intensity of the reverberant field dominates over the direct sound, the level of acoustic contrast that is achievable by a system decreases, due to the homogeneity of the reverberant sound field. The wider effects of reverberation on acoustic contrast, and their consequent effects on speech privacy are discussed in Chapter 8.
5.4 Effects of Array Aperture and Element Spacing

As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, the spatial aliasing frequency for horizontal beamforming is determined by the horizontal spacing of the array elements. The effects of loudspeaker spacing are investigated by selecting two sub-arrays, each with $L = 9$ elements, from the full 27-channel array. Figure 5.16 shows a front-view of the geometry of the full array with the two sub-arrays.
highlighted. The alternating vertical offset of odd and even drivers allows the horizontal driver spacing, $\delta$, to be minimised - this small vertical displacement has negligible effect on the vertical directivity. The narrow array, indicated by solid outlines in Figure 5.16, has loudspeakers spaced at $\delta_n = 0.035$ m intervals and the wide array (dotted outlines) has $\delta_w = 3\delta_n = 0.105$ m, yielding array widths of $D_n = 0.28$ m and $D_w = 0.84$ m.

![Figure 5.16: Front view of loudspeaker array. Groups of 9 elements were selected from a 27-channel array to form two arrays with different horizontal element spacing. Narrow and wide sub-arrays are indicated with solid and dotted lines respectively.](image_url)

Figure 5.17 shows a plan view of the two 9-channel sub-arrays; the narrow and wide arrays are indicated by orange plusses and purple crosses respectively. The bright and dark zones are specified by the positions of two microphone arrays, the elements of which are shown using red and blue symbols respectively. In both cases, the centres of the bright and dark zones are situated $0.72$ m in front of the loudspeaker array in order for all microphones to be within the critical distance, $d_c = 1.04$ metres, of the loudspeaker array in the room. The centres of the two zones are spaced $1.0$ m apart, which is comparable to the physical width of the wide array, and is thus consistent with its intended performance limitations, as also investigated in Section 5.3. This symmetrical geometry also corresponds with the de facto standard for evaluating personal audio systems that has emerged from the literature, e.g. [9, 16, 17, 53, 60, 190]. Each zone has a radius of $0.15$ m, covering enough space for a human head, with 20 microphones distributed on a grid within each zone. As described in Section 5.3, half of the microphones are used to optimise the zoning filters, while the other half are used to evaluate the reproduced sound field, to reduce bias in the acoustic contrast estimates [60, 188], and are indicated by the filled and empty symbols respectively in Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17: Plan view of the personal audio system geometry, showing source and microphone locations.

Figure 5.18 shows the acoustic contrast, $C$, for the narrow and wide arrays. The ACC method is used, and the frequency dependent regularisation parameter is set to be proportional to the condition number $\kappa$ of $Z_H^H Z_d$, as discussed in Section 5.2.1. The proportionality constant, $\beta_0$, is set to $10^{-13}$. This value was selected to provide a trade-off between robustness to changes in the environment, acceptable acoustic contrast across the speech frequency range, and flatness of the frequency response. A $\frac{1}{3}$-octave band equaliser is applied to the input signals to maintain the spectrum of the speech signal in the bright zone and the masker in the dark zone, compensating for any residual colouration to the frequency response caused by the ACC filters. From these results it can be seen that both arrays produce between 15 and 20 dB of contrast across a bandwidth comparable with that of speech. The wide array has a slightly higher contrast at low-mid frequencies due to its wider aperture, but spatial aliasing due to the inter-element spacing causes a substantial reduction in contrast between 2 and 4 kHz. When a fixed number of elements is used, and a uniform inter-element spacing is chosen, a trade-off is always present between these two factors.

To provide further insight into the acoustic contrast results presented in Figure 5.18, room impulse responses were captured using the microphone array grid depicted in Figure 5.17, positioned at multiple locations within the room. Output from the array was simulated using the weights $q_b$ calculated above to produce maps of the radiated tonal sound fields at 1.2, 2.4 and 4.8 kHz for each array configuration. To more clearly display the beams formed by the arrays at each frequency, the colour scale in Figure 5.19 represents the mean-square pressure, plotted on a decibel scale, as opposed to the real pressure field, which was shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.15 to demonstrate the planarity of the reproduced sound fields. From these results it can be seen that at 1.2 kHz, the aperture of the wide array provides a more focussed beam pattern than the
narrow array, while at higher frequencies, the aliasing limit of the wide array begins to become evident. With the wide array geometry, at 2.4 kHz, a secondary lobe in the directivity begins to impinge on the dark zone. This measured result is consistent with the computed spatial aliasing frequency of 2367 Hz, using Equation 35 in Ref. [187]. As the frequency increases, this lobe moves through the dark zone, resulting in a pronounced decrease in acoustic contrast around this frequency, with a minimum at 3 kHz, as shown in Figure 5.18. At 4.8 kHz, the narrow array creates a tightly focussed beam in the direction of the bright zone, whereas the sound field in the room with the wide array comprises of multiple side-lobes being radiated in different directions. In rooms with longer reverberation times, the ratio of direct to diffuse sound around the loudspeaker array will decrease, hindering sound field control at a distance from the array. Furthermore, individual reflections may impinge on the dark zone in the same way as is demonstrated with aliased side-lobes in Figure 5.19 [12]. Undertaking a sound field mapping exercise such as the one provided here, or a ray-tracing simulation with important reflections included, gives significantly more information to system designers than predictions of inter-zone contrast alone, at the cost of increased computational or measurement complexity. Sound field mapping can also provide insight into the design of systems that simultaneously emit masking and speech signals, as will be discussed in Chapter 7, as the maps can quantify the effects of aliasing on leakage from one zone into the other. This can then be linked to the speech intelligibility contrast that is achievable using a certain array geometry or when operating in a particular playback environment.

Figure 5.18: Acoustic contrast measurements for the narrow and wide loudspeaker array configurations.
Figure 5.19: Relative SPL with tonal signals focused into the bright zone (square markers) at 1.2, 2.4 and 4.8 kHz for each source array configuration. Dimensions are in metres. Colour scale = dB re. maximum SPL in each map.

5.5 Summary

The loudspeaker array presented in this chapter has been configured to produce a pair of sound zones in a well-damped listening room. This has been achieved using regularised ACC, based on measured transfer responses. The effect of changing the relative positions of the zones has been explored, and higher levels of contrast are demonstrated, particularly at low frequencies, when the zones are spaced further apart from one another. This phenomenon is explained by visualising the beams of sound which are produced from the centre of the array towards each zone, and this beamforming process is effective when the zones are placed within the direct field of the loudspeaker array. The effects of adjusting the geometry of the array have also been
explored by selecting a pair of sub-arrays, each with 9 source elements, with different inter-element spacing and overall aperture. Both array configurations achieve 15-20 dB of acoustic contrast between 300 Hz and 2 kHz, and in the considered symmetrical zonal configuration, this corresponds to a 30-40 dB difference in inter-zonal SNR if two complementary sound zoning processes are used. Comparison of these values with the corresponding speech intelligibility metrics in Figure 3.6 indicates the potential for very high levels of speech intelligibility contrast, but this cursory analysis assumes the provision of acoustic contrast over the full audio bandwidth, which cannot be achieved in practice. With a fixed number of loudspeakers, increasing the array aperture necessitates an increase in the inter-element spacing, resulting in a fundamental design trade-off. Better low-frequency performance is afforded by a wider aperture, but a greater separation between the array elements leads to a reduction in the spatial aliasing frequency and a loss of acoustic contrast at higher frequencies. To investigate the extent to which these limitations impede the provision of inter-zone privacy, the following chapter expands upon the analysis of these two sub-arrays through speech intelligibility evaluation and preference testing. The quantitative results presented in this chapter are used to help explain the results of the perceptual studies.
Chapter 6

Speech Intelligibility and Subjective Preference Testing

In Chapter 5, the physical performance limitations of personal audio systems were described in terms of the acoustic contrast. Two loudspeaker array designs with different spatial aliasing characteristics were tested, and a single ACC process was used to focus signals into the bright zone whilst minimising radiation into the dark zone. Acoustic contrast levels from 10 to 20 dB across the speech frequency range were achieved with a 9-channel loudspeaker array, but the perceptual relevance of this leakage has not yet been described. It is this perceived performance that is most important to consider in systems intended for the control of speech privacy. A target listener’s privacy is compromised when speech focussed into the bright zone remains intelligible in the dark zone, so to prevent this, a secondary zoning process that focuses a masking signal into the dark zone has been proposed. The present chapter describes a pair of listening tests that have been designed to investigate the objective and subjective performance of speech privacy control systems which use this method. An objective speech intelligibility test is used to determine the relationship between the bandwidth of the masker and the level at which it must be reproduced in order to provide sufficient privacy, and a subjective test is used to select the masker bandwidth that is preferred in the dark zone. Firstly, a brief review of speech intelligibility and subjective preference testing is provided, followed by details of the experimental designs. Key results from the tests are then presented, and are used in Chapter 7 to produce a series of general design rules for speech privacy control systems.

6.1 Literature Review

While the objective and subjective metrics described in Chapters 3 and 4 can provide valuable indications of performance, a more complete evaluation can be obtained through the use of jury testing. The following subsections provide a brief review of tests used for the objective evaluation of speech intelligibility and the subjective evaluation of listener preferences.
6.1.1 Speech Intelligibility Testing

The body of literature surrounding speech intelligibility testing is unsurprisingly centred around audiology practice and hearing aid research. Understanding speech in noisy environments is frequently cited as the main problem encountered by hearing-impaired people [191]. Accordingly, current guidance from the British Society of Audiology recommends that in addition to pure-tone audiometry, full-sentence speech tests should be included when attending to patients [192]. A number of speech tests have been developed over the last 50 years to capture the intelligibility of words either in isolation [113, 114], in the context of carrier phrases [112, 193–196] or in valid sentences [102, 116, 117, 197, 198]. A common result provided by many of these tests is the Speech Reception Threshold (SRT). This is defined as the SNR at which a 50% score is recorded in the test. In tests that aim to predict the SRT, improvements have been made in the following areas:

- **Efficiency**: Listening test efficiency is improved by reducing the number of stimuli presented, or length of time required, before the SRT can be reliably estimated [199]. In sentence tests, listener responses can be scored based on how many keywords were successfully understood. By increasing the number of statistically independent scorable items in each presented sentence, the test efficiency can be increased [200]. Conversational, predictable sentences, or those with a known context can be thought of as containing redundant information; if part of a sentence is misheard, it may be possible to reconstruct the missing word or words from those that were understood [201] - for example, the word “knife” in the sentence “They slice the sausage thin with a knife” *a* is not statistically independent from the other words in the sentence, as it is eminently guessable. Grammatically correct sentences with unpredictable words do not suffer from this phenomenon, and so can provide faster convergence to the SRT, whilst maintaining face validity, i.e. “whether the test ‘looks valid’ to the examinees who take it” [202].

- **Validity**: Tests where the speech material consists of single words or short groups of digits do not accurately represent real-world speech, as co-articulation artefacts between words are omitted [203]. Sentence-length stimuli provide a face-valid presentation that is short enough to incorporate into a practical test. Longer passages may result in the appraisal of working memory performance, rather than speech recognition, and subjects may require longer training to be able to repeat running speech accurately [23].

- **Reliability**: A test can be considered reliable if there is a small variation between repeated applications of the test to the same subject. This means that training, priming and fatigue effects of the test must be understood and minimised, and if stimuli are selected randomly from a bank of recordings, that intelligibility is equalised between them [115, 204].

As private personal audio system design is a novel application, a specific test for this particular application has not been developed. The variety of speech stimuli and typical maskers used in the tests referenced above is evidence that a “one size fits all” strategy for intelligibility testing is unachievable - in order to provide a reliable and valid intelligibility estimate for a particular application, tests must be designed specifically to provide this information. For example, the

*a*Taken from the Harvard Sentence Corpus [100], List 45, Sentence 1
Coordinate Response Measure [193] has been used to test auditory fitness for duty in military personnel [205], as the stimuli used in this test resembles the instructions that service personnel might be required to interpret. Similarly, the Automated Toy Test [195] was designed with the accessibility needs of young children in mind. Tests have also been designed to reduce the burden on experimenters or clinicians by allowing multiple choice responses or by including interfaces that enable the rapid scoring of tests. Examples include matrix sentence tests, in which listeners respond by selecting words from a “matrix” of options [102, 206] and the Quick SIN test [198], which can provide clinically useful information on SNR loss in hearing-impaired listeners after 2-3 minutes of testing.

One problem with conventional sentence tests such as the Bamford-Kowal-Bench test [116] is the requirement for a corpus of individual recordings of each sentence. Besides being a time-consuming process to acquire, involuntary changes in the level of a speaker’s voice across words in a sentence can cause certain words to be more or less intelligible. Furthermore, a large number of test sentences must be recorded, to avoid listeners being able to remember sentences from previous tests, e.g. when auditioning different hearing aids. Faced with this difficulty, Hagerman [102] developed a method for cutting individual words from recordings of sentences with a fixed grammatical structure, which could be randomly combined to produce new, realistic-sounding sentences. The approach also allowed the level of individual words to be subtly adjusted to reach a similar intelligibility level. In this initial work, and the subsequent translation of the test from Swedish into German, [207], sentences were presented without giving listeners the full matrix of candidate words to choose from. This is referred to as an “open-set” test. The alternative “closed-set” presentation was considered as an option later in the Danish language DANTALE II test [208], and has been found to yield less significant training effects [209]. The closed-set response format allows the advantages of self-pace and self-completion of the test. A project by Hearcom [210] to produce and standardise a range of equivalent tests in multiple languages is ongoing. A review of matrix tests in 14 different languages is provided by Kollmeier et al. [206].

A British English recording of the word matrix is available [23, 209], and software accompanying this corpus allows the generation of tests with arbitrary background noise, and a range of testing formats, such as the ability to present stimuli at a fixed SNR, or allow the test to adapt the SNR based on the participant’s responses. This flexibility, along with the general efficiency and reliability of matrix tests make them an ideal candidate for evaluating the provision of privacy by personal audio systems. By varying the level and bandwidth of stationary, random noise maskers, the results from the matrix tests will indicate the relationship between these parameters and the intelligibility of speech. Masking signals which provide an adequate level of privacy, when reproduced at the correct SNR, can then be compared by listeners in a subjective listening test.

6.1.2 Perceptual Testing

A key reference for the design and execution of perceptual testing is Bech and Zacharov’s “Perceptual Audio Evaluation - Theory, Method and Application” [211]. This source recommends a process for designing and conducting perceptual tests, the key steps of which will be used to structure this review.
Firstly, it is recognised that perceptual testing can be complex and nuanced, so repeating tests that have already produced conclusive results is wasteful. Therefore, a detailed literature review in the specific area of interest must be carried out. However, speech privacy control is a developing field and to the best of the author’s knowledge, there have not been any subjective studies that directly evaluate the privacy in sound zones or the perceptual consequences of its provision. As described in Section 2.3, an implicit link is often assumed between inter-zone acoustic contrast and privacy [15, 64, 92–94], and in other studies, objective intelligibility metrics are used as a proxy for privacy [9, 97]. In both of these referenced studies, additional masking noise is introduced into the environment as an integral part of the privacy control method, but the perceptual effects of this additional noise are ignored. The aim of the perceptual testing presented in this thesis is to take a set of masking signals that have already been verified for their capability to provide privacy, and assess which of these is preferred. This recognises that the primary function of a speech privacy control system is to provide private listening zones.

Widening the focus away from sound zoning systems, significantly more perceptual tests have been carried out to evaluate the acceptability of open plan office sound masking systems. One prolific author in this area is Valtteri Hongisto, who has contributed a number of studies that are pertinent to the design of masking signals for personal audio systems. Apposite examples include the subjective and objective rating of spectrally different pseudorandom noises [90], the generation of new metrics and important attributes for modelling noise annoyance [212], and the appraisal of different types of masking sound, such as water, music or ventilation noise [85, 213]. The body of literature has converged on some rules of thumb that have been adopted as general best practice for open plan office sound masking design, e.g. a spectral slope of -5 dB per octave and a masker level of less than 45 dBA [84, 88, 91, 214, 215]. Less consensus has been reached regarding adjustment of the masking level to a schedule, or adaptively based on the occupation of a space. Proponents of the technology state that in offices, the need for privacy and freedom from distraction varies throughout the working day, with social interaction being beneficial at the start and end of the day, and more focussed time being provided in the middle of the day. With adaptive or programmed masking signals, this can be facilitated more easily than with a fixed sound masking system [216]. However, it has been argued that masker adaptation and scheduling could be self-defeating [217]. At quiet times, when the masking level would be reduced by the system, privacy requirements actually increase as individual voices are more intelligible at this time [218]. Furthermore, the temporal and spatial resolution offered by commercial adaptive masking systems is often inadequate for the types of distractions and privacy concerns that exist in open plan offices, such as when people talk whilst walking across an office [217]. The ASTM Standard Guide for Office Acoustics [101] remains ambivalent on the topic, stating that masking sound generators should include a means to adjust the equalisation and level of the masker, without explicitly recommending continuous adjustment of these parameters during operation.

Despite the wealth of recommendations made in the literature concerning office sound masking systems, these are potentially only of limited use for the speech privacy control problem. Firstly, the requirements of sound masking systems are subtly different to those of speech privacy control. The low level of masking that is considered adequate for open plan offices would in many circumstances not be sufficient to render speech sufficiently unintelligible to claim privacy. Additionally, recent studies of sound masking systems have found that the widely accepted rules of thumb for sound masking design do not necessarily result in significant improvements to the experience
of office workers in the long-term [91, 213]. Given this apparent failure, and the accompanying recommendations to carry out a holistic analysis of the requirements of each space, it is evident that perceptual evaluation is required for the novel application proposed in this thesis.

Bech and Zacharov’s next recommendation for the preparation of subjective tests is to ensure that the magnitude of perceptual differences is neither too large to merit interesting conclusions, or too small to be evaluated in a reasonable length of time [211]. As evidenced from the large range of candidate masking signals used in the office sound masking tests described above, signals in the proposed perceptual tests are likely to be sufficiently distinct for testing to be meaningful, even given the restriction of providing similar levels of speech privacy. Initial pilot experiments will be used to confirm the perceptual distinctiveness between the candidate masking signals identified by the intelligibility tests.

Once the necessity of conducting listening tests has been established, attention can be turned to the specifics of the test itself. Two critical factors are the response attribute and response format. The response attribute is the specific element or feature that test participants are asked to evaluate, and the response format describes the way this evaluation is carried out. In the proposed tests, there is potential for the presented masking sounds to elicit a diverse range of responses in each subject. Some response attributes, such as loudness and sharpness, are likely to be experienced similarly by each participant. Where this is the case, established subjective metrics can take the place of listening test evaluations. In other words, asking participants to report on the loudness of each sample in a test is unlikely to provide ground-breaking results. Other impressions are unavoidably specific to each listener; for example, a particular sample may remind a listener of the sound that their car’s air-conditioning system makes. These types of responses are unlikely to offer information pertinent to the general problem that the listening test is designed to solve. The response attribute should therefore be carefully specified such that it falls between these two extremes; it must be neither too universal that unsurprising, unanimous results are obtained from participants, nor too particular to each participant that any underlying trends are impossible to extract. This process of selecting an appropriate response attribute must be combined with the choice of an appropriate response format. The response format must transparently, i.e. without bias, guide the test participants into providing the experimenter with useful information. Table 6.1 presents a small selection of possible response formats, alongside some key advantages and disadvantages of each method.
Given that the objective of the perceptual testing here is to ascertain which of the candidate masking signals identified in the speech intelligibility test is preferred, it is counter-productive to request responses on a rating scale, such as ITU-T P800 [219] or BS 1284-1 [220] for a specific attribute such as annoyance. This type of response format would unnecessarily restrict listeners to considering how annoying each signal appears to them. While there is an expected correspondence between annoyance and preference, the impression of annoyance is by no means the only factor that could contribute to the preference of one noise over another. Forcing participants to use an inappropriate or confusing rating scale may amplify the biases that are inherent in this response method, as described in Table 6.1. Some of the effects of response format bias can be countered through the use of hidden references and anchor stimuli [221], but this does not solve the problem of requiring listeners to quantify a complex emotional response such as annoyance on a simple rating scale. Furthermore, each participant may have a subtly different internal definition and threshold of annoyance, which would complicate the interpretation of results. A

### Table 6.1: Table describing a selection of response formats for the perceptual evaluation of audio stimuli.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response Format</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ordinal Rating Scales, e.g. ITU-T P800 [219]</td>
<td>Response format is simple and widely used; familiar to participants.</td>
<td>Subject to several biases, such as avoidance of extremes, coarse granularity of responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Quality Scales e.g. ITU-R BS. 1284-1 [220]</td>
<td>Format provides a way to rank the stimuli in order, and assess the perceived magnitude of the differences directly.</td>
<td>If labelling is used, these must be perceived to be equidistant on the scale to avoid bias.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Stimulus, Hidden Reference with Anchor (MUSHRA) e.g. ITU-R BS. 1534-1 [221]</td>
<td>Hidden reference and anchor stimuli reduce the effect of biases that are found in standard continuous rating scales.</td>
<td>Can be time-consuming to complete as multiple passes through a set of comparisons is often required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paired Comparison Testing [222]</td>
<td>Response format is simple and intuitive for participants.</td>
<td>Testing can be time consuming if multiple stimuli must be compared.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-elicitation e.g. [3]</td>
<td>Intuitive for participants to respond.</td>
<td>Significant training or expert listeners required for useful results. Post-processing of results is complex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-verbal elicitation, e.g. drawing, pointing [223]</td>
<td>Possible for participants to express their perception of multiple response attributes in a single modality. Particularly suited to spatial audio testing.</td>
<td>Training and familiarisation with the response format is necessary. Post processing is more complex than with numerical rating scales.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
paired comparison test allows the attribute of interest, i.e. preference, to be ascertained directly, and randomisation and repetition of paired comparisons can be used to test respondents’ repeatability and consistency [222]. One drawback of preference testing is that the underlying reasons for the reported preferences are not gathered. To gather these, a free elicitation exercise can also be carried out, and the results from this test can then be compared against preference test results to extract the features that are most important to control when designing a masking signal.

### 6.2 Test Design

Given the considerations described in the previous section, the design of the listening tests will now be described in full. Six array-masker configurations are considered in total, corresponding to the two array widths described in Section 5.4 and three cut-off frequencies for a low-pass filter applied to the masker. These conditions will be referred to using the code $[W|N]_f$, for the wide and narrow arrays respectively. The first pair of conditions, $W_A$ and $N_A$, refers to the case where the cut-off frequency is set to the point where a spatially aliased side-lobe begins to impinge on the opposite sound zone, as illustrated for the wide array in Figure 5.19d. This approach to setting the low-pass filter cut-off frequency was proposed by Donley et al. [9] and is designed to eliminate the leakage of the masking signal into the bright zone above the aliasing frequency, therefore preserving the intelligibility of the speech signal for the target listener. With this approach, the required cut-off frequency is 2.4 kHz for $W_A$ and 8 kHz for $N_A$. For the second pair of conditions, $W_S$ and $N_S$, the cut-off frequency is set to 4 kHz for both arrays, in order to filter out frequencies that contribute strongly to the sensation of sharpness [79]. The final pair of conditions, $W_\infty$ and $N_\infty$, refer to the case where the low-pass filter is bypassed, such that the upper frequency is given by the anti-aliasing filter at approximately 20 kHz. A sample test battery containing each of these conditions is presented in Table 6.2. The speech intelligibility and preference tests were interleaved to reduce the impact of listener fatigue, and a break was offered between tests that used the narrow and wide arrays. Perceptual comparisons between the narrow and wide arrays were not carried out as it is expected that for a given use-case, the choice of the overall array size will be principally governed by space limitations and other practical constraints. Furthermore, the primary objective of the paired preference testing was to provide information regarding the design of the masking signal, rather than the loudspeaker array producing it. The positions of the wide and narrow array elements, and the location and size of the zones are as described in Section 5.4. Diagrams of the loudspeaker array and zone geometry are reproduced for convenience in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Array Width</th>
<th>LPF Cut-off (Hz)</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sentence Test</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>Full Bandwidth</td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sentence Test</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>Full Bandwidth</td>
<td>$W_{\infty}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sentence Test</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>$W_A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sentence Test</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>$W_S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Preference Test</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>All from #2,3,4</td>
<td>PrefWide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sentence Test</td>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td>Full Bandwidth</td>
<td>$N_{\infty}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sentence Test</td>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>$N_S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sentence Test</td>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>$N_A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Preference Test</td>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td>All from #6,7,8</td>
<td>PrefNarrow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Order of tests carried out by each participant.

Figure 6.1: Diagram of loudspeaker array elements selected from a 27-channel array (described fully in Ref. [180]), to form two 9-channel arrays. The narrow array elements, marked with solid circles, have a horizontal spacing $\delta_n = 35$ mm and the wide array elements, marked with dashed circles, have a horizontal spacing $\delta_w = 3\delta_n = 105$ mm. The vertical spacing between elements is 30.40 mm.

Figure 6.2: Plan view of the personal audio system geometry, showing source and microphone locations.
6.2.1 Sentence Test Design

The speech intelligibility test is derived from the English matrix test [23, 209]. Participants listen to five-word sentences in noise with a fixed grammatical structure: “Name verb numeral adjective object”, e.g. “Kathy sold nine pink tins”, then select the words they heard using a screen-based interface. Figure 6.3 shows the $10 \times 5$ matrix of selectable words.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.3.png}
\caption{User interface for sentence test. Participants can see the word matrix at all times during the test. After a sentence has been presented, participants select as many words as were heard, before continuing on to the next sentence. No feedback regarding the correctness of responses is given to the participant during the test or afterwards.}
\end{figure}

Ten options are available for each word in the sentence, forming a matrix of 50 words. The database of individual word recordings was generated by recording all possible pairs of words that could appear in the sentence test e.g. “Peter got”, “Peter sees”, “Peter bought”.... “got three”, “got nine”, and then manually cutting out the first word from these pairs to preserve any coarticulation artefacts with the next word in the sentence. This yields ten copies of each word in the first four columns of the matrix, and one copy of the last column. When randomly generated test sentences are procedurally generated from the database of individual word recordings, the correct version of each word is selected based on the next word. The resulting synthesised sentences have a high degree of realism but are lexically unpredictable, meaning that learning effects are reduced compared to everyday sentences used in other speech tests [208]. The sample rate of the recordings is 44.1 kHz and the bit depth is 16 bits per sample. For more information on the recording process, see Refs. [23, 102]. Speech-shaped masking noise was generated from the database of recordings by concatenating the entire database of words, converting to the frequency domain using the Discrete Fourier Transform, randomising the phase of the Fourier coefficients, then converting back to the time domain using the inverse DFT.

In order to present participants with the experience of the dark zone of a personal audio system, the sentences and noise are processed through a loudspeaker array simulation based on binaural room impulse responses measured in the ISVR audio laboratory, from the 27-channel loudspeaker array to a KEMAR mannequin turned towards the centre of the array, as described in Section 5.1.2. In this simulation, the sentence stimulus is focussed into the bright zone of the system and the speech-shaped masker is focussed into the dark zone. Therefore, the listener hears a
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combination of the direct masking signal and the leakage of the speech signal into the dark zone. The SNR begins at 0 dB and is adjusted each time the participant responds, according to the percentage of correct words relative to a target score, usually set at 50%. As the test progresses, the size of the adjustments to the SNR are reduced, so that by the 20th sentence, the SNR has converged to a level representative of 50% words correct [200]. This value is defined as the SRT for the matrix test.

Firstly, to familiarise each participant with the sentence test procedure, a training set of 20 sentences is presented. In other studies with matrix tests of various languages, training effects have been observed from within the first two tests [209] to beyond the sixth test [208]. However, these tests were carried out in an open-set format, i.e. listeners did not have sight the matrix of words, and rather responded by repeating the received sentence aloud. Tests carried out using a closed-set format, similar to that used in this test, found fewer training effects [209], but still recommended two training tests be carried out, one at a high, fixed SNR to familiarise listeners with the speaker’s voice, and one adaptive test, to expose participants to a range of sentence difficulties. In this case, these two training tests were combined into a single adaptive test. The adaptive SNR procedure in the training set aims for a sentence intelligibility rate of 70%, so that the participant gains more experience with the voice of the speaker than with the standard aim point of 50%, which is used for the remainder of the sentence tests.

Next, three further sentence tests using the wide array are presented, using the three low-pass filter settings, to acquire an SRT for each. The presentation order of these tests is randomised between participants to reduce the impact of any residual training effects across all participants, as described in Table 6.2. The matrix test format induces less listener fatigue because the closed-set presentation slightly eases word understanding; SRTs are approximately 1 dB higher in open-set presentations of the same test [206]. Pilot testing confirmed that at the SRT of the closed-set test, participants reported that speech could be considered private, and that without access to the word list, understanding would be significantly impeded. This is consistent with the published slope of the reference psychometric function for the test of 13%/dB SNR at the SRT [206], i.e. a 1 dB change in SNR results in a change of 13% in the intelligibility score.

6.2.2 Preference Test

The final stimuli from each of the three sentence tests for each array width are expected to have an intelligibility of approximately 50%, due to the adaptive SNR procedure. These three stimuli are aggregated into a preference test by repeating all three possible pairs of combinations four times, giving 12 trials in total, as illustrated in Figure 6.4. For each array width, the level of each stimulus is adjusted to a standard SNR so that each participant makes comparisons that are comparable to one another. These SNRs are given in Table 6.3, and were established during pilot tests to be representative of SRTs. Participants were instructed to use the on-screen interface shown in Figure 6.5 to play stimuli A and B, then, paying attention only to the noise in each stimulus, select which they prefer. No additional contextual information or alternative definitions of preference were provided to participants, in order to maintain identical conditions between participants and to eliminate bias towards preferences that would be specific to a particular use-case. Participants were able to audition the stimuli any number of times before submitting their decision, but most participants completed all 12 comparisons in under five minutes.
Figure 6.4: The last presented stimuli from each sentence test at a given array width are adjusted to a fixed SNR, then presented in pairs to listeners.

Figure 6.5: User interface for preference test. Participants are forced to make a choice between stimulus A and B before being allowed to continue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>SNR (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$W_S$</td>
<td>−21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_A$</td>
<td>−27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_\infty$</td>
<td>−16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_S$</td>
<td>−15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_A$</td>
<td>−14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_\infty$</td>
<td>−13.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: SNRs used during the preference test.
6.3 Results

22 students and researchers from across the University of Southampton were invited to participate in the test. The mean age of the participants was 26.1 years ($\sigma = 3.7$ years). All were over 18 years of age and reported that they had normal hearing and were fluent in the English language. Some participants had experience of participating in other speech intelligibility tests, but none had any formal technical listening training. Data from native and non-native English speakers is included in the data analysis and a comparison of the SRTs for these two groups is provided in Appendix B. The average test duration, including optional breaks between test sections was 41 minutes ($\sigma = 6.1$ minutes). Ethical approval for the research was obtained from the University of Southampton (Reference ERGO/FEPS/50192).

6.3.1 Sentence Test

The results of the sentence test are SRTs in dB, and are presented as a series of box plots for each configuration in Figure 6.6. From these results it can be seen that the SRTs for the wide array are significantly lower than for the narrow array, i.e. the level of the masking signal must be increased to achieve the same level of (un)intelligibility. The wide array has poor high-frequency control due to spatial aliasing, so a significant amount of high frequency speech information is leaked into the dark zone. This necessitates an increase in the masking signal level compared to the narrow array, which has more consistent levels of ACC in the speech frequency range, as shown in Figure 5.18. This is supported by the finding that the median SRT for condition $N_\infty$ is very close to the reference SRT [209] in steady, speech-shaped noise found for the closed-set English matrix test from which this test was derived (see black dashed line in Figure 6.6 at -8.9 dB SNR). Any adjustment to bandwidth, via array processing or low-pass filtering of the masker, reduces the SRT.
The variability of the acoustic contrast level across frequency is also responsible for the large range of SRTs recorded for condition $W_A$, which can also be seen in the results presented in Figure 6.6. The low-pass filtered masker in this condition cannot adequately mask consonant sounds, giving listeners increased opportunity to correctly guess words from the provided matrix of sentences. This enlarges the inter-subject variability beyond that usually expected from the normal-hearing population.

### 6.3.2 Preference Test

The results of the paired preference tests described in Section 6.2.2 have been analysed using statistical tools developed by Perez-Ortiz and Mantiuk [222]. These tools analyse patterns of preference across participants to enable outliers to be removed, indicating potential misunderstandings of the task. One participant’s data was removed from the analysis as their preferences were consistently misaligned with those of the rest of the group. Due to the interaction and sharing of stimuli between the sentence and preference tests, this participant’s data was also excluded from the analysis of the sentence tests. The remaining raw paired comparison results are converted into ratings for each condition, using a JND scale. On this rating scale, the distances between conditions are related to the probability of members of the tested population preferring one condition over another. The scale is normalised such that a distance of 1 corresponds to 75% of comparisons favouring one condition over another; a distance of 2 corresponds to 91%. In general, distances in JND-space, $\delta$, can be converted to a percentage likelihood of a preference being indicated using the formula...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition A</th>
<th>vs.</th>
<th>Condition B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$W_S$</td>
<td>97.4%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_S$</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>88.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_A$</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>99.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_S$</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
<td>77.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_S$</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>77.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_A$</td>
<td>50.5%</td>
<td>49.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Percentage likelihood of one condition being preferred over another, using data gathered from the preference tests.

\[
\text{% Preferred} = \Phi_{\mu=0,\sigma=1.4826}(\delta), \quad (6.1)
\]

where $\Phi$ is the cumulative normal distribution function, with mean $\mu = 0$ and standard deviation $\sigma = 1.4826$. The results of this conversion are presented in Table 6.4 for each of the comparisons made during the preference tests.

From the results presented in Table 6.4, the preference test results for the wide array were conclusive, with participants demonstrating a clear preference in all three paired comparisons. The least preferred condition was $W_A$, where the low-pass filter is set at 2.4 kHz to prevent aliasing. Figure 6.6 shows that the median SRT at this condition is -32 dB, at least 10 dB lower than the other two conditions in the test. The corresponding increase in the masker level was clearly perceivable, and was disliked by participants. In the comparison between $W_S$ and $W_\infty$, a significant proportion of participants selected $W_\infty$, the case where the masker has broader bandwidth and a lower overall level.

Preferences were not as well-defined in the case of the narrow array, suggesting that the signals in each condition were perceptually more similar than those with the wide array. Applying the low-pass filter to reduce sharpness ($N_S$) was disliked when compared with both the unfiltered condition $N_\infty$ and against $N_A$, where the low-pass filter cut-off was set to 8 kHz to prevent spatial aliasing. This can again be related to the increased masker level required when the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter is reduced to 4 kHz. No significant preference was shown between the $N_\infty$ and $N_A$ conditions when preferences are aggregated across participants, but more than half (11 out of 21) listeners consistently chose their preferred condition across all four repeats of the $N_A$ vs $N_\infty$ test. Only three participants selected each condition twice (equivalent to chance), indicating that for most listeners, it was possible to distinguish the samples and make a repeatable preference judgement.

Directly after the completion of each preference test, participants were asked to give, in their own words, any reasons for their judgements or features of the noise samples which they were listening for. Despite the apparent correlation between masking signal level and preference judgement, only 8 out of 21 participants mentioned loudness or quietness in their descriptions. 17 participants distinguished between sounds by referring to their spectrum, using words such as “high/low pitched”, “sharpness” or “harshness”. 10 participants used words referring to naturalness or artificiality, e.g. “smooth”, “natural”, “sounds like a jet engine / waterfall / the London Underground”. When such a preference was expressed, participants unanimously preferred sounds they deemed to be “natural” over those which were “artificial”. When correlated
with the participants’ individual choices in the preference test, sounds with broader bandwidth were deemed to sound more “natural”.

Six participants commented, after the narrow array preference test, that although masking signals with wider bandwidth were preferred in general, having too much high frequency content was detrimental. Of these six, five preferred the condition $N_A$ over $N_\infty$, backing up their comments with their preference decisions. Their comments are transcribed below:

- “Sharper sounds were better, but not too sharp.”
- “Highest one was unpleasant.”
- “Didn’t like higher pitched.”
- “The second highest pitch was preferred.”
- “I preferred less high frequencies, I would avoid low-frequencies [and prefer a wider bandwidth masker] unless there was noticeable additional hiss, this hiss was worse than the low-frequency sound.”
- “My preference was for not too sharp, or too loud.”

These results show that for certain listeners, applying modest low-pass filtering can improve the perception of masking signals. Although participants only listened to filtered random noise samples, a surprising breadth of semantic descriptions were attached to these sounds. This encourages future experimentation on the acceptability of different types of masking signals in different contexts.

After participants were asked to provide reasons for their preferences, some also gave other comments about the test which may provide insight into the reasoning behind their judgements or their feelings about the test procedure. These comments were provided without prompting, so it is impossible to know if other participants had the same issues but did not raise them. Four participants, two with English as a first language, and two with English as an additional language, mentioned that they felt their performance was affected by working memory limitations rather than mishearing the sentences. These listeners reported that that were able to focus on a few words in the sentence, but may forget the full sentence whilst searching for words in the matrix. However, the advantages of unpredictable sentences in terms of the reduced training effect, and greater number of statistically independent elements to perceive per sentence [200], outweighs the disadvantage of the sentences being potentially more difficult to remember.

Three participants with English as an additional language reported that the test was tiring, and requested breaks after the first half of the test ($W_A$, $W_S$, $W_\infty$ and PrefWide). This fatigue effect may account for the higher speech reception thresholds found in those with English as an additional language, as seen in Figure B.1. An advantage of the matrix test format for consideration in future work is that participants would be able to complete the test in their first language, without the experimenter needing to be familiar in that language [206].
6.4 Summary

A two-stage listening test has been carried out to obtain speech reception thresholds and preference information for six array-masker configurations. Reducing the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter applied to the masker causes an increase in the required masking signal level to ensure privacy. Quieter masking signals, with wider bandwidth, were in general preferred over louder, low-pass filtered maskers. However, arbitrarily reducing the loudness of a given masking signal also reduces its effectiveness, and hence its ability to provide privacy for the target listener. This trade-off between objectives highlights the necessity of setting intelligibility constraints in each listening zone, as described in Chapter 1.

The listening tests provide useful information that can be used to recommend the characteristics and level of masking signals that should be used, for the two loudspeaker array configurations under test. However, the data from the tests presented in this chapter are specific to these configurations, and are thus limited in scope. This is evidenced by the fact that each array and low-pass filter configuration had a different SRT; the raw results provide no way to generalise these SRTs to alternative system designs. The following chapter provides a means to generalise the results of the listening tests to arbitrary system designs by fitting the listening test results to objective and subjective metrics.
Chapter 7

Masking Signal Design Based on Speech Privacy Constraints and Listener Preferences

Parts of this chapter have been published as “Design and Evaluation of Personal Audio Systems Based on Speech Privacy Constraints”, in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 147(4):2271-2282

Attention has been paid throughout this thesis to the practicalities of designing personal audio systems to produce private sound zones. This chapter continues with this theme by assembling the elements described in Chapters 3 to 6 into a general methodology for designing the masking signal that is required by such systems. Chapter 3 described various objective metrics for the prediction of speech intelligibility from properties of speech signals, and Chapter 4 contained information on subjective metrics to translate between objective features of signals and various elements of human sound perception. In this chapter, both types of metrics are correlated with the results from the objective and subjective listening tests described in Chapter 6, to provide a set of guidelines for designing the masking signal. The objectives for the design process are:

- The masking signal must provide enough intelligibility reduction that an eavesdropper in the dark zone should not be able to understand the message provided to the target listener in the bright zone.

- Any consequent leakage of the masking signal into the bright zone must not impede the intelligibility of the message for the target listener.

- Whilst satisfying the constraints above, the masking signal must be as acceptable to listeners in the dark zone as possible.
7.1 Comparison Between Listening Test Results and Objective and Subjective Metrics

In the listening tests described in Chapter 6, an auralisation process was used to present binaural stimuli to each participant. Each of these stimuli was saved for further analysis using objective and subjective metrics. The following two subsections describe the comparisons between these metrics and results from each section of the listening tests.

7.1.1 Comparison Between Intelligibility Test Results and SII

In all envisaged applications of speech privacy control, setting the level of the masker correctly is crucial to a system being regarded as acceptable. Adjustment to the masker level affects all three objectives that were detailed in the introduction to this chapter. If the masker level is too low, speech privacy could be compromised, and if it is too high, the intelligibility in the bright zone may be impeded, and nearby listeners could be annoyed by the additional environmental noise. As speech and noise are radiated simultaneously by the proposed system, the required masking signal level in a given system principally depends upon the level of the speech that must be masked. An alternative definition of the problem can remove this dependency on the level of the speech, drawing on the fact that speech intelligibility is largely unaffected by absolute signal levels [107]. Rather, the key problem is finding an appropriate SNR within the dark zone, denoted SNR_d, that corresponds to conditions of sufficient unintelligibility - this removes the dependence on speech level in the following analysis.

The results from the listening test presented in Section 6.3.1 demonstrate that the Speech Reception Threshold, analogous to SNR_d, varies with different arrays and masking signal spectra. The relationship between the broadband SNR_d and the impression of privacy is frequency dependent because the masking ability of a given signal depends on the matching between the reproduced speech spectrum, and that of the masker. This frequency dependence is taken into account by the SII metric. As described in Section 3.1, SII aggregates narrowband SNRs into a single-number value that corresponds to a given level of speech intelligibility. This single-number value is therefore independent of the absolute speech level and any frequency dependent effects, such as the choice of masking signal spectrum and the frequency responses of the loudspeaker array and sound zoning filters. The SII metric can therefore be used to set universal limits, or targets, on the speech intelligibility within each zone, provided that the conditions in each zone are within the scope of the metric [124].

The standard that defines the SII states that good communication systems are characterised by SII values greater than 0.75 [124]. This value is selected as a lower SII limit for the reproduced bright zone sound field; SII_b > 0.75. A similar SII limit that corresponds to privacy, or sufficient unintelligibility is not found in the same standard, but this value, denoted SII_d, can be determined from the speech intelligibility tests described in Chapter 6. Once both the bright and dark zone SII limits are found, these can then be applied to new system designs by reversing the process of abstraction that has been described above. Using measurements or simulations of the sound zones produced by the new design with a fixed, representative speech level in the bright zone,
the masking signal level should be adjusted so that the SII in the dark zone is below the limit given by $SII_d$ and the SII in the bright zone is greater than $SII_b > 0.75$.

The process for determining $SII_d$ is as follows. In the speech intelligibility tests described in Chapter 6, each stimulus that was presented to participants during the matrix test was also passed through the SII algorithm, providing an objective rating of intelligibility that could be compared with the listening test score for that sentence. Each participant listened to a set of 20 sentences in each test condition. For each of these sets, the percentage of correct words identified in each stimulus was fitted to the corresponding SII using a sigmoid function. Each curve of SII values against intelligibility was then interpolated at the 50% words correct level to give a single-number value representative of the SII for 50% words correct, $SII_{50}$. Four examples from different subjects and test conditions are provided in Figure 7.1, and the corresponding $SII_{50}$ value is marked on the x-axis. When the $SII_{50}$ values are averaged across all participants and conditions, a score of 50% words correct in the matrix test corresponds with an SII value of 0.05. This value is assigned as the dark zone intelligibility limit; $SII_d < 0.05$. Comparisons with the published privacy indices presented in Table 3.1 indicates that this value exceeds the required level for “Confidential Privacy” in open plan spaces, of $SII < 0.10$, and provides comparable conditions to the “Minimal Speech Privacy” offered between closed rooms ($SII = 0.03$).

![Figure 7.1](image)

Figure 7.1: Example logistic mappings between SII and percentage of words correct in the speech intelligibility test, for a range of subjects and test conditions.

For each new array and masker design, the fixed value of $SII_d = 0.05$ can be used to select a corresponding value of $SNR_d$. From a design perspective, this SII-based approach to selecting $SNR_d$ is attractive as it eliminates the need to conduct listening tests for each new loudspeaker array design, but the limitations of the method must also be taken into account. Table 7.1 shows
the SNR required to achieve privacy (SNR$_d$), according to either the measured SRT values, or using SII$_d$ following the process described above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>SNR$_d$ (dB)</th>
<th>SRT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W$_S$</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W$_A$</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W$_\infty$</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_S$</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_A$</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_\infty$</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Comparison between dark zone SNRs, SNR$_d$, required for privacy when estimated using SII simulations and experimental SRTs.

Although SII$_d$ = 0.05 represents the average SRT across all tested array geometries and conditions, as described above, the results in Table 7.1 show that there is a 5 dB difference between the required SNR for the two methods in the case of the wide array. This can be attributed to the design of the SII algorithm, which aggregates SNRs from several frequency bands into a single-number rating using a weighted average. If an array aliases within the speech frequency range, and this results in a reduced contrast, for example as shown in Figure 5.18 at 3 kHz for the wide array, then the SNR in this band is greater than in other bands. Consequently, some speech sounds can be more easily understood than others, increasing the intelligibility over that predicted by the weighted average SNR [224]. It is therefore recommended that array designs that exhibit sharp reductions in acoustic contrast within the speech frequency range, due to spatial aliasing or other effects, be avoided. With these designs, additional masking is required to compensate for these limitations, and the true intelligibility cannot be as reliably predicted using standard metrics [124].

7.1.2 Comparison Between Preference Test Results and Subjective Metrics

Subjective metrics are designed to quantify perceptual features from signals, and are useful alternatives to costly, complex jury testing. Table 7.2 shows the values of the psychoacoustic annoyance, loudness, roughness and sharpness metrics that were described in Chapter 4, when applied to the stimuli presented in the preference test that was described in Section 6.2.2. As these metrics are calculated across several sentence presentations, each metric evaluation has an associated uncertainty, and this is displayed as ±1 standard deviation in Table 7.2. Highlighted cells indicate where the order of the metric evaluations, from lowest to highest, matches the order of preference from the test results displayed in Table 6.4, without an overlap in the stated confidence interval. The preference order from the listening tests is reproduced for convenience in the first column of Table 7.2.

From these results it can be seen that for the wide array, where preferences between conditions were very clearly agreed upon by participants, that the loudness, roughness and psychoacoustic
annoyance metrics all correctly predict the order of preference. In the tests using the narrow array, the \( N_\infty \) and \( N_A \) conditions were equally preferred over the \( N_S \) condition. In this case, the psychoacoustic annoyance evaluation fails to distinguish all three narrow array conditions. Greater variation is expected for the psychoacoustic annoyance, as this metric is formed by combining the other metrics, each of which has its own degree of uncertainty. Although the metrics themselves are deterministic, the uncertainty in the evaluation of each condition stems from the fine structure of the randomly generated speech and noise signals. The loudness metric is less susceptible to these variations, and thus is able to confidently predict that \( N_\infty \) is one of the preferred conditions for the narrow array.

Sharpness, which was hypothesised during test development to be an undesirable attribute, was instead found to be inversely related to the preference results; signals with higher sharpness values were preferred on average. However, attention must be paid to the absolute sharpness value. The formulation of the sharpness model [79] states that this attribute only affects psychoacoustic annoyance when it exceeds 1.75 acum (Equation 4.8); none of the tested values exceed this threshold as speech-shaped noise contains relatively little energy above 3 kHz, where sharpness begins to be perceived. Comments from participants who selected the case \( N_A \) over \( N_\infty \) suggest that the increased sharpness of the \( N_\infty \) condition was undesirable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition, pref. order</th>
<th>Annoyance</th>
<th>Loudness</th>
<th>Roughness</th>
<th>Sharpness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( W_\infty ), 1</td>
<td>14.49±0.26</td>
<td>13.68±0.17</td>
<td>0.04±0.003</td>
<td>1.46±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_S ), 2</td>
<td>18.94±0.46</td>
<td>17.50±0.29</td>
<td>0.06±0.003</td>
<td>0.99±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_A ), 3</td>
<td>26.34±0.80</td>
<td>23.68±0.41</td>
<td>0.08±0.009</td>
<td>0.82±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_\infty ), =1</td>
<td>16.33±0.25</td>
<td>15.25±0.15</td>
<td>0.04±0.003</td>
<td>1.67±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_A ), =1</td>
<td>16.52±0.25</td>
<td>15.52±0.12</td>
<td>0.04±0.003</td>
<td>1.62±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_S ), 2</td>
<td>16.81±0.39</td>
<td>15.64±0.23</td>
<td>0.05±0.003</td>
<td>1.33±0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Metric values of stimuli presented to participants in the paired-preference test. Uncertainties are ±1σ. Highlighted cells indicate where the metric correctly predicts the order of preference within each array width.

Table 7.2 shows that the loudness and roughness metrics perform better than the annoyance and sharpness metrics overall, with the roughness metric correctly predicting the preference order of all conditions and the loudness metric correctly identifying one of the most preferred options in the case of the narrow array. Cursory inspection of Table 7.2 suggests that the roughness metric is the superior predictor, but the absolute value and Just-Noticeable Difference (JND) for roughness perception must also be taken into account. The roughness of unmodulated noise is caused by random amplitude fluctuations and is therefore dependent on its bandwidth [168]. For example, peak roughness between 0.2 and 0.3 asper occurs for noise with a bandwidth of 100 Hz, decreasing thereafter to around 0.05 asper at full audio bandwidth. For amplitude modulated tones, the threshold of roughness perception is 0.07 asper, and the JND limen \( \Delta R/R \) is 17%. Therefore, while the roughness values of the stimuli can be distinguished from one another, the absolute roughness level of all the tested stimuli is already very low. Roughness is difficult to explicitly control without also affecting other perceptual features, as no explicit amplitude modulation is included in the masker. Furthermore, the roughness of a given signal increases
slightly with signal level [168], and is thus non-linear. This is exemplified in the case of the wide array where, although the roughness metric correctly predicts the order of preference, this effect is due to the large level difference between stimuli.

The recommendation is, therefore, that a masking signal should be determined based primarily on minimising loudness, with attention also being paid towards minimising the residual roughness of the masker. This further motivates investigation into the context-dependence of masker preference, as the preference for “naturalness” expressed by participants appears to be well-modelled by the roughness metric when applied to stationary random noise. An investigation using a range of natural masking sounds may also shed light on the advantages and disadvantages of masker fluctuation, which is negligible for the stimuli tested here.

7.2 Identification of Feasible Masking Signals

The listening test results described above show the SNR that is required in the dark zone to achieve privacy at three low-pass filter settings, for each array configuration. However, this SNR can also be calculated using SII = 0.05 as a proxy for privacy, using auralisations of the speech and noise emitted from the array, recorded in each zone. Signal auralisations are not strictly necessary for this purpose, as the SII algorithm only uses the spectra of the speech and noise signals to form its intelligibility estimate. These spectra can be synthesised by combining the frequency response of the array with the predicted acoustic contrast and standard speech spectra. The adjustments to the speech-shaped maskers presented in the test can be described using two parameters: the masker level and the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter. By generating auralisations across a range of values of these two parameters, and analysing the SII in the bright and dark zones at each data point, contours of bright and dark zone SII can be generated. These are shown for the narrow and wide array in Figure 7.2.

Each point on each contour plot shown in Figure 7.2 represents the outcome from a single simulation, where the masker has been low-pass filtered with some cut-off frequency, $f_c$, and has had its gain adjusted to produce a given SNR in the dark zone, $\text{SNR}_d$. This representation of the masker level, which assumes a constant speech level, is chosen to facilitate comparison with the listening test results presented in Section 6.3.1. The upper row of plots shows the SII in the dark zone, for the narrow array on the left and the wide array on the right. The middle row shows the corresponding SII in the bright zone. The intelligibility constraints $\text{SII}_d < 0.05$ and $\text{SII}_b > 0.75$ are visualised as contour lines of equal intelligibility through the parameter space in the upper and middle plots respectively. All points in the parameter space below the white contour at $\text{SII} = 0.05$ represent situations with sufficiently low intelligibility in the dark zone to claim privacy. Likewise, all points above the bright zone constraint contour, shown by the black line at $\text{SII}_b = 0.75$, exceed the ANSI guideline for “good” speech reproduction in the bright zone.

From the results presented in Figure 7.2, it can be seen that in order to provide speech privacy with a masker whose filter cut-off frequency, $f_c$, is low, the SNR must be reduced significantly as the masker and speech signal do not overlap sufficiently in frequency for the masker to be effective. As $f_c$ is increased, the speech and masker spectra become more similar, so the masker gain can be reduced (i.e. the SNR increased) whilst maintaining the same predicted intelligibility.
Figure 7.2: Contour plots of SII and Loudness with variation in dark zone SNR and masking signal cut-off frequency. Upper Row: SII in dark zone. Middle Row: SII in bright zone. Lower Row: Loudness in dark zone. White line: SII\(_d = 0.05\), Black line: SII\(_b = 0.75\). Arrows indicate regions of the parameter space where intelligibility constraints are met.
level. Above 5 kHz, the contours become approximately constant with an increase in $f_c$. This is a feature of the SII metric, which assigns each critical band an importance value. Above 4.8 kHz, the relative importance of each critical band to speech intelligibility sharply decreases, so changes in the difference between the speech and noise spectra have little impact on the final value of the SII.

The intelligibility contours from the upper four plots in Figure 7.2 are transferred onto the lower row of plots to provide an enclosed feasible region in which both intelligibility constraints are met. The colour scale in the two lower plots represents the loudness evaluated in the dark zone. As SNR$_d$ increases, the loudness evaluated in the dark zone decreases to a constant level that corresponds to the loudness of the leaked speech audible in the dark zone. As $f_c$ increases, so does the perceived loudness, due to the wider bandwidth of the masker, as demonstrated in Figure 4.4. The light blue points in the lower panels of Figure 7.2 represent the experimental SRT values from Table 7.1. The dashed lines between these points and the white contour indicate the difference between the SNR required to achieve the measured SRT and SII = 0.05 at the three filter cut-off frequencies. From this lower set of plots it can be seen that the optimal masking signal parametrisation within the feasible region can be decided by considering the perceptual attributes of the dark zone sound field, a decision that is guided by preference test results and subjective metrics.

It is important to highlight that the contours presented here are specific to the position of the zones, the loudspeaker array used and the surrounding room acoustics. However, the discussion relating to the relative positions of the contour lines and the behaviour with different spatial aliasing characteristics is expected to hold for a range of multi-zone configurations, and therefore provide general insight into the privacy control design problem. Certain situations can cause there to be no intersection between the regions where SII$_b$ > 0.75 and SII$_d$ < 0.05, for example when the size of the array (in terms of the array length, $D$, or the number of elements, $L$) prevents sufficient acoustic contrast from being provided, or if room reverberation is too high. When this is the case, either the constraints on the bright and/or dark zone intelligibility must be made less onerous or the system must be redesigned.

### 7.3 Summary

![Figure 7.3: Block diagram of the proposed personal audio system design method.](image-url)
The overall structure of the proposed design process is described in block diagram form in Figure 7.3. The method requires an estimate of the transfer responses from a candidate array design to the designated bright and dark zones. These transfer responses, whether derived from measurements or simulations, enable the production of sound zoning filters, which can be used to create auralisations of speech and masker signals in each zone. Speech intelligibility is evaluated in both zones using the SII metric [124], to determine the range of reproduction levels that satisfy the SII constraints of $\text{SII} < 0.05$ in the dark zone and $\text{SII} > 0.75$ in the bright zone. If these constraints can be met simultaneously the masker with the lowest loudness, evaluated in the dark zone, can be selected. Otherwise, the array geometry or the positions of the zones are potentially unsuitable for effective private sound zone reproduction, and measures should be taken that increase the level of acoustic contrast. This can include increasing the aperture of the loudspeaker array, increasing the number of array elements, moving the bright and dark zones further apart from one another and the bright zone closer to the loudspeaker array. Further improvement can be made by adding absorption to the reproduction space, to reduce the reverberation time. The effects of reverberation on sound zoning performance are explored in more detail in the following chapter.
Chapter 8

The Effects of Reverberation on Zonal Speech Privacy

Parts of this chapter are taken from “The Design of Personal Audio Systems for Speech Transmission using Analytical and Measured Responses” which has been published in the proceedings of the 44th IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing.

The results in the previous chapter demonstrate that adequate intelligibility difference between listening zones is achievable using a 9-element loudspeaker array in a room with a relatively low reverberation time. However, these types of environments are uncommon in practice and excessive reverberation in a reproduction environment can negatively affect both the measurable and perceived performance of personal audio systems [11]. This chapter will therefore discuss several aspects of private personal audio system design for reverberant spaces. As described in Chapter 5, the process of generating sound zones relies on robust estimates of the transfer responses between the loudspeaker array elements and the zones. In reverberant spaces, appropriate transfer responses are difficult to model accurately, and background noise can impede the acquisition of clean transfer response measurements [225]. The level of acoustic contrast that is achievable between listening zones can also be reduced by reverberation, as dark zones with low SPLs cannot be formed as effectively due to the diffuse, homogeneous nature of the reverberant field. Additionally, reverberation can degrade speech intelligibility by decreasing the effective modulation depth of the speech signal; as described in Chapter 3, short periods of silence provide listeners with information on the boundaries between syllables and words [226], and this information is reduced when both direct and reflected sound arrive at the listening position.

Nevertheless, approaches have been proposed to improve the performance of sound zoning systems in reverberant spaces. Individual room reflections can be taken into account in the sound zoning process [12], either through their implicit inclusion in measured transfer responses, or by modifying an analytical transfer response model to include image sources [227]. In some circumstances, this information about the presence of reflective surfaces in the room could be used to selectively cancel the reflected waves, leaving only the direct sound from the array. Alternatively, reflections deemed to be beneficial to speech intelligibility and clarity in the bright zone, such as those that arrive within 50 ms of the incident sound [36], could potentially be allowed to
remain in the reproduced sound field. The sound field control method proposed by Chaman et al. [97], discussed in Section 2.3, actively requires the presence of reflections in the reproduction environment to provide sufficient mixing between the signals emitted by each loudspeaker, but the reliability of this approach is suspect as it relies on the integrity of many separate reflection paths, long into the reverberant decay. This observation highlights that room reverberation includes both early reflections and late reverberation, and each of these features must be treated somewhat separately. Early reflections are localisable and coherent with the direct sound, making them amenable to inclusion in sound zoning processes, whereas late reverberation can be modelled as an incoherent, diffuse phenomenon. Consequently, a standard approach is to consider late reverberation as a source of random error that sound zoning systems must be robustly designed to overcome [58].

In order to investigate the effects and practical challenges of operating private personal audio systems in reverberant spaces, the chapter opens by describing the potential effects of incorporating room reverberation into the transfer responses that are used to generate sound zoning filters. Methods for simulating anechoic and reverberant transfer responses are provided, and each of these approaches is used in a study of the spatial decay of sound pressure from a personal audio system situated in a free-field environment and in a reverberant room. This study is extended in subsequent sections to include several simulated reverberant spaces in order to quantify the effect of reverberation on acoustic contrast, speech intelligibility and the masking signal levels that are required for privacy. The chapter concludes by comparing these simulations against results measured in a lightly reverberant room, to determine the situations in which measured or modelled transfer responses are most suitable.

8.1 Transfer Response Modelling

Information about the electroacoustical transfer responses from a loudspeaker array to sensors within each zone are necessary for the optimisation of the zoning filters in a personal audio system. These transfer responses can either be analytically calculated using the geometry of the sources and zones, or measured using the process described in Section 5.1.4. Figure 8.1 shows a block diagram of a personal audio system in a reverberant space, and illustrates a key difference between the use of an analytical transfer response model and measured transfer responses, namely, the inclusion of room reflections. The simplest analytical transfer response is that which assumes a free-field, point monopole sources and omnidirectional sensors, though other methods which attempt to model source directivity and room reverberation exist, and are discussed later in this section. A common heuristic, which is supported by the derivation for ACC in Section 5.2.1, is that the greater the mismatch between the transfer response used in the optimisation of the filters and the physical room responses, the poorer the contrast performance. This mismatch could be attributed to imprecision in manufacturing tolerances of the source array, errors in geometrical measurement of the arrays and zones or variation in loudspeaker or microphone sensitivity. However, even if these factors are perfectly measured or exactly modelled by the designer of a system, assumptions regarding the acoustic conditions of the space where the system is installed also have significant effects, as the results presented in this chapter will demonstrate.
Implementations and analyses of sound zoning systems have been conducted in anechoic environments e.g. [2, 5, 58], with the inclusion of reflections from the head [228], individual room reflections [12] and general reverberation, e.g. [4, 11, 46, 60]. Of these, the performance study carried out by Olik et al. [60] is of particular relevance to the results presented in this work as it considers the leakage between programmes in adjacent bright zones in terms of a perceptual index, the perceived distraction, as well as acoustic contrast. Overall, correlation was found between the perceptual and physical metrics, with higher levels of acoustic contrast resulting in lower levels of distraction, though the strength of this relation varied with different combinations of programme material. In the study, interfering speech was found to be the most distracting.

Olivieri et al. [46] present results from informal listening tests that suggest that zoning filters created using free-field responses, as opposed to measurements in anechoic or reverberant conditions, provide subjectively higher audio quality. Although filters generated using the measured responses produced greater directivity than when using a free-field assumption, the perceived channel separation was similar. The question of whether the expense and time involved in measuring transfer responses from a loudspeaker array, potentially in-situ, is justified by a practical increase in performance therefore remains open. The following subsections describe techniques that can be used to model electroacoustical transfer responses, and provide comparisons with measured responses.

8.1.1 Analytical Modelling

One advantage of using modelled transfer responses to generate sound zoning filters is that the responses can be generated based on the geometry of the loudspeaker array and zones. This means that prototype array systems can be built and rapidly tested, without having to conduct acoustical transfer response measurements first. An additional strength is that the positions of the zones can be easily changed by specifying the coordinates of new virtual microphone
positions. Figure 8.2 shows the notation used in the remainder of this section to describe these arrays of coordinate points in 3D space.

![Diagram of loudspeaker and microphone positions](image)

**Figure 8.2:** Notation used to describe the geometrical positions of loudspeaker and microphone array elements, for analytical transfer response modelling.

The simplest type of geometrical modelling of electroacoustical transfer responses assumes a free field containing identical, omnidirectional point sources and sensors. In this case, the \((n, l)^{th}\) elements of the transfer response matrices \(Z_b\) and \(Z_d\) are given by the free-field Green’s function between the bright or dark zone microphone \(n\) and loudspeaker array element \(l\), which can be expressed at each frequency as

\[
Z_{nl, \text{free-field}} = e^{-jk r_{nl}} 4\pi r_{nl},
\]

where

\[
r_{nl} = \sqrt{(y_{n,1} - x_{l,1})^2 + (y_{n,2} - x_{l,2})^2 + (y_{n,3} - x_{l,3})^2},
\]

and \(k\) is the wavenumber. The ACC method derived in Section 5.2.1 is general with respect to the form of transfer response used to model the source-sensor relationship, and more advanced source terms can also be used. For example, a slightly more complex model could be obtained by modelling the loudspeakers as piston-like sources mounted in an infinite baffle, which is a commonly used loudspeaker model [38]. In the far field, where \(r_{nl}/a \gg 1\), the transfer impedance in this case can be expressed at each frequency as

\[
Z_{nl, \text{piston}} = \left[ \frac{J_1(k a \sin \theta)}{k a \sin \theta} \right] e^{-jk r_{nl}} 4\pi r_{nl},
\]

where \(J_1\) is the first order Bessel function of the first kind, \(\theta\) is the angle that the sensor makes with the source axis and \(a\) is the radius of the piston source.
A further alternative to monopole source modelling, which allows the directivity to be specified in both the horizontal and vertical directions separately, is to incorporate directivity terms into the transfer impedance, converting the omnidirectional monopole source to a given first order polar pattern, such as a cardioid or dipole response [229]. The far-field directivity, $D$ of such a source is given by

$$D(\Psi, \theta, \phi) = 1 - \Psi + \Psi \cos \theta \cos \phi,$$

(8.4)

where $\theta$ and $\phi$ are the azimuth and elevation angles respectively, and $\Psi$ is a directivity parameter that can be continuously varied to obtain different directivity indices. A value of $\Psi = 0.75$ has previously been used to model an array of phase-shift sources, and a similar effect can be accomplished by modelling each source as a pair of closely-spaced point monopole sources, with a fixed delay relationship [229]. A modification of this approach can also be used to simulate the presence of reflections in the reproduction environment [12, 227]: reflections are modelled as direct sound from additional virtual sources, specified with a delay and gain consistent with the path-length difference between direct and reflected sound from the original source. In closed spaces with multiple reflections, this process can be repeated to form an estimate of the room impulse response, and this technique is discussed in the following section.

### 8.1.2 Image Source Modelling

In order to test personal audio systems in a range of reverberant environments, the image source model of reverberation was used to synthesise impulse responses from loudspeaker array elements to sensors in each zone. This model uses a high-frequency assumption, which represents the set of points on an expanding wavefront directly between a source and a sensor as straight rays. This mitigates the computational demand of computing the entire sound-field, but also removes wave-effects such as diffraction and refraction. In closed, simple volumes such as the cuboid rooms referenced in this chapter, these effects are expected to be negligible.

Snell’s law states that the angle of incidence of a ray with a reflecting surface is equal to the angle of reflection. Using this relation, an image source can be synthesised on the opposite side of the reflecting surface, with its strength appropriately attenuated to match the absorption coefficient of the reflecting surface, meaning that the surface can be removed from the simulation. The travel time and direction of arrival of the ray from this image source is equal to that of the reflected ray, so from the perspective of the sensor, there is no difference between the impulse response received using a single source and the reflecting surface and that with two sources and no reflecting surface. This geometrical arrangement is illustrated in Figure 8.3.

As mentioned in the previous section, the effect of a single reflection can be modelled analytically by directly adding an appropriately attenuated and delayed image source term into an analytical transfer response model, such as those described in Equations 8.1 and 8.3 [12]. However, when multiple reflective surfaces are present, such as is the case in a closed room, it becomes more convenient to model image sources numerically [230]. Additional higher order reflections, that is, rays from the source which reflect off more than one surface before being intercepted by the sensor, can be incorporated by adding further image sources. However, this process can quickly
Figure 8.3: Diagram of a single reflection, modelled using the image-source method. The heavy, solid line indicates the direct path from the source (dark circle) to the sensor (grey square). The reflection in the blue wall is modelled by tracing a ray from a virtual image source (grey circle) to the sensor.

become computationally intractable as the number of image sources rises combinatorially with the computed reflection order. Typically, prominent reflections either heard as distinct echoes or perceived as a broadening of the sound source occur early in the reverberant decay, and later reflections are perceived as diffuse reverberation. This perceptual effect is harnessed by Lehmann and Johansson in their diffuse reverberation model, which transitions between a low-order image source model for early reflections and a decaying random noise model for the late reverberation [230]. The decay rate of the random noise is informed by a prediction of the energy decay curve, which is exponential in rooms where the absorption is well-distributed across all surfaces. A MATLAB implementation of this model [231] provided by Lehmann is used in the remainder of this chapter. This implementation assumes that all sources within each modelled room are point monopoles. For consistency when comparing various aspects of system performance later in this chapter, where an analytical model is referenced, this implies that the associated transfer responses are also those of monopole sources, radiating into a free field, as described in Equation 8.1. The loudspeaker drivers used in the 27-channel array each have a radius, \( a \), of 32 mm, and are mounted in separate sealed enclosures so this monopole assumption is valid up to a frequency of approximately 3.4 kHz \((ka = 1)\) [232].

8.1.3 Comparisons with Measurements

To illustrate the differences between the transfer response models described in the previous two subsections, each model is used to generate an impulse response from one element in the 27-channel array described in Section 5.1.1 to a microphone within the ISVR audio laboratory, described in Section 5.1.3. These are presented in Figure 8.4 and are compared against a measured impulse response corresponding to the same source-sensor combination, in the same space.
The ideal impulse from the monopole source lies between samples in the digital representation shown in the upper panel of Figure 8.4, so this impulse response exhibits a minor ringing artefact, which is also visible in the frequency domain as a small ripple at high frequencies in the lower frequency response plot. When compared to the measured impulse response, shown with a blue trace, the arrival time of the direct sound is accurately represented.

Comparison of the output from the image source model against the measured impulse response shows that the arrival time of the direct sound and first three dominant reflections, indicated by red asterisks, are well matched by the simulation, though the relative magnitudes are less well reconstructed. A number of possible reasons can be given for this discrepancy; there may be a mismatch between the estimated absorption coefficients of the room surfaces that are input into the model and the physical absorption coefficients of the associated surfaces in the room. Alternatively, the stronger reflections in the modelled impulse response could be attributed to the perfectly specular reflection which is assumed by the model, when in practice, the reflection from the wall will include some acoustic scattering. However, the main cause is likely to be due to the assumed omnidirectional nature of the modelled source - this will increase the off axis radiation compared to the physical source, and hence result in more significant reflections. This feature also explains the spurious impulses that are present in the simulated impulse response but are not evident from measurements, indicated with black asterisks in Figure 8.4. The omnidirectional source used in the model causes a reflection from the wall behind the array to be received at the virtual microphone position. In practice, the directivity of the individual sources in the array means that this reflected path makes very little contribution to the measured impulse response.

In order to more closely approximate the measured frequency response of the system, the response of the monopole sources in the image source model have been equalised to match the average frequency response of all the sources in the array. The small random variation between the measured and simulated frequency responses in the example given in Figure 8.4 is due to the specific interactions of the individual reflections at the selected sensor location, and the random diffuse tail of the impulse response. The image source model will be used in the following section to illustrate the effect of locating the listening zones of a personal audio system close to the array, where the direct sound dominates, versus further away, where the diffuse reverberation forms a significant component of the sound field.
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8.2 The Effects of Array-to-Zone Distance in Reverberant Spaces

The image source model is useful for predicting individual early reflections in a reproduction environment, but the repeated reflections that characterise the late reverberation have a secondary effect that must be considered when designing a personal audio system for a reverberant space. When a source emits continuously into a closed room, a steady-state sound field is built up. At each point within the room, the sound field consists of a direct component, which would exist in the absence of reflective surfaces, and a diffuse component which builds up from multiple reflections. The energy in the direct sound field decays with distance away from the source, consistent with the source directivity, but the diffuse component has, to a first approximation, equal energy at all points in the room [183]. Accordingly, at different points in the room, the sound field can be dominated by either the direct or diffuse component. The critical distance,
\( d_c \), associated with a particular source-room combination is defined as the distance away from the source at which the energy of the diffuse sound field in the space equals the direct energy from the source and is given by [183]

\[
d_c = 0.1 \sqrt{\frac{GV}{\pi T_{60}}}.
\]  

(8.5)

where \( V \) is the room volume in m\(^3\) and \( G \) is the directivity of the source. \( G \) is defined in this case as the ratio of the maximum intensity in a given direction, usually on-axis with the source, to the average intensity over a sphere surrounding the source. For a monopole source, by definition, \( G = 1 \).

Figure 8.5 shows the predicted monopole critical distance value according to Equation 8.5 for a range of room volumes and reverberation times as a contour plot. A constant ceiling height of 3.0 metres and floor aspect ratio of 1.6 are used. The inclusion of the source directivity factor in Equation 8.5 scales up the critical distance values by a factor of \( \sqrt{G} \), meaning that the monopole critical distance, with \( G = 1 \), provides a lower bound to the true critical distance. As a conservative first approximation, and in the absence of source directivity information which may not be known a-priori, zones should be established within the critical distance predicted using monopole sources, by interpolating the contour plot in Figure 8.5. This guarantees that the zones will be located in a region where the direct sound from the loudspeaker array is dominant over the uncontrolled diffuse field.

\[ T_{60} = 0.16 \left( \frac{V}{S\bar{\alpha}} \right). \]  

(8.6)

Figure 8.5: Contours of critical distance from a monopole source with variation in room volume and reverberation time.

The corresponding average absorption coefficient, \( \bar{\alpha} \) for the surfaces of these simulated rooms varies between 0.10 and 0.33. This was calculated using the Sabine reverberation model [233], in which the reverberation time, \( T_{60} \) is defined as
where $S$ is the surface area of the room boundaries. Substitution of Equation 8.6 into Equation 8.5 allows a second interpretation of the contours in Figure 8.5, based on the effect of the surface area of the room boundaries. For rooms with a given average absorption coefficient, $\bar{\alpha}$, the performance of a personal audio system with zones set a fixed distance from the array, in terms of acoustic contrast, is predicted to be better in larger rooms, with a larger surface area, as the critical distance in these rooms will be further from the array.

Whilst the critical distance gives a convenient single-number value, which can help to inform the feasibility of sound zone positions relative to an array, further information regarding the performance of an array in a space is encapsulated by the spatial decay of SPL. To illustrate this a room representative of the ISVR audio laboratory, with $T_{60,mf} = 0.11$ seconds, is simulated using the image source model. Inputting this reverberation time and the room dimensions into Equation 8.5 yields a critical distance of 1.05 metres. The positions of the 27-channel loudspeaker array and microphones used to demarcate the bright and dark zones are shown relative to the room boundaries in Figure 8.6. Two lines of microphones centred at the origin, passing through the centres of each zone are also shown. These lines of sensors are used to assess the spatial decay of sound levels from the array within the room.

The SPL at a range of source-sensor distances are presented in Figure 8.7. Solid lines indicate the SPL predictions for the array when optimised for, and operating in a free-field environment, and dashed lines indicate the sound levels predicted in the reverberant environment when a separate set of reverberant transfer responses are used to optimise the zoning filters. For comparison with the 27-channel array, the sound field from a single monopole at the coordinate origin, coincident with the centre of the 27-channel array, is also simulated (black lines). The monopole source strength is set such that the level in the bright zone in the room is equal to that provided by the array.

The solid black line in Figure 8.7 shows the expected spatial decay of sound level from a monopole source of -6 dB per doubling of distance. On the logarithmic distance scale used in the figure, this relationship is shown by a straight line. When the same source is assessed in the reverberant room (dashed black line) the SPL begins to plateau as the distance from the source increases because the contribution to SPL from the reverberant field increases. The vertical dash-dot line indicates the predicted critical distance from the monopole source according to Equation 8.5. As the monopole source is omnidirectional, i.e. $G = 1$ in Equation 8.5, this value represents a worst-case, minimum, critical distance. The spatial decay profiles of the more directional 27-channel array shows that the associated critical distance from this source is greater.

Between the 27-channel array and the bright zone, whose position is indicated with grey shading in Figure 8.7, the level along the bright measurement line (red) decays at a lower rate to that predicted for a single monopole. The level difference between 0.2 and 0.8 metres from the array is 4 dB, compared to 12 dB from a monopole. Beyond the bright zone, the free-field decay rate matches that from the monopole source. Along the entire extent of the bright measurement line, there is little difference between the SPL predicted in the free-field and in the room, indicated by the solid and dashed red lines. This suggests that the direct field of the array extends well beyond the location of the bright zone in this example. This is further supported by the slight increase in SPL beyond the location of the dark zone, indicated by blue lines, which would not be possible if this region was dominated by diffuse sound. The blue and red dashed lines, representing the
level decay along the dark and bright measurement lines in the reverberant room respectively, converge towards the end of the measurement lines. The measurement lines are only extended to a length of 2.65 metres as any sensors further along this trajectory would be placed too close to the room walls for the image source model to accurately model their output. In larger or more reverberant rooms, the sound field far from the array would be dominated by the diffuse field and the levels at the ends of the measurement lines would be equal. This places a limit on the distance from the source at which the zones can be reliably formed.

Despite the bright and dark zones pictured in Figure 8.6 being clearly situated within the direct field of the array, the broadband level difference in the free field between the centres of the bright and dark zones is predicted to be around 30 dB, whereas in the reverberant room, this reduces to around 15 dB. This shows that even modest levels of reverberation can have a substantial negative impact on the performance of a zonal audio system, compared to predictions in anechoic
The next section explores a corollary of this conclusion, that speech intelligibility is also adversely affected by reverberation, by considering the effect of changing the surface materials in the same simulated room in order to increase its reverberation time.

## 8.3 Simulations of Reverberant Spaces

The derivation of ACC in Section 5.2.1 indicates that the transfer responses between source elements and sensors are essential for optimising the zoning filters for the two ACC processes that are necessary for speech privacy control, i.e. focussing the speech into the bright zone and the masker into the dark zone. As referenced previously in this chapter, these transfer responses may be measured in situ or synthesized based on the geometry and a mathematical model of sound propagation from the sources to the sensors, such as that expressed in Equation 8.1. These analytical responses are free from noise, but may still contain errors due to inaccuracies in the measurement of physical distances. Furthermore, the effect of reflections from the room, which have been shown in the previous section to have an increasingly significant effect as the measurement point moves away from the source array, are clearly not incorporated into these responses.

The effects of reverberation on sound zoning performance are quantified by posing an array processing problem in five spaces, one free of reflections, and the others with various reverberation times, shown in octave bands in Figure 8.8. In each space, the 27-channel array and the microphones that define the zones are arranged as shown in Figure 8.6. The transfer responses from the loudspeaker array to the sensors within each of these spaces are modelled using the image source method described in Section 8.1.2, facilitating a comparison between the use of free-field transfer responses and reverberant transfer responses in personal audio system design. In each case, the systems are evaluated using an independent set of modelled reverberant transfer responses, corresponding to the bright and dark zone evaluation positions shown in Figure 8.6. The simulated rooms are all of equal size to the ISVR audio laboratory, $3.7 \times 4.4 \times 2.3$ metres,
and the reverberation time is modified by changing the octave band absorption coefficients associated with the walls, floor and ceiling. In each of the spaces, absorption is evenly distributed across all surfaces, to ensure a diffuse reverberant decay [234]. The orange line in Figure 8.8 matches the measured octave band reverberation time in the ISVR audio laboratory. In the legend of Figure 8.8 and in further plots in this section, each of these reverberation conditions is referred to using the mid-frequency reverberation time \( T_{60, mf} \), which is the arithmetic average of reverberation times in the 500 Hz, 1 kHz and 2 kHz octave bands. This index is commonly used in architectural acoustics (e.g. [182]).

Firstly, simulated playback in each room is restricted to a single ACC process, i.e. without additional masking to provide speech privacy. In each space, a 30-second spoken passage from the VCTK corpus [22] is reproduced by the array and measured in the bright zone. The resulting intelligibility evaluations are plotted against \( T_{60, mf} \) in Figure 8.9 for the cases where the zonal filters are generated based on monopole, free-field responses and reverberant responses from the image source model. At each data point, the regularisation parameter for the ACC process is selected to maximise the intelligibility in the bright zone, the effects of system regularisation are described in more detail in Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2.

Due to the presence of high levels of reverberation in some of the simulated examples, the intelligibility in the bright zone shown in Figure 8.10 is described using the ESTOI metric [121], rather than the SII used elsewhere in this thesis, as the ESTOI metric captures the reduction in intelligibility caused by the loss of modulation information in reverberant spaces. In each space, Figure 8.9 shows that the averaged ESTOI evaluation across the bright zone microphones remains in excess of 0.6. In the following section, this value will be shown using the comparison between Figures 8.14 and 8.15 to correspond to a high level of word intelligibility. The negative correlation between \( T_{60} \) and ESTOI is not unexpected, given that \( T_{60} \) affects the balance of direct to reverberant sound within the bright zone; direct sound contributes positively to speech intelligibility, and reverberant sound is detrimental to intelligibility. In each simulated reverberant space, the achievable levels of intelligibility are similar between cases where free-field and reverberant responses are used in the ACC process.

To investigate the effect of additional masking on speech intelligibility, a similar experimental procedure to that described in Chapter 7 can be carried out. For a range of reverberation times,
the masking signal level is adjusted iteratively such that an ESTOI level of 0.1 is achieved in the dark zone. Comparison of the ESTOI index with the SII in low-reverberation conditions where both metrics are applicable shows that this ESTOI value is approximately equivalent to the dark zone intelligibility constraint of $\text{SII}_d = 0.05$ determined in Chapter 7. Figure 8.10 shows the resulting intelligibility in the bright zone when this constraint is met. When compared to the results presented in Figure 8.9, the bright zone intelligibility falls significantly, due to leakage of the newly introduced masker into the bright zone. This is particularly evident for the case where filters are based on free-field transfer responses; in these trials, the ESTOI value measured in the dark zone is consistently and significantly lower than when reverberant responses are used to design the ACC filters.

The fall in the ESTOI evaluation as the reverberation time increases may appear gradual in Figure 8.10, but the AITF for ESTOI, which converts between metric evaluations and true intelligibility scores, is particularly sensitive in this region. At ESTOI values in excess of 0.5, word intelligibility scores tend to saturate at 100%, whereas privacy can be claimed at ESTOI values less than 0.1. Accordingly, these results predict that high levels of intelligibility can be achieved when reverberation is taken into account in the sound zoning process, up to a mid-frequency reverberation time between 0.25 and 0.30 seconds, whereas when free-field responses are used, this limit is reached at much lower reverberation times. To explain this effect, the masker level in the dark zone and the acoustic contrast, shown as a frequency average between 100 Hz and 8 kHz, are shown in Figures 8.11 and 8.12 respectively. In general, as the reverberation time increases, the achievable acoustic contrast decreases, but the use of reverberant responses consistently provides greater acoustic contrast than when free-field responses are used. For the tested array configuration, the difference in acoustic contrast between the methods increases by 1.3 dB for each 100 ms increase in the mid-frequency reverberation time $T_{60,mf}$, from a 2.3 dB difference at $T_{60,mf} = 0.11$ seconds to a 7.1 dB difference at $T_{60,mf} = 0.50$ seconds. Olik et al. found a similar degree of contrast improvement (0-4 dB) when the effect of a single specular reflection was incorporated into the ACC process [72]. In the context of speech privacy control, this additional contrast reduces the leakage of the programme into the dark zone, meaning that the masker SPL can be reduced. This effect is doubled as the consequent leakage of the masker into the bright zone is also decreased, so higher levels of bright zone intelligibility are possible when using the filters designed using the reverberant responses.
The results from the simulations presented in this section show that room reverberation can severely degrade both the acoustic contrast and speech intelligibility contrast that can be provided by a speech privacy control system. When reverberant responses that are matched to the reproduction environment are used, the simulated experiments suggest that performance is significantly improved compared to the case where free-field responses are assumed in the sound zoning process. To appraise the validity of this simulated study, results based on experimental measurements are provided in the following section. In this case, incorporation of the room reverberation into the sound zoning process is achieved through the use of measured transfer responses from the ISVR audio laboratory. These are compared against using free-field responses based on the geometry shown in Figure 8.6 in terms of the acoustic contrast, speech intelligibility and the masking signal levels required for privacy.
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Figure 8.12: Acoustic contrast, frequency averaged from 100 Hz to 8 kHz in each simulated reverberant room, for two systems using sound zoning filters based on simulated free-field transfer responses (solid line) and simulated reverberant transfer responses (dashed line).

8.4 Experimental Validation

The process of measuring electroacoustical transfer functions, as described in Section 5.1.4, is time-consuming and requires large quantities of measurement equipment, so if simpler solutions based on the system geometry are shown to result in adequate performance, this will substantially increase the practicality of implementing speech privacy control systems. Results from the previous section indicated that there was a tangible benefit to including the reverberant room response in the sound zoning process, both in terms of acoustic contrast and the desired speech intelligibility contrast between listening zones, but these were based on simulations, which contain none of the uncertainty associated with transfer response measurements [225].

In Section 8.1, three methods were described for estimating the true transfer responses between the sources and sensors in the personal audio system. Transfer response measurements represent the gold-standard, as these fully characterise the acoustical path from source to sensor within the room, but two alternative approaches were also described; simulating the sources and sensors using a free-field approximation, and modelling the room using the image source method. The former approach has been used successfully in a number of publications [5, 61, 65, 229], but a substantial body of evidence in the literature suggests that producing simulated room impulse responses of sufficient fidelity for sound field control is impractical. Firstly, compared to the simplicity of free-field simulations, including reflections into a transfer response model requires significantly more geometrical information, leading Jacobsen et al. [61] to dismiss the incorporation of reflections as an unnecessary complication in their comparison of sound field control strategies. Beyond this increase in complexity, the benefits of including modelled reflections are also limited. In the previously mentioned study on the effect of discrete reflections on sound zone performance by Olik et al. [12], numerical predictions showed that a single reflection could be accounted for in the ACC process, yielding higher contrast to when this reflection was ignored, but even in this idealised numerical study, including the effect of higher order reflections did not significantly affect the contrast performance or array effort [12]. In another study by the same authors, in this case using measured reverberant responses, it was necessary to truncate and process the late reverberation present in the measurements in order to improve robustness to the mismatch between setup and playback conditions [60]. Both of these results suggest that including room reflections beyond the first order can be detrimental to performance and reliability.
This is corroborated by Poletti et al., who state that reducing the influence of room reflections is possible, but active compensation for these reflections requires an in-situ measurement [235].

Finally, visual inspection of the modelled and measured impulse responses shown in Figure 8.4 reveals some significant differences in individual source directivity and frequency response. This indicates that if modelled reverberant transfer responses are used to design zoning filters, and performance is evaluated using measured responses, in effect simulating playback in a real room, the resulting mismatch between the setup and playback conditions will lead to a reduction in acoustic contrast. Therefore, in this section, results are reported for only two different approaches to calculating the zoning filters. In the first case, the geometric positions of the microphones and loudspeakers are used to simulate the analytical transfer responses. A monopole model is used for the loudspeakers, and the microphones are assumed to be compact omnidirectional sensors in a free-field. In the second instance, measured transfer responses are used to design the filters, and these are truncated after 0.1 seconds to exclude low level measurement noise after the end of the reverberant decay.

As described in Equation 5.11, in the ACC filter design process, the matrix $[Z_d^H Z_d]$ must be inverted. The close proximity of the loudspeakers and microphones within the source and sensor arrays can cause $[Z_d^H Z_d]$ to be ill-conditioned. Regularisation reduces the condition number of this matrix to improve numerical stability and reduce the array effort, but has additional audible effects, such as flattening the frequency response in the bright zone and reducing the achievable level of acoustic contrast. To selectively increase the regularisation at frequencies where the solution is poorly conditioned, the regularisation parameter at each frequency in the ACC process is given by $\beta_0 \kappa$, where $\kappa$ is the condition number of $[Z_d^H Z_d]$. The proportionality constant $\beta_0$ is varied to provide a range of levels of regularisation, and the effects of varying this constant on acoustic contrast and speech intelligibility are discussed in Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2.

In order to maintain consistency between bright zone signals under different regularisation conditions, a $\frac{1}{3}$-octave band equaliser is applied to the programme signal to equalise the programme in the bright zone to the transfer response magnitude of a single loudspeaker, shown by the blue line in the lower panel of Figure 8.4. The use of a $\frac{1}{3}$-octave band equaliser is a simplistic means to avoid over-equalisation of narrow bands, which may lead to poor robustness and long-ringing resonances [236]. More advanced strategies for providing system equalisation exist, such as complex smoothing [237], which better preserves time-domain information such as transients compared to fractional-octave smoothing, and frequency-warped filters [238] which reduce the emphasis on equalisation of perceptually irrelevant high frequency resonances and antiresonances. The perceptual effects of the choice of equalisation carried out here may be considered in future work, but is expected to be less significant to speech intelligibility and reproduction quality than other features of the system, such as the introduction of masking noise.

Following equalisation, the input gain is set such that the spatially averaged SPL of the programme in the bright zone reaches 60 dB SPL. As described in the previous section, and following the process described in Chapter 7, when a masking signal is included to provide privacy for the target listener, the level of the masking signal is adjusted iteratively to give an SII level of 0.05, averaged across microphones in the dark zone. In the previous section, the regularisation parameter in the ACC process was selected to maximise the speech intelligibility in the bright zone,
but in the following two sections, results are presented for a range of regularisation parameters to illustrate the sensitivity to setting this parameter correctly.

### 8.4.1 Effect of Regularisation on Acoustic Contrast

As the level of regularisation is varied, the ACC process is affected in several ways. As can be seen in Equation 5.11, the effect of adding regularisation weights the diagonal of the squared transfer response matrix, $|Z_H^HZ_d|$, and this introduces a mismatch between the transfer responses used to design the ACC filters and the true transfer responses between the loudspeaker array and the zones. This mismatch can affect the achievable level of acoustic contrast. As previously shown in Equation 5.5, the acoustic contrast is defined as the ratio of the mean squared pressure in the bright and dark zones, and is calculated at each frequency as

$$C = 10\log_{10} \left( \frac{N_d q^H Z_H^HZ_H q}{N_b q^H Z_d^HZ_d q} \right).$$

(8.7)

where $N_d$ and $N_b$ are the number of microphones in the dark and bright zones respectively. In the examples in this chapter, $N_b = N_d = 10$.

![Figure 8.13](image)

**Figure 8.13**: Acoustic contrast for the ACC process that focuses speech into the bright zone, with an increase in the regularisation parameter $\beta_0$ from $10^{-28}$ to $10^{-16}$ indicated by colour change from blue to orange. Arrows indicate increasing regularisation. Acoustic contrast results presented in the upper plot use ACC filters based on analytical transfer responses, and for the lower plot, these are based on measured responses.

To demonstrate the effect of adding regularisation to the system, whose geometry is shown in Figure 8.6, Figure 8.13 shows the variation in measured acoustic contrast when analytical (upper panel) and measured (lower panel) transfer responses are used in the filter design process for different levels of regularisation. In both cases, performance is evaluated in the measured reverberant environment of the ISVR audio laboratory. The change in the regularisation proportionality constant $\beta_0$ from a value of $10^{-28}$ to $10^{-16}$ is indicated using a gradual change in the line colour from blue to orange.
The lower panel in Figure 8.13 shows the variation in acoustic contrast with different levels of regularisation when the ACC filters are calculated using measured transfer responses. At regularisation levels below $\beta_0 = 10^{-28}$, the transfer responses for which the filters are optimised match the reproduction environment closely, so a high level of acoustic contrast is achieved. Exact matching is prevented through the use of separate optimisation and evaluation microphones, as shown in Figure 8.6. As regularisation increases, a mismatch between the responses assumed in the filter calculation and the actual response in the room is introduced, so the acoustic contrast decreases, particularly at frequencies below 1 kHz where the acoustic wavelength is comparable with the size of the zones. Above $\beta_0 = 10^{-16}$, this regularisation term dominates $[Z_d^H Z_d]$, reducing the ACC to the simpler brightness control method [14], that is, maximising the level in the bright zone alone. This can be confirmed by noting the similarity between the orange lines in the upper and lower panels of Figure 8.13.

From the upper panel in Figure 8.13, which shows the performance achieved when using analytical transfer responses to calculate the ACC filters, it can be seen that the maximum level of contrast is lower than that achieved by the filters designed using the measured responses, regardless of the regularisation level. This difference in the upper performance limit is because, while the analytical responses only contain the time of arrival of the direct sound from the array, the measured transfer responses contain information about the time of arrival of both direct sound and early reflections in the impulse response, as shown in Figure 8.4, as well as a component due to diffuse reverberation. Additionally, the measured transfer responses inherently contain the specific directivity information, frequency response and sensitivity of each driver in the array, thereby compensating for any differences between the drivers that is not encoded by the monopole model.

The upper panel of Figure 8.13 also shows that when $\beta_0$ is low, the acoustic contrast is low compared to the corresponding results presented in the lower panel that were calculated using the measured responses, particularly in low- to mid-frequencies. This is due to the more significant mismatch between the monopole responses used in the filter design process and the physical room responses. As the system is regularised, the effect is equivalent to adding a random component to the analytical transfer responses [11, 58], which approximates the diffuse reverberation component in the measured responses. The acoustic contrast achieved by the filters designed using the analytical responses is maximised when the level of regularisation is sufficient to ensure robustness to the difference between the analytical and physical responses. For this example, this occurs at a regularisation level corresponding to $\beta_0 = 10^{-22}$. Continuing to increase regularisation beyond this point results in a transition to brightness control, which offers less acoustic contrast, as seen in the case where measured responses are employed in the ACC process.

### 8.4.2 Effect of Regularisation on Speech Intelligibility

It has been shown in the previous section that the system optimised using the measured responses is capable of achieving a higher level of acoustic contrast than when the analytical responses are used, provided that the regularisation parameter is chosen correctly. However, of primary importance to the design of personal audio systems for the reproduction of private speech content is the level of speech intelligibility contrast between the bright and dark zones. As described in Section 8.3, the simulated playback from the array comprises of speech and speech-shaped
noise, reproduced at a level that achieves SII = 0.05 in the dark zone. Figure 8.14 shows the corresponding SII in the bright zone, averaged across the ten evaluation microphones in the zone, with different levels of regularisation used in the ACC process. To maximise the bright zone intelligibility according to this metric, the zonal filters must effectively reduce the cross-talk between zones, so that the average SNR in each speech frequency band is maximised. To supplement this intelligibility evaluation, the ESTOI metric [121], described in Section 3.1.3, is also used to assess how the temporal structure of the speech programme material is affected by the sound zoning process with different levels of regularisation, as the SII metric is unable to provide this information. These corresponding ESTOI evaluations in the bright zone are presented in Figure 8.15.

![Figure 8.14: SII measured in the bright zone for different levels of the regularisation proportionality constant $\beta_0$, for systems using analytical and measured transfer responses in the ACC process, both with and without an additional masking signal.](image1)

![Figure 8.15: ESTOI measured in the bright zone for different levels of the regularisation proportionality constant $\beta_0$, for systems using analytical and measured transfer responses in the ACC process, both with and without an additional masking signal.](image2)
Firstly, the performance of the system is considered while operating in quiet, with no masking signal. These ideal conditions give the upper limit for the bright zone intelligibility when each type of response is used in the filter design process. The black traces in Figure 8.14 show that when using both analytical responses (solid line) and measured responses (dashed line), the SII remains essentially constant at a level of 0.95, which corresponds with excellent intelligibility across many types of speech material, as shown in Figure 3.7. This high SII value verifies that the equalisation applied to the programme signal, to account for the non-flat frequency response of the loudspeaker array and the ACC filters, is effective. When the same conditions are evaluated using the ESTOI metric, shown with the black traces in Figure 8.15, the trend is similar with an ESTOI value in excess of 0.9, though there is a gradual increase in ESTOI with $\beta_0$. The ESTOI value predicted in the modelled listening room, shown in Figure 8.9, also approaches this value. With no additional noise in the environment to degrade intelligibility, the distortion to the speech signal observed when low levels of regularisation are used must be attributed to the temporal structure of the filters themselves.

To illustrate how regularisation affects the time-domain response of the ACC filters, Figure 8.16 shows the impulse response of four ACC filters; the left column shows a case with a low level of regularisation, $\beta_0 = 10^{-28}$, for each filter type, and the right column shows the filter responses when a higher level of regularisation, $\beta_0 = 10^{-16}$ is used. From this figure it can be seen that the length and complexity of the filters based on measured responses is significantly higher than those made using analytical responses, due to the additional information regarding the room reverberation that is contained within the measurements. Comparisons within each filter type, between the different levels of regularisation, show that when either analytical or measured transfer responses are used, additional regularisation results in simpler, effectively shorter filters with lower levels of noise away from the main impulse. This in turn results in less degradation to the fidelity of the input speech signal, thus improving the ESTOI rating.

An additional cause of the small degradation to the intelligibility at low levels of regularisation may also be attributed to the additional equalisation required when low levels of regularisation
are used. Figure 8.17 shows the \(\frac{1}{3}\)-octave band gain that is pre-applied to the input programme and masker signals to account for the non-flat frequency response of the zoning filters. A colour change from blue to orange indicates an increase in \(\beta_0\), using the same colour scheme used in Figure 8.13. This indicates that the equalisation required is most significant when regularisation is low. The minor loss of intelligibility at low regularisation levels visible in Figure 8.15 could be caused by the amplification of low-level noise in the input speech recordings. This would reduce the effective modulation depth of the input speech signals, and hence the ESTOI evaluation.

![Figure 8.17: \(\frac{1}{3}\)-octave band gain setting required to equalise the programme material in the bright zone at different levels of regularisation. Upper panel: Filters generated using analytical transfer responses, Lower panel: Filters generated using measured transfer responses. Colour change from blue to orange indicates an increase in the regularisation proportionality constant, \(\beta_0\), from \(10^{-28}\) to \(10^{-16}\).](image)

It is important to note that the intelligibility loss due to the effects of temporal degradation and loss of headroom is marginal, certainly when compared to the case where a masking signal is introduced into the dark zone. This case is shown using grey lines in Figures 8.14 and 8.15 for the SII and ESTOI intelligibility metrics respectively. The grey traces in Figure 8.14 show how the SII rating in the bright zone depends on \(\beta_0\) when a masking signal is directed into the dark zone, and adjusted in level to provide SII = 0.05, spatially averaged across the evaluation microphones. Figure 8.18 verifies that the SII target of 0.05 is achieved to within \(\pm 0.02\) units - this small random variation is due to the adaptive level adjustment of the masking signal in 1 dB, i.e. just noticeable, steps [79]. The lower panel of Figure 8.18 also shows the corresponding ESTOI values recorded in the dark zone, which average to a value of 0.1. This value was used in Section 8.3 as the dark zone intelligibility constraint for more reverberant spaces, due to the better suitability of the ESTOI metric for predicting the degradation in intelligibility in these acoustical conditions, compared to SII.

Leakage of the masker into the bright zone decreases the intelligibility level compared to the case where no masker is present. This difference is most significant for the filters designed using the analytical transfer responses, due to the lower overall level of acoustic contrast achievable
using this approach, as shown in Figure 8.13. The lower panel of Figure 8.13 shows that when measured transfer responses are used to design the ACC filters, an increase in the regularisation corresponds to a reduction in the acoustic contrast. The dashed grey trace in Figure 8.14 shows that this trend is mirrored in the bright zone SII. As acoustic contrast decreases, the SII in the bright zone also decreases as the masking signal level must be increased to maintain an SII level of 0.05 in the dark zone. The corresponding increased leakage of the masker into the bright zone results in a reduction in the intelligibility at the target listener position. The same is true when analytical transfer responses are used to generate the ACC filters; in this case, a maximum level of acoustic contrast is reached around $\beta_0 = 10^{-22}$. At this value, the regularisation is sufficient to provide robustness to the inherent mismatch between the analytical transfer responses and the true transfer responses in the room. Levels of regularisation both higher and lower than this value result in poorer intelligibility in the bright zone. These trends are also visible when the ESTOI metric is used to assess intelligibility in Figure 8.15, confirming that the effect of additional masking noise makes the most significant detriment to intelligibility, compared to the other effects described above.

For the example system described in this section, the SII value in the bright zone exceeds 0.6 across the entire tested range of regularisation parameters, regardless of the use of analytical or measured transfer responses in the sound zoning process. When this SII value is matched to an intelligibility score using the AITFs presented in Figure 3.7, this suggests that most types of speech material will be 100% intelligible in the bright zone. A score around 75% correct is predicted for the significantly more challenging task of identifying nonsense syllables under the same conditions. Furthermore, when analytical responses are used, SII values greater than 0.75, the benchmark level for “good communication systems” as described in the SII standard [124], can be achieved over a range of $\beta_0$ that spans five orders of magnitude, indicating relative insensitivity to the choice of regularisation parameter.
8.4.3 Masking Signal Levels

Throughout this thesis, one of the key elements of practical personal audio system design has been to consider the experience of both the target listener and others nearby. Therefore, it is important to assess the masking signal levels which are required to meet the zonal intelligibility constraints placed on a given system. Figure 8.19 shows the SPL of the masker in the dark zone at a range of system regularisation levels. In this figure, the values of $\beta_0$ that require the minimal masking signal level in the dark zone are marked with arrows. These regularisation conditions correspond to the respective maxima in the bright zone SII that are recorded in Figure 8.14, further highlighting the strong correspondence between masking signal levels, acoustic contrast and speech intelligibility that is discussed elsewhere in this thesis.

The minimum masker level required when measured responses are used is 3 dB lower than the corresponding masker level required with analytical responses. This corresponds to a 9% decrease in the psychoacoustic annoyance value measured in the dark zone. This decreased dependency on the masking signal level to provide adequate privacy demonstrates the main advantage of using measured responses over analytical responses, particularly in system designs where high masker levels are anticipated due to low levels of acoustic contrast. Systems using measured transfer responses may also be preferred in installations where ambient noise levels are low, as these conditions may emphasise the intrusiveness of the artificial masker. The wider effects of the ambient noise in the reproduction environment are discussed further in Chapter 9.

For the simulated room where the mid-frequency reverberation time, $T_{60,mf}$, is 0.11 seconds, matching that of the ISVR audio laboratory, the difference in the required masker level between the cases where free-field and reverberant responses are used is 7 dB. The equivalent comparison between analytical and measured responses, as shown in Figure 8.19, revealed only a 3 dB difference between approaches at the regularisation levels that maximise the intelligibility in the
bright zone. Therefore, in the simulated room, a greater benefit to including reflections in the transfer responses was predicted, compared to in the measured room. This can be attributed to the assumption made in the image source model that the loudspeaker array is composed of omnidirectional sources. The linear array configuration only offers control in the horizontal plane, with omnidirectional directivity in the vertical direction, so this maximally excites the reverberant field in the room [11]. Therefore, incorporating the reflections into the sound zoning process carries a greater benefit in the simulated room, compared to the case where measured responses are used to optimise and evaluate the system performance. An additional consideration to explain the differences between measured and modelled results is that the measured transfer responses will naturally contain low levels of measurement noise, which will decrease their performance when used in sound zoning filters, compared to the reverberant transfer responses calculated using the image source method. Accordingly, the intelligibility results presented in Figure 8.10 for more reverberant spaces can be regarded as a lower bound. Higher bright zone intelligibility and lower required masker levels can be expected if source directivity is included in the loudspeaker array model used to calculate the signals received in each zone.

**8.5 Further Considerations**

In the studies described in this chapter, the degree of reverberation in a given reproduction environment has been characterised by the reverberation time, either in octave bands or as a single, frequency-averaged value. However, it is potentially misleading to reduce the complex effect of reverberation to a single number as the arrival time and relative strength of early and late reflections is also dependent on the size of the room, the distribution of absorption and the directivity of the source providing excitation. This is evidenced by the difference between measured and modelled room impulse responses in Figure 8.4 which have identical reverberation times. This discrepancy makes comparisons between simulations and measurements of the same space difficult, and points towards the necessity of integrating source directivity into the room acoustic simulation, as described in Section 8.4.3. The simple image source model used in this chapter is ideally suited to rooms with simple surface geometries, due to its simplistic handling of specular reflections. Analysis of larger, more complex spaces, integration of source directivity and finer control of frequency dependent absorption and scattering may be facilitated through the use of more advanced ray-tracing algorithms such as those provided by CATT Acoustic [239].

An increase in the fidelity of reverberant simulations would also allow for additional experimentation into the benefit of early reflections for intelligibility. Room acoustics indices used for the assessment of speech transmission in rooms such as Clarity, $C_{50}$, and Definition, $D_{50}$, are increased by the presence of early reflections, defined as energy arriving no more than 50 ms after the direct sound [36]. The ESTOI intelligibility metric is principally designed for assessing the degradation of processed or noisy speech, and as such has no explicit provision for recognising the potential enhancement of intelligibility caused by early reflections. As described in the block diagram in Figure 3.4, the ESTOI algorithm divides reference and degraded signals into 384 ms windows, which are then converted into spectrograms with frame length equal to 25.6 ms before normalisation and comparison. The effect of the 25.6 ms frame length means that early reflections arriving before 25 ms are essentially counted as direct sound, and reflections arriving from 25-50 ms only adversely affect a single spectrogram frame, and thus any negative effect that the
ESTOI algorithm may otherwise attribute to these early reflections is limited. Nevertheless, the explicit inclusion of metrics that fully account for the benefits of early reflections may provide a more complete assessment of personal audio system performance in reverberant spaces.

In addition to these temporal effects of reverberation, spatial effects must also be considered. For the system geometries discussed in this thesis, zones are specified on a horizontal plane coincident with the long axis of the linear loudspeaker array elements. This linear arrangement allows control over the horizontal directivity, but the directivity of the array in the vertical orientation is only limited by the directivity of the individual loudspeaker array elements. As the diffuse, reverberant field in the reproduction environment is built up from multiple reflections from all the surfaces that bound the room, the uncontrolled vertical radiation from the array can result in significant energisation of the reverberant field [11], which in turn can reduce acoustic contrast, and potentially increase the leakage of speech from the bright zone into the dark zone, necessitating an increase in the masking signal level. An open-source design for a loudspeaker array with enhanced vertical directivity [240], intended to counteract this effect, is presented in Appendix C. The diffuse, three-dimensional nature of reverberation can also affect how the direct and reflected sound from the array is perceived; speech signals are not as effectively masked when the interfering noise originates from a different direction, in a phenomenon known as the spatial release from masking [241, 242]. This effect is described in the following chapter, alongside a broader discussion of the effects of diffuse and directional background noise on personal audio system performance.

8.6 Summary

In this chapter, a range of physical and simulated experiments have been documented, with the aim of characterising the performance of private personal audio systems in reverberant spaces. These experiments have compared two approaches to selecting the format of the transfer responses that are used in the sound zoning process; analytical transfer responses are simple to calculate but neglect the effects of reflected sound in the reproduction environment, whereas measured transfer responses do account for room reflections, but are more complex to acquire. The results have demonstrated that sound zoning performance can be significantly impeded by room reverberation.

When evaluated in terms of the maximum achievable acoustic contrast alone, sound zoning filters derived from measured data perform better due to the close matching between the optimisation and the playback environments. This mirrors previous findings in the literature [72], but for the context investigated in this thesis, any gains in performance are compounded as the leakage of both the speech and masking signals are reduced, meaning that the masker can be doubly attenuated.

Measurements and simulations of personal audio systems designed to produce a private speech zone have been carried out in reverberant spaces, in order to quantify the deterioration to acoustic contrast and speech intelligibility caused by reverberation. In general, the higher the reverberation time, the worse the performance, as the desired difference in sound level between the bright and dark zones becomes compromised by the diffuse reverberation. The relative energy of the direct and diffuse components of the sound field can be expressed as a function of the distance
from the array, and analysis of the critical distance within the reproduction environment can be used to place limits on where listening zones may be formed. As the reproduction environment becomes more strongly reverberant, the critical distance decreases and the advantage of incorporating knowledge of early reflections into the sound zoning process becomes more significant.

When a masking signal is radiated into the dark zone to preserve the privacy of the target listener, the level of the masker can be adjusted using the process documented in Chapter 7. The results in Section 8.4 show that systems which attain higher levels of acoustic contrast require lower masker levels to achieve the same level of privacy, compared to when analytical transfer responses are used. This implies that in installations that are particularly sensitive to noise annoyance, the use of measured transfer responses are recommended. However, in situations where a slight increase in masker level can be tolerated, for example where background noise levels are already comparable to the masking signal level, zoning filters based on regularised free-field responses are preferred. This approach can offer equivalent privacy, and comparable levels of bright zone intelligibility, alongside the obvious advantages of simplicity in implementation, robustness to changes in room reverberation and cost-effectiveness in production when compared to measured responses. The results presented in Section 8.3 caveat this conclusion by showing that in more reverberant spaces, optimising a personal audio system using free-field transfer responses can result in significantly lower levels of bright zone intelligibility to when responses that include the reverberation are used in the sound zoning process. However, these simulations represent a worst-case scenario in terms of the assumed source directivity, as the reverberant field in the room is maximally excited by the omnidirectional sources used in the loudspeaker array model. Methods to control the vertical directivity of a loudspeaker array, and hence reduce the excitation of the reverberant field, have been discussed and are presented in Appendix C.

It is clear from the results presented in this chapter that reverberation can negatively affect the performance of personal audio systems, but this is not the only acoustic feature that can place limitations on the acoustic contrast and speech intelligibility contrast between zones. Background noise in the reproduction environment can also impede intelligibility in both the bright and dark zones, and unlike reverberation, can vary significantly depending on the occupancy of the space and the time of day. In the following chapter, a discussion of how background noise can affect personal audio system performance is presented, including how the ambient background noise in a space may potentially be harnessed to reduce the masking requirements of personal audio systems.
Chapter 9

Combining Artificial Masking and Ambient Noise in Personal Audio System Design

Parts of this chapter are based on “Combining Artificial and Natural Background Noise in Personal Audio Systems” which has been published in the proceedings of the 10th IEEE Sensor Array and Multichannel Signal Processing Workshop.

The results from the previous chapter show that reverberation can be detrimental to the performance of personal audio systems used for private speech transmission. The maximum speech intelligibility difference between zones was reduced in more reverberant spaces, when the programme level was kept constant, due to the reduction in acoustic contrast associated with the reverberation. However, reverberation is not the only anticipated source of performance degradation in practical systems. The ambient noise in the environment where a system is installed will decrease the speech intelligibility in both the bright zone and the dark zone. In the bright zone, this additional noise is detrimental to performance as the programme level, or directivity of the array, must be increased to maintain a high degree of intelligibility in the bright zone. In the dark zone, however, the presence of ambient noise can be advantageous, as it may be possible to decrease the level of the additional masking noise provided by the system, thus reducing the potential for the system to be perceived as annoying by nearby listeners. A block diagram of a speech privacy control system installed in a noisy environment is presented in Figure 9.1. In the previous investigations presented in this thesis, systems were assumed to be operating in quiet, meaning that the speech level could be held constant. In this chapter, the inclusion of ambient noise in system simulations means that the levels of both the speech programme and masking signal must be adjustable.

In this chapter, a distinction is made between the ambient noise and the background noise in a given environment, using the convention described in British Standard BS 4142:2014+A1:2019 [243]. This standard concerns the measurement and rating of industrial and commercial sound and usually requires measurements of a specific sound source to be corrected based on the level of other sound sources in the environment. The ambient sound level, $L_{Aeq,T}$, is described as the
“equivalent continuous A-weighted sound pressure level of the totally encompassing sound in a given situation at a given time, usually from many sources near and far, at the assessment location over a given time interval, $T$” [243]. The background sound level, $L_{A90,T}$, is the “A-weighted sound pressure level that is exceeded by the residual [ambient] sound at the assessment location for 90% of a given time interval, $T$” [243]. The background noise level measured in a space therefore excludes contributions to the ambient sound that are intermittent, and thus are less effective at masking continuous speech.

The present chapter begins with a simplified investigation into the effects of ambient environmental noise on the performance of speech privacy control systems. In these initial simulations, a constant level of speech-shaped ambient noise is assumed. Firstly, the optimal combination of speech and masking noise levels that achieve a given pair of intelligibility constraints in the bright and dark zones are found, as shown in Figure 9.1. This combination of signal levels is specific to the amount of acoustic contrast provided by each system, so to generalise the results, the process is repeated for a range of different levels of acoustic contrast performance, simulating different array sizes and geometries. This provides information on the design requirements for speech privacy control systems, ultimately showing that systems that use a combination of artificial masking and ambient noise have lower acoustic contrast requirements than those that rely on the ambient noise alone.

These conclusions are developed in the sections that follow, with a particular focus on the range of applicability of the simplifying assumptions made in Section 9.1. Various practical issues that are anticipated when implementing a personal audio system for speech transmission in a noisy environment are highlighted. These include the perceptual effect of Spatial Release from Masking (SRM), and both short- and long-term temporal variation in the composition of the ambient noise.
9.1 The Effects of Steady Ambient Noise

The investigations in this section quantify the advantages of radiating an artificial masker into the dark zone of a speech privacy control system, compared to solely relying on a single sound zoning process and the masking effect of the ambient noise in a space. In order to provide flexibility and increase computational efficiency in simulating systems with a range of acoustic contrast profiles, a surrogate model is introduced. In this model, the signals received in the bright and dark zones are simulated by applying equalisation and gain reduction to the input speech and noise signals, depending on their intended location. Once an optimal combination of signal levels is found, the accuracy of the surrogate model can be tested using a single full array simulation.

Figure 9.2 shows the simulated acoustic contrast characteristic that is applied to the input signals, in order to form the signals within each zone, for the initial investigations in this section. This curve models the acoustic contrast measured when symmetrical sound zones are placed 0.42 metres apart, and 0.5 metres away from the 27-channel loudspeaker array described in Section 5.1.1, in the ISVR audio laboratory. The frequency-dependent trends shown in this figure match those achieved with a range of linear loudspeaker arrays designed for speech privacy control (see e.g. Figures 5.12, 5.14, 5.18), with a gradual rise in acoustic contrast from low frequencies, to a maximum around 2 kHz, and a decrease at high frequencies corresponding to spatial aliasing limitations.

Specifying the acoustic contrast directly using the surrogate model allows for more precise control of the performance of the simulated systems, so that the effects of changing the acoustic contrast can be explored in detail. The alternative approach, of using full array simulations, offers less direct control over the acoustic contrast as changes to the system must be made in discrete steps, such as by adding or removing loudspeaker drivers, or by iteratively adjusting the regularisation. Furthermore, using a particular loudspeaker array geometry or reproduction environment necessarily narrows the applicability of the conclusions that can be drawn from the simulations. Perhaps the main benefit to the described approach is that there is a significant computational advantage to simulating zonal signals using equalisation. Generating ACC filters
and computing zonal signals using multichannel convolution, i.e. a full array simulation, takes an average of 3.03 seconds to complete on a desktop workstation, whereas the surrogate model simulates the equivalent set of signals in 0.012 seconds. Throughout this chapter, an optimisation algorithm is used to determine the optimal programme and masker signal levels for a given combination of ambient noise, acoustic contrast performance and speech intelligibility constraints. This optimisation can potentially require a large number of trials, so computational efficiency is paramount.

Signals in the bright and dark zones are simulated by summing the contributions of the programme signal, the masking signal and the ambient noise. In the simulations detailed in this chapter, the programme material consists of a concatenation of multiple sentences from the VCTK corpus [22], spoken by various male and female talkers. The masking signal is speech-shaped noise, formed based on the long-term spectral shape of the programme, and in this section the ambient noise is formed of 8-talker babble noise, also generated from the VCTK corpus with a balance of male and female talkers. The long-term average spectrum of the ambient noise is therefore matched to that of the programme and artificial masking signals - the effect of this will be discussed in Section 9.2.

### 9.1.1 Selection of Optimal Programme and Masker Signal Levels

To gain an understanding of how the levels of the programme and masking signals affect the intelligibility of speech in the bright and dark zones, contour plots of the SII in each zone have been constructed, and are presented in Figure 9.3. Each point on each contour plot in Figure 9.3 represents the results of a single simulation from the surrogate model. This is similar to the process used to construct the contour plots presented earlier in Figure 7.2, except these plots were constructed using full array simulations. The upper panel of Figure 9.3 shows how the SII measured in the bright zone is affected by variation in the programme and masker levels, with a constant ambient noise level of 60 dBA. In the bright zone, the contours show that the most dominant signal is the speech programme, as intelligibility increases most significantly as the programme material increases in level. For a given programme level, increasing the masker level causes a slight reduction in the intelligibility, due to increased leakage of this signal into the bright zone. This effect is most significant when the level of the masker in the dark zone is significantly greater than the ambient noise level. The marked contours can be regarded as minimal speech intelligibility constraints for the bright zone - any combination of programme and masker levels above the marked contours results in an acceptable bright zone sound field, according to the particular constraint used. The middle panel of Figure 9.3 shows similar trends to the upper panel, with regard to the effects of increasing the programme and masker levels, although in this case, the contours and plot colouring refer to the SII in the dark zone. In order to provide privacy for the target listener, the intelligibility of the leaked speech in the dark zone must be minimised, so all combinations of programme and masker levels below a given contour in this panel provide a level of unintelligibility, i.e. privacy, in excess of the selected constraint value.

The lower panel of Figure 9.3 shows that when the contours from the upper and middle panels of Figure 9.3 are overlaid, regions can be constructed that satisfy both sets of constraints. At the intersection of a given pair of constraints, indicated with red circles, the signal levels in each
zone are minimised. This combination results in the lowest overall signal levels that can achieve the given constraints - most significantly, this combination minimises the level of the required masking signal in the dark zone, which has been shown in Chapter 7 to have a significant bearing on the acceptability of a speech privacy control system. The positions of the intersection points in the parameter space show how the choice of intelligibility constraints has a significant effect on the optimal programme and masker signals used by a system. The least onerous constraint presented in Figure 9.3 corresponds to the situation where the intelligibility in the bright zone, $\text{SII}_b$, must exceed 0.5, and the intelligibility in the dark zone, $\text{SII}_d$, must be evaluated as less than 0.1. In this case, the programme must be reproduced at 64 dBA to sufficiently overcome the masking effect of the ambient noise, and the masking signal level should be set to 57.5 dBA in the dark zone. This level is 2.5 dB less than the assumed ambient noise level, so while the additional, artificial masking signal will be perceivable, the ambient noise remains the most significant masker of the leaked speech in this case.

Further insight into the programme and masking signal requirements in the presence of ambient noise can be gained by observing the optimal signal levels when the dark zone constraint is reduced to $\text{SII}_d < 0.05$, the level found in Section 7.1.1 to correspond to 50% words correct in the matrix sentence test. In the bright zone, the required programme level remains unchanged at 64 dBA, demonstrating that even with an increase in the masking signal level, the ambient noise remains the dominant source of masking within the bright zone. Meanwhile in the dark zone, the heightened level of privacy demanded by the $\text{SII}_d$ constraint requires that the masking signal must be increased in level by 4.5 dB to 62 dBA. In this case, where the incoherent masking signal and ambient noise have similar spectra, their respective broadband SPLs can be summed to determine the overall level. The tightening of the dark zone intelligibility constraint from $\text{SII}_d < 0.1$ to $\text{SII}_d < 0.05$ causes the overall A-weighted SPL in the dark zone to increase from 61.9 dBA to 64.1 dBA, and this shifts the balance of the signals received in the dark zone to be dominated by the artificial masking, rendering this signal potentially more noticeable [244]. Additionally, the simple monophonic evaluation presented here does not account for the perceptual effects of the dominant source of masking originating from the direction of the array, rather than being diffuse - these effects are discussed in Section 9.3.

When the SII constraint in the bright zone is increased to a value of 0.6, and the dark zone constraint is maintained at $\text{SII}_d = 0.05$, the required signal levels in the bright and dark zones are both significantly in excess of the ambient noise level, at 68.5 and 69.5 dBA respectively. In this operating regime, the system makes full use of the ability to selectively raise the speech and noise levels in a confined spatial region, and relies very little on the effects of the ambient noise present in each listening zone. It will be shown in the following section that certain combinations of intelligibility constraints are impossible to achieve for a given loudspeaker array configuration without the inclusion of artificial masking.
Figure 9.3: Predicted SII in bright zone (upper panel) and dark zone (middle panel) with variation in programme and masker levels, with respect to an ambient noise level of 60 dBA. The lower panel shows a superimposition of the contours from the top two panels. The programme and masker levels at the intersections between constraints, indicated with red circles, are the optimal values for minimising the level of the masker.
9.1.2 Specification of Acoustic Contrast Requirements

The results in the previous subsection determined the optimal programme and masker signals for a single simulated speech privacy control system by visualising the intelligibility constraints in the bright and dark zone as contours over a two dimensional parameter space. Analysis of the results showed that these optimal signal levels could be found at the intersection of the constraint contours, as at this point in the parameter space, the signals in each zone have just enough energy to meet each constraint. The acoustic contrast levels provided by the simulated system used in Section 9.1.1, shown in Figure 9.2, were sufficient for a range of combinations of intelligibility constraints. With relatively relaxed constraints of SII\textsubscript{d} < 0.1 and SII\textsubscript{b} > 0.5, the ambient noise played a significant role in masking the speech leaked into the dark zone. With more onerous intelligibility constraints, higher programme and masking signal levels were required to achieve the specified level of performance. This sequence of simulations demonstrates how the capabilities of a given system can be estimated, but the opposite design problem is likely to be encountered more often in practice; that is, given a certain minimum level of intelligibility in the bright zone, and a corresponding privacy constraint in the dark zone, what level of acoustic contrast is required from a sound zoning system to achieve these targets?

To assess this design problem, a range of systems with different levels of acoustic contrast are simulated, and these acoustic contrast curves are displayed in Figure 9.4, with the single system referenced in Section 9.1.1 marked using a dashed line. The chosen frequency-dependent levels of acoustic contrast follow the trends that have been observed when steps are taken to improve the performance of physical linear arrays. Smaller arrays with zones situated close to one another tend to lack low-frequency contrast, and as the zones are moved apart, the largest gain in performance is in this low-frequency region, as demonstrated with measured results in Figure 5.12. Conversely, the increase in acoustic contrast at high frequencies is less significant, so this is reflected in the choice of acoustic contrast curves presented in Figure 9.4. The methodology presented in this section remains general with regard to different system geometries, as alternative series of acoustic contrast curves that match the frequency-dependent effects of changing a particular variable can be generated. For example, altering the inter-element spacing would adjust the level of high-frequency contrast available due to spatial aliasing effects, as described in Section 5.4. Acoustic contrast curves representative of this geometric change could be generated and used in the optimisation process described later in this section. Alternatively, frequency-independent levels of acoustic contrast may be imposed [27].

The contours displayed in Figure 9.3 were calculated based on a dense grid of evaluations on the parameter space formed by the programme and masker levels. This requires a large number of function evaluations and is therefore an inefficient way to determine the desired optimal point where a given pair of constraint contours meet. The advantage of this expensive calculation is that the contour plots provide general information regarding the trends in SII with changes to the programme and masker levels, and once the SII contours are constructed, all possible intersections of constraint contours within the explored bounds can be determined.

For the determination of the optimal combination of the programme and masker signal levels, a more efficient alternative method is used. The parameter space is explored using an automatic optimisation algorithm, with the goal of minimising the overall level in the dark zone, subject to intelligibility constraints in the bright and dark zones. The algorithm chosen for this purpose is
Pattern Search [245], as this algorithm does not rely on the calculation of gradients in the cost function, which are shallow in regions where the dark zone signal is dominated by the ambient noise, potentially leading to gradient-based solvers halting prematurely. A diagram showing the convergence of the pattern search algorithm is shown in Figure 9.5. The algorithm begins at an initial point and explores the parameter space by assessing the cost and constraint functions at points that are a large distance away in each coordinate direction. In the case of the 2D optimisation problem discussed here, and with reference to the contour plots in Figure 9.3 that the pattern search algorithm is attempting to construct, the solver can be understood to evaluate points that are vertically and horizontally displaced from the initial point, making a plus-shaped pattern. In the simulations presented here, the initial point is set so that both the programme and masker signals are the same level as the ambient noise in their respective zones. Once the cost and constraint functions have been evaluated at the four nodes of the pattern, the location with the minimum cost becomes the new starting location. The size of the pattern is increased each time a new minimum is found, to ensure the algorithm explores the full extent of the parameter space. If all the cost function evaluations at the pattern nodes are greater than the starting point or violate a constraint, the pattern size is decreased, to converge inwards towards the optimal point. The algorithm halts when the size of the pattern is smaller than a pre-defined size, which in this case corresponds to 0.1 dB changes in the signal levels. The output of the algorithm is the optimal pair of signal levels for the given system configuration and noise conditions, i.e. the programme level that must be reproduced in the bright zone and the masker level that must be reproduced in the dark zone.

The constraints selected for the present investigation into acoustic contrast requirements are $\text{SII}_d < 0.05$ and $\text{SII}_b > 0.60$. Figure 9.6 shows the results of optimising systems with the levels of acoustic contrast shown in Figure 9.4, where the acoustic contrast value achieved at 1 kHz is used to identify each system - this will be referred to as the mid-frequency acoustic contrast. At the leftmost edge of the figure, the red shaded region indicates the levels of acoustic contrast where no valid solution to the optimisation problem can be found, as the acoustic contrast is too low to provide the required speech intelligibility contrast. Any increase in the programme level would unacceptably raise dark zone intelligibility, and any increase in the masking signal level would result in excessive degradation to the programme signal in the bright zone. At a
mid-frequency acoustic contrast level of 11.8 dB, a feasible pair of signals is found. With this simulated system, the required energy of the programme and masker signals are 13 dB greater than the ambient noise level, potentially raising dark zone annoyance compared to designs with more acoustic contrast and lower required signal levels. The optimal signal levels for the case considered in Section 9.1.1, with a mid-frequency acoustic contrast of 12.9 dB, are marked with filled circles in Figure 9.6. These match the predicted optimal signal levels indicated by the intersection of the SII\textsubscript{d} < 0.05 and SII\textsubscript{b} > 0.60 contours in Figure 9.3 to within 0.5 dB. When these optimal signal levels are input into the full array model, whose acoustic contrast profile is shown with a grey line in Figure 9.2, the predicted SII value averaged across the dark zone microphones is 0.048, and in the bright zone, SII = 0.57. This close correspondence between the predicted SII scores demonstrates that the surrogate model is an appropriate substitute for full array simulations.

At higher levels of acoustic contrast, the optimal programme level plateaus at 8 dB above the ambient noise level and the optimal masking signal level decreases at a rate of 2 dB for each increase of 1 dB in the mid-frequency acoustic contrast. This can be attributed to the dual effect of the increase in acoustic contrast: the increased separation between zones reduces the leakage in both directions, i.e. both the leakage of the speech into the dark zone and the leakage of the masker into the bright zone are reduced, so both signal levels can then also be reduced. This gradient continues until the required masking signal level falls below the ambient noise level, at a mid-frequency acoustic contrast level of 17.5 dB. After this transition point, the masking signal level falls sharply whilst the programme level remains constant, in order to overcome the constant ambient noise. The green shaded region denotes the range of systems that provide sufficient separation between zones for the masking signal to be omitted entirely. Systems with this level of acoustic contrast performance earn an additional degree of freedom with regard to the intelligibility constraints in each zone. Maintaining the programme level will result in improved privacy in the dark zone as the mid-frequency acoustic contrast is increased, or alternatively, the programme level can be allowed to increase in order to improve bright zone intelligibility, whilst maintaining the previously set intelligibility limit in the dark zone. In the plots of optimal signal levels presented throughout this chapter, i.e. Figures 9.6, 9.7 and 9.16, the latter approach of
maximising the bright zone intelligibility whilst maintaining the dark zone privacy constraint is presented.

![Acoustic Contrast at 1 kHz (dB) vs. Signal Levels (dBA) graph](image)

**Figure 9.6:** Optimal programme and masker levels required to achieve the intelligibility constraints of $\text{SII}_d = 0.05$ and $\text{SII}_b = 0.60$ for a range of mid-frequency acoustic contrast levels described in Figure 9.4. In the red shaded region, the prescribed speech intelligibility targets cannot be met, regardless of the programme and masker levels. In the green region, the intelligibility constraints can be met without requiring a masking signal, i.e. the ambient noise alone is sufficient to provide privacy.

The difference in mid-frequency acoustic contrast between the edges of the red and green boundaries in Figure 9.6 quantifies the benefit of incorporating additional masking into a private personal audio system, in terms of the level of acoustic contrast that must be provided. In order to achieve the intelligibility constraints of $\text{SII} = 0.05$ in the dark zone and $\text{SII} = 0.60$ in the bright zone without using any additional masking, i.e. relying on the ambient noise alone, the system must provide a mid-frequency acoustic contrast of 20 dB, potentially requiring a large loudspeaker array. When artificial masking is included, the minimum acoustic contrast requirement is 11.8 dB, reducing the technical requirements of the loudspeaker array system, but it must be noted that at this extreme, the necessary programme and masker levels significantly exceed the ambient noise, potentially resulting in an unacceptable solution. Nevertheless, Figure 9.6 shows that there is a continuous trade-off between acoustic contrast requirements and signal levels, meaning that other target points on the curves could be selected, based on operational requirements. One example would be to set the target acoustic contrast value to the point where the required masking signal level equals the ambient noise level, which for this example is at a mid-frequency acoustic contrast value of 17.5 dB.

When alternative intelligibility constraints are placed on the zonal sound fields, different threshold values for the minimum required acoustic contrast levels are found. Figure 9.7 displays the optimal programme and masker signal levels for four different combinations of intelligibility constraints. The upper left panel of the figure is identical to Figure 9.6, and shows the acoustic contrast requirements when the intelligibility constraints are $\text{SII}_d = 0.05$ and $\text{SII}_b = 0.60$. Relaxing the constraints by reducing the bright zone intelligibility requirement or raising the dark
Figure 9.7: Optimal programme and masker signal levels associated with different levels of mid-frequency acoustic contrast, presented for four combinations of speech intelligibility constraints. In the red shaded regions the speech intelligibility targets in each sub-figure caption cannot be met, regardless of the programme and masker levels. In the green regions, the intelligibility constraints can be met without requiring a masking signal, i.e. the ambient noise alone is sufficient to provide privacy. In this region, the programme signal can be increased in level as the acoustic contrast increases without compromising privacy.

Zone intelligibility requirement results in a reduction in the minimum acoustic contrast levels required both with and without the provision of a masking signal, indicated by the edges of the red and green regions. Additionally, the range of allowable acoustic contrast levels between these two boundaries decreases in size as the constraints are relaxed. This indicates that the more onerous the intelligibility constraints, the greater the advantage of providing additional, artificial masking. These conclusions are re-visited in the following section where the effects of the spectral shape and overall level of the ambient noise is investigated.
9.2 Spectral Effects of Typical Ambient Noise Samples

The previous section discussed the relationship between acoustic contrast, signal levels and intelligibility constraints in simulated environments where the ambient noise had the same long-term average spectrum as speech - this corresponds with scenarios where the ambient noise comprises of many people talking at once, a reasonable assumption for the public spaces in which private audio systems might find utility. However, speech is not the only contributor to the overall noise in these environments - other examples include the break-in of traffic noise from outside, industrial noise from mechanical ventilation or air conditioning systems, and the noise associated with the movement of people in the reproduction environment. These additional noise sources do not necessarily match the energy spectrum of speech, and therefore are not necessarily optimal maskers - this reduced masking ability of the ambient noise makes it less useful for providing privacy by masking the speech in the dark zone, but correspondingly, the ambient noise will not obscure the speech programme in the bright zone as efficiently either.

To explore these effects more fully, four ambient noise samples from public places have been selected from the Ambisonic Recordings of Typical Environments (ARTE) database [246]. These recordings were made with an ambisonic measurement system, facilitating analysis of the full 3D sound field, however for the initial investigation presented in this section, only the zeroth order (omnidirectional) ambisonic component was extracted for input into the SII metric. Details of the four selected signals are presented in Table 9.1 and the power spectral densities (PSDs) of the four signals are presented in Figure 9.8. Although they each contain different combinations of noise sources, the four recordings all have similar spectra to the speech-shaped noise sample used in the previous section, except below 125 Hz. The spectral shape of pure speech-shaped noise exhibits a reduction in energy in this frequency region, whereas the four ambient noise samples have a higher level of energy. This difference is most apparent in the library scene, where the PSD is dominated by energy below 125 Hz, associated with the noise from air handling units. The upward spread of masking from low to high frequencies allows this low-level noise to mask portions of speech, despite there being little overlap in their respective spectra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARTE ID</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>dB SPL</th>
<th>dBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>University study area in the main library, off-peak hours, quiet.</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Open plan office, people typing, chatting and talking on the phone.</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>51.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Church</td>
<td>Small church space, people entering, busy and loud conversations.</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Train Station</td>
<td>Central Station, main concourse – large space, open to the platforms with people walking and talking at peak hour; loud announcements and train sounds.</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>73.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.1: Ambient noise samples from the ARTE Database [246]. ID numbers correspond with those from the database.
A similar analysis to that carried out in Section 9.1.1 shows that for three of the four ambient noise conditions, with intelligibility constraints set at $\text{SII}_d = 0.05$ and $\text{SII}_b = 0.60$, an optimal combination of programme and masker signals exists. The pairs of intelligibility contours for each scene are shown in Figure 9.9. In the library scene, shown in Figure 9.9a, the optimal combination of programme and masker signal levels is low, compared to usual conversation levels, so in this instance, the programme and masker levels may need to be increased, following the dark zone contour to reach a more practical speech level. Should this action be taken, privacy will be predominantly provided by the artificial masker. This removes the reliance on the ambient noise in the space, thus potentially removing the need to provide hardware to monitor this level.

The contours presented in Figure 9.9 all have a similar characteristic shape to the contours presented in Figure 9.3, as the PSDs of the recorded ambient noise samples, shown in Figure 9.8 all have a similar spectrum to that of speech. The main difference between the plots in Figure 9.9 is due to the wide range of ambient noise levels represented; as the ambient noise level increases from scene to scene, the programme and masker signal levels must also be increased to compensate. However, this cannot be continued to arbitrarily high reproduction levels, due to non-linearity in the evaluation of intelligibility at different speech levels. Even without the degrading effect of ambient noise, speech reproduced at an unnaturally high level is judged to be less intelligible than speech produced at normal conversation levels [124]. This is accounted for in the SII metric through the inclusion of the self-masking spectrum level, as described in Figure 3.2. In the loudest scenario, recorded in a train station concourse, the signal levels required to overcome the ambient noise are high enough that the self-masking term in the SII metric becomes significant.

This conclusion is best exemplified in Figure 9.10, which shows the SII evaluation in the bright zone of a system operating in 46.1 dBA ambient noise from the library scene when the programme level is varied. Beyond a speech level of 65 dBA, the SII evaluation begins to decrease, despite...
the programme level significantly exceeding that of the ambient noise and masking signal combined. Consequently, in situations with high levels of ambient noise, for the assumed personal audio system with an acoustic contrast characteristic described by Figure 9.2, there is no valid combination of speech and noise signals that simultaneously satisfy both of the SII constraints - a higher level of acoustic contrast is required. This reveals a fundamental limitation of personal audio systems designed for use in noisy environments - although the ambient noise in a space affects both the bright and dark zone intelligibility, the signal levels in each zone cannot simply be arbitrarily increased. The results presented in this section can therefore be used as a guide for specifying a personal audio system based on the intelligibility constraints and expected ambient noise levels. In locations where the ambient noise level varies, the system must be designed based on the maximum and minimum expected levels. Further detail regarding adaptation of the signal levels according to temporal variation in the ambient noise level is presented in Section 9.4.

Thus far in this chapter, predictions of speech intelligibility have been based on monaural SII evaluations. This ignores the spatial distribution of the ambient sound field, fundamentally
Figure 9.10: Variation in the SII evaluated in the bright zone of a personal audio system, with change in programme level. Background noise level = 46.1 dBA (Library scene from the ARTE database [246]) with a constant speech-shaped masking signal level of 47 dBA in the dark zone.

assumining that the effectiveness of a masker only depends on its spectral level. However, the human auditory system can distinguish speech from noise more effectively when the apparent sources of speech and noise are spatially separated [241, 242]. In the following section, the consequences and limitations of this spatial release from masking are discussed, alongside an analysis of the diffuseness of the typical ambient sound fields described in Table 9.1. This provides information on how ambient noise measurements can be processed to isolate the components that can be relied upon for effective masking.

9.3 Spatial Release from Masking

When a target speech signal and an interferer originate from different azimuths, the intelligibility of the target speech is improved compared to the case where the target and interferer are co-located [241, 242], due to a phenomenon termed the Spatial Release from Masking (SRM). In the previous two sections, it has been assumed that the effectiveness of the masking provided by ambient noise can be predicted based on its time-averaged level and spectrum, but in practice, the ambient noise in a room may originate from a small number of discrete sources that surround the listener. In this case, SRM has the potential to reduce the effectiveness of the masking provided by this ambient noise. Therefore, to assess the feasibility of incorporating the ambient noise into the masking predictions made by a speech privacy control system, it is necessary to understand the behaviour of SRM in the presence of multiple sources of masking, and the spatial nature of typical ambient noise fields. These two aspects will be discussed in the remainder of this section.

SRM is attributed to two effects in the auditory system, both related to the signals received at each ear [241]. The first is the better-ear effect, so called as the shadowing effect of the head causes the SNR at each ear to be different when sources of speech and noise are spatially separated. However, in experiments where maskers of equal power are placed symmetrically with respect to the head, negating the better-ear effect, SRM is still observed [247, 248]. These experiments demonstrate that the auditory system also performs binaural processing, i.e. amalgamation of the signals from both ears into a single percept [249]. Structured investigations have been carried out into the binaural processing carried out by the auditory system by presenting
specially constructed signals into each ear to isolate different effects [242, 250]. These experiments have revealed that both interaural time and level differences are significant in complex listening scenarios. In particular, when the signals entering each ear are correlated, for example if they originate from a single point source, the differences in the temporal fine structure between the signals in each ear are important in providing SRM. On the other hand, when the interaural signals are uncorrelated, such as in the case when the noise field is diffuse, the effect of SRM is reduced. This characteristic has potentially significant impacts for personal audio system performance in noisy, reverberant environments.

Several investigations have been carried out to quantify the degree of SRM from a single source of masking placed on the horizontal plane, and a review of research into this area is provided by Bronkhorst [241]. In the same review, attention is also paid to the case where multiple maskers are spatially distributed around the listener. This paradigm is of particular relevance to the present problem of quantifying the relative effects of natural and artificial noise on personal audio system performance, because as the number of discrete masking sources surrounding the listener increases, the masking environment becomes increasingly diffuse.

To illustrate the effect of source positioning on SRM, Figure 9.11 presents data from a study by Bronkhorst and Plomp [184], in which the SRT of meaningful sentences was measured with sources of modulated speech-shaped noise either co-located with the frontal talker, shown by a blue point in Figure 9.11, and spatially distributed around the listener. The difference in SRT between each of these conditions quantifies the SRM, and the results show that as the number of maskers increases and their spatial distribution becomes more homogeneous, the SRM decreases. This trend has been observed in several other studies, using a range of speech tests, masker locations and masking signals [247, 248, 251]. Based on these results, it has been proposed that the binaural processing centre, which would otherwise be able to provide SRM,
can become “overloaded” [252] in complex acoustical scenes where several sources of masking operate simultaneously. The limit to this capacity has been estimated at between three and six individual sources of masking [247, 252]. The study in Ref. [247] showed that when six continuous noise maskers were distributed in front of the listener, the measured SRM was 0 dB. In the context of personal audio system development, this suggests that the level of SRM in diffuse, continuous noise is likely to be low, as this condition represents the mathematical limit of adding many discrete sources of masking to an acoustical scene.

All of the studies referenced above provide evidence that the effect of SRM is reduced, or negligible in diffuse acoustic environments, compared to those with multiple localisable sources of noise, such as nearby conversations, noise from footfall or equipment. However, these types of noise sources may also be strongly time-varying, and therefore are extremely unreliable as maskers for a private audio system, particularly given the practical challenge of monitoring the noise levels within each zone in real-time. On the other hand, the background noise in the reproduction environment, \( L_{A90,T} \) [243], is more likely to be spatially diffuse, and be caused by less strongly time-varying, distributed sources such as distant traffic noise, or noise from a ventilation system. Whilst statistical stationarity of the background noise cannot be guaranteed, its ability to mask speech over the time-span of a spoken sentence is easier to predict than the impact of the aforementioned foreground noise sources.

The \( L_{Aeq} \) and \( L_{A90} \) of the four ambient noise samples detailed in Table 9.1 are displayed in Figure 9.12. The difference in level between the equivalent A-weighted SPL measured in each space and the \( L_{A90} \) is also presented, and ranges from 4.5 to 7.0 dB. These \( L_{A90} \) values may be used in place of the \( L_{Aeq} \) values presented in the results shown in Section 9.2 to better represent the background A-weighted SPL in each space that can be relied upon to provide consistent masking, and that can be more accurately assessed using the SII metric.
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The $L_{A90}$ index is formed by analysing the signals at $\frac{1}{8}$-second intervals, corresponding to “fast” time weighting [253], and calculating the A-weighted SPL over each interval. The value at the 10th percentile of this dataset is defined as the $L_{A90}$ value. To assess the spectrum of this background noise, all the $\frac{1}{8}$-second segments of the original input signal with a level lower than the $L_{A90}$ were concatenated, providing a continuous sample of the quietest 10% of each signal. Welch PSD estimates of both the ambient noise and the background noise are presented in Figure 9.13. From these spectra, it can be seen that the quietest proportion of the signals is dominated by low frequency energy - the largest differences between the solid and dashed lines occur in the speech frequency range. This, alongside manual analysis of contiguous quiet sections of each noise sample, confirms that the process of isolating the background noise from each recording has reduced the effect of discrete nearby talkers in each situation.

In order to assess the degree of diffuseness of these typical background noise samples, the original ambisonic recordings from the ARTE database [246] can be processed to yield the directional characteristics of the ambient sound field and that of the isolated background noise, using the method described by Weisser et al. [246]. In this method, the ambisonic recordings are decoded to a horizontal ring of 16 loudspeakers, and the relative A-weighted SPLs of these sources quantify the directionality, or diffusivity of the sound field. Figure 9.14 represents this data as polar directivity plots for each of the considered environments described in Table 9.1. Plots A and B each show a 1-second snapshot of the computed directivity patterns from the ambient noise and background noise respectively, and demonstrate that the ambient noise field contains, at times, highly directional and localisable sources of masking sound, whereas the background noise is substantially less directional overall, and the angular variation is also smoother, indicating either that multiple sources of background noise are operational, or that the microphone position is far enough from the source that the reverberant field is dominant over the direct sound. Both of these alternatives result in limited inter-aural correlation, and hence a reduction in the SRM. A similar trend is visible in Figures 9.14c and d, which show the time-averaged directivity of the

**Figure 9.13:** Solid Lines: Power Spectral Density of four ambient noise signals taken from the ARTE Database, as in Figure 9.8. The dashed lines show the corresponding PSDs of the associated background noise, defined as the quietest 10% of each signal.
ambient and background noise over the duration of each recording. The lobes in the directivity of the ambient noise in the library, office and church scenes reveal the positions of small groups of talkers, but these are not as prominent in the corresponding background noise plots.

The diffuseness of the ambient and background noise can also be assessed using the Directivity Index, $DI$ [254], which can be calculated using a similar process to the polar plots presented above, except the ambisonic signals are decoded to a full spherical array of sources surrounding the measurement position. For these results, a 30-channel spherical array was simulated, as the unaliased reproduction of fourth-order ambisonic signals requires a minimum of 25 sources. The $DI$ is defined as the ratio of the maximum energy of a single source in this array to the average energy of all the sources. The $DI$ values for the ambient and background noise fields in each space are presented in Table 9.2, and for three of the four environments, the directivity of the background noise is less than that of the corresponding ambient noise. In each case, the discrepancy from the ideal diffuse field of $DI = 0$ dB is due to the sources lying predominantly...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Ambient $DI$ (dB)</th>
<th>Background $DI$ (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Library</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train Station</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.2: Directivity Index ($DI$) values for the ambient and background noise in four environments from the ARTE Corpus [246].

Figure 9.15: Equivalent source energy as a function of elevation for the background noise from four environments in the ARTE corpus [246].

on the horizontal plane, and the ceiling height in each space being significantly less than the dimensions of the floor area, as showed by the plots of source energy against elevation in Figure 9.15. This verifies that the analysis of the horizontal plane directivity presented in Figure 9.14 captures the potential dominant sources of SRM in each space. The stratification of the sound field also explains the relatively small differences between the computed $DIs$ of the ambient and background noise samples, as the $DI$ captures the full 3D directivity, thereby diluting the effect of the sources distributed around the horizontal plane.

Using the church scene from Table 9.1 as an example, it is possible to predict the optimal programme and masking signals based on both the ambient noise and the background noise, as indicated by the $L_{A90}$ index. Figure 9.16 shows contours of SII in the bright and dark zones with variation in the programme and masker levels, for (A) the overall ambient noise in the environment, and (B) the background noise. As the SII metric does not account for the effect of SRM, the optimum programme and masker levels predicted using the ambient noise level are higher by 7.5 and 7.8 dB respectively, compared to those predicted using the background noise alone. The results from Figure 9.11 show that with one dominant competing noise source, spatially separated from the target source of speech, SRM values of 8 dB are observed. In this particular case, therefore, the ambient noise is expected to produce negligible additional masking over that provided by the diffuse background noise, despite being objectively louder by 5.2 dB.
While there is a significant difference in signal levels when predictions are made based on the ambient noise and the background noise, the acoustic contrast requirements for private operation with and without additional masking are very similar. Comparison between Figures 9.17 A & B show that systems with mid-frequency acoustic contrast levels of 11-11.5 dB can provide sufficient privacy and bright zone intelligibility provided that an additional masking signal is used, and that acoustic contrast levels of 19.5-20 dB are required in order to omit additional artificial masking altogether. This similarity can be attributed to the similar spectral shape of the ambient and background noise in the church environment as displayed in Figure 9.13. In spaces with a greater discrepancy between the two spectra, in particular where the background noise spectra deviates significantly from a long-term average speech spectrum, higher acoustic contrast levels would be required to achieve a given level of privacy performance, as well as higher programme and masker signal levels.

![Graph](image)

Figure 9.16: Contours of SII constraints in bright and dark zones with variation in the programme and masker signals, at SIIₐ = 0.05 and SIIₐ = 0.60. Left plot shows predictions based on the ambient noise in the church scene described in Table 9.1. Right plot shows the prediction based on the background noise in the same environment, i.e. the level exceeded 90% of the time. Red circles indicate the optimal programme and masker signals that satisfy both constraints.

The results presented in this section show that if SRM is not accounted for, the intelligibility reduction caused by ambient noise is likely to be overestimated by standard monaural intelligibility metrics. Through a combination of better-ear listening and binaural signal processing, the human auditory system is able to reject interference from discrete sources of masking that are not co-located with the source of speech. The background noise in a reverberant space is less likely to be dominated by these types of sources, and so is more reliable for use as a masker in personal audio contexts for two reasons. Firstly, and by definition, the level and spectrum of the background noise is relatively steady compared to the ambient noise, so the chance to glimpse the target speech is reduced. This increases the reliability of simple predictions of the masking based on the spectrum alone, such as those provided by the SII metric. Secondly, the background noise is in general more diffuse than the overall ambient noise field, resulting in less SRM than is the case with the overall ambient noise. This diffuse nature also provides a practical benefit - under this assumption, the effect of the background noise will be equal in both the bright and dark listening zones, and the effects on speech intelligibility can be evaluated with the same methods as the artificial masking. This simplifies the modelling of intelligibility reduction,
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Figure 9.17: Predictions of optimal programme and masker signal levels, based on intelligibility constraints of $\text{SII}_d = 0.05$ and $\text{SII}_b = 0.60$, for different levels of mid-frequency acoustic contrast. Left plot shows predictions based on the ambient noise in the church scene described in Table 9.1. Right plot shows the prediction based on the background noise in the same environment, i.e. the ambient noise level exceeded 90% of the time.

and reduces the hardware required for background noise measurement to a single microphone, located at a convenient position near the system. This type of background noise measurement is still likely to be required in some applications, due to long-term changes in the composition of the background noise, and this is discussed in the following section.

9.4 Temporal Variation in Ambient Noise

In the previous section, the spatial effects of ambient noise on personal audio system performance were explored, with a focus on how the background noise in a reproduction environment could be separated spatially from the ambient noise. Ignoring the effect of fluctuating, discrete sources of noise in the room is advantageous when specifying the required level of additional masking, as the effects of SRM would have to be calculated for these sources when assessing their effect on the intelligibility in the bright and dark zones.

In addition to the spatial separation of foreground and background sound sources, by definition, the background noise in a reproduction environment can also be isolated temporally from the overall ambient sound. Variations in the ambient noise level across fractions of a second can allow glimpses of the target speech to be unmasked [130]. These brief, but highly intelligible words or syllables significantly increase speech intelligibility, particularly of familiar or predictable sentences [255]. Even without the benefit of contextual information, the redundancy of spoken language means that even under a range of time-varying masking conditions, connected speech can often still be readily understood [256]. As discussed in the previous sections, increased intelligibility is beneficial in the bright zone, but detrimental in the dark zone where low intelligibility is desired. However, this does not necessarily mean that the speech intelligibility contrast between the listening zones is unaffected by modulation of the background noise. For example, if the speech in the bright zone is fully intelligible despite the presence of the constant background
noise, but the dark zone sound field is susceptible to glimpses of speech through the temporal variation in the overall ambient sound, this could compromise the privacy of the target listener.

This further suggests that when a combination of artificial masking and ambient noise is intended to be used in a speech privacy control system, the background noise level should be used to predict the required levels of artificial masking, or the acoustic contrast requirements of a loudspeaker array intended for use in a particular location. An additional benefit of this approach is that the level of the masker need not be adapted rapidly, i.e. over the time-scale of spoken words, to changes in the ambient sound level. As discussed in Chapter 4, it is advantageous for the masking signal to remain at a constant level, as level fluctuations can be regarded as a source of noise annoyance. Whilst this resolves the issues inherent with rapidly time-varying masking signal levels, the approach described thus far in this chapter has not yet addressed the effect of longer term changes to the background noise level, which may require adaptation throughout the course of a day. In public spaces, privacy is clearly only a concern when other people are sharing the space, and with any group of people comes the potential for fluctuation in the background noise due to changes in the level of occupancy.

To illustrate how speech privacy control systems are affected by changes in the background noise level, Figure 9.18 shows how the optimal programme and masker levels vary when the background noise level changes, for a system with the acoustic contrast profile shown in Figure 9.2, and intelligibility constraints of $\text{SII}_d = 0.05$ and $\text{SII}_b = 0.60$. The optimum levels of the programme and masker are strongly correlated with the background noise level, so for clarity, the ordinate of Figure 9.18 represents the programme and masker levels relative to the background noise level. The data points marked with black and red circles correspond to the previously discussed situation with a speech-shaped background noise at 60 dBA. These are displayed in Figure 9.6 using the same notation for ease of comparison. In general, the optimal programme and masker levels increase at a greater rate than the background noise. For example, at a background noise level of 40 dBA, the programme and masker levels must exceed the background by 5.5 and 3.5 dB respectively, whereas at a background noise level of 60 dBA, the programme and masker signals must be reproduced at 8.5 and 10 dB above the background. As the ACC process is a linear filtering operation, this effect can only be caused by non-linearities in the SII metric, as discussed earlier in Section 9.2. The red region in Figure 9.18 denotes the background noise level above which an optimal pair of programme and masker signals cannot be found using the described array configuration, as was encountered previously in the train station example shown in Figure 9.9d. Using this approach, data from noise surveys could be input into system simulations prior to installation. This would allow system integrators to determine the power requirements of the array and the required maximum level of acoustic contrast, based on the expected range of background noise levels.

As with previous plots of this type throughout this chapter, each pair of data points is the output of one pattern search optimisation run. With no optimising assumptions about the level or spectrum of the background noise or the programme material, each run took an average time of 11.1 seconds to complete, corresponding to an average of 93 SII evaluations per run on a desktop workstation. The run-time is subject to some random variability that depends on the size and shape of the feasible region subtended by the constraint contours with respect to the starting position of the pattern, but despite this, no run took longer than 25 seconds to complete. The design of the pattern search algorithm and the expected shape of the cost surface guarantees
that each iteration yields an improvement towards the optimal signal values, so the algorithm could be terminated after a pre-determined time interval, should this be necessary.

As the intention of the system is to adapt to long-term changes in the background noise level, rather than sudden changes in conditions caused by nearby, localisable sound sources, this approach is likely to be feasible, even with less powerful computational resources, and could be run at pre-determined time intervals, based on data from a longer measurement period. BS 4142, in its commentary on background noise measurements, suggests that a measurement period of at least 15 minutes is desirable for an accurate assessment of the background noise level [243]. This slow fluctuation in the background noise level has been observed in studies of open plan office sound masking systems [91, 257], and in response, systems to schedule the level of masking, or slowly adapt it based on the level observed by monitoring microphones, are available commercially [258]. Similar techniques could be employed in speech privacy control systems to reduce the level of additional masking input into the space, and to control the programme level to ensure good intelligibility for the target listener. In locations where significant fluctuation in the background noise level is common, system integrators should opt for designs where the majority of the masking signal level is directly controlled by the system, as opposed to relying on the masking provided by the background noise, as this provides maximum reliability for the central claim of speech privacy. A similar recommendation was made by Pirn [259] in a 1971 article on the variables affecting open plan office privacy:

“To mask unwanted speech, we generally cannot rely on man-made activity noise because of its intermittent and often unpredictable character. If at times it dominates the ambient acoustical environment, such noise can be a boon to privacy seekers. On the other hand, it can also interfere with communication... Background noise in an open plan is invaluable. It must be continuous and unobtrusive, yet of an adequately high level to supply the necessary masking. The relative unpredictability of other sources suggests that electronically generated noise, evenly distributed via concealed loudspeakers, is the most reliable of several possible solutions.” [259]

This suggests that in locations where the background noise is controlled globally, for example to reduce distraction in open plan environments, separate speech privacy control units for specific
purposes could be linked to the background noise system, thereby preserving the intended indoor soundscape.

Another application area where speech privacy control systems must operate in the presence of significant ambient noise is where sound zoning is integrated into in-vehicle telecommunications systems [10]. In road vehicles, noise from the powertrain, road-tyre interaction and ancillary systems such as air-conditioning are relatively steady compared to the modulation rate of speech, but vary much more rapidly than the background noise level in public buildings. Additionally, the difference between interior noise levels at idle and cruising speed in an average passenger car is around 25 dB [260], and modern vehicles with stop-start technology to prevent prolonged idling will result in an even wider range of background noise conditions. This forces the inclusion of continuously adjustable masker and programme levels, to ensure sufficient intelligibility and privacy for the target listener. These considerations potentially necessitate an alternative, faster strategy to predicting the masking effect of in-vehicle interior noise, such as is used in speed-dependent equalisation and volume control systems [261]. Masking predictions could either be based on microphone inputs, as has been described above, or alternatively by aggregating non-acoustical measurements from vehicle sensors. With the latter approach it may be possible to eliminate the computational demand of online masking predictions through the use of a lookup table. An additional consideration is that, inside a vehicle, powertrain and road/tyre noise can appear to originate from a combination of locations surrounding the listener [262], so estimations of the degradation to intelligibility would also have to take this spatial distribution of masking into account, as was discussed in Section 9.3.

9.5 Summary

In many envisioned circumstances where personal audio technology may be used to provide private sound zones, the surrounding environment will be noisy. Neglecting this ambient noise in the design of a private speech transmission system may lead to excessive masker levels and poor intelligibility in the bright zone, whereas systems that are designed to use a combination of artificial and natural background noise can afford to reduce the level of the additional masking signal, resulting in a reduced potential for noise annoyance. When a combination of artificial masking and background noise is used in a speech privacy control system, up to 8 dB less acoustic contrast is required for the same level of privacy, compared to the case where a single sound zoning process is used and all the masking is provided by the ambient noise. In either case, over-reliance on the ambient noise to provide masking has pitfalls, as the ability of this noise to mask the target speech must be carefully calculated, taking into account its spatial distribution and temporal profile.

When the ambient noise in a reproduction environment exhibits strong temporal modulation, and is formed by multiple, spatially distributed sources, the masking effect is reduced compared to the steady masking produced by the speech privacy control system, whose source appears co-located with the speech. Monaural intelligibility predictions based on the long term spectrum of this type of noise will over-predict the masking effect of the ambient noise, potentially leading to the privacy of target listeners being violated. To mitigate this spatial and temporal variance,
systems should be designed to rely only on the constant, diffuse masking provided by the quasi-
stationary background noise in the reproduction environment. This background noise level can
be captured from the statistics of a standard noise survey [243], and its effects on intelligibility can
be predicted using simple metrics such as SII, as the spatial release from the masking provided
by diffuse, continuous noise has been shown to be negligible [247].

Nevertheless, in buildings, daily occupancy patterns, mechanical ventilation settings and nearby
traffic levels can cause the background noise level to vary, so systems must be designed to
adapt to different background noise conditions. Likewise, systems installed in vehicles will be
required to operate in a wide range of background noise levels, commensurate with changes in
vehicle speed, engine load and the sound generated by ancillary vehicle systems. While the
background noise level is undoubtedly related to its ability to mask speech, its spectral and
temporal profile must equally be taken into account when predicting the intelligibility of speech
in each listening zone. For practical reasons, it may not be possible to sample the sound fields
within the bright and dark zones directly, but the diffuse field assumption means that real-time
background noise measurements may be taken from a more convenient location nearby. The in-
situ transfer response measurements required for the sound zoning process can be used to provide
predictions of the reproduced zonal sound fields in the absence of background noise, which may
then be updated with the background noise readings to form intelligibility estimates for each
zone. These may then be used to adjust the programme and masker gains at a rate appropriate
to track the temporal variation without causing undesirable fluctuations in the masking signal
level.

Throughout this chapter, the main focus has been to investigate the effects of ambient noise on
the objective, measurable goals of private personal audio system design. By isolating the steady,
diffuse, background component of the ambient noise, an additional reliable source of masking
has been established. Under several presented scenarios, the background noise can be combined
with artificial masking to yield sufficient intelligibility in the bright zone and privacy in the
dark zone. However, as discussed in Chapter 6, successful systems must not only provide an
appropriate degree of speech intelligibility contrast, but the character of the additional masking
should also be acceptable to passive listeners in the dark zone. The incorporation of background
noise into the speech intelligibility calculations invites a parallel investigation into how this
combination of masking signals is perceived. Of particular interest is the perceptual effect when
the artificial masking and ambient noise are spectrally and temporally distinct; it is expected
that the preference expressed for an artificial masking signal of a given character will depend
on the situational context and the underlying background noise in which it is reproduced. A
set of experimental procedures designed to ascertain the details of this potentially complex
relationship are presented in the following chapter as suggestions for future work, alongside the
main conclusions of this thesis.
Chapter 10

Summary, Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis has presented a range of simulated and experimental results concerning the design and evaluation of personal audio systems for private speech reproduction. In the systems described in this thesis, two listening zones are defined, and each receives a corresponding signal; the target speech material is focussed into the bright zone for the target listener, and a masking signal is focussed into the dark zone, which is occupied by other listeners from whom the target message should be kept private. Privacy is achieved by adjusting each signal based on the intelligibility of the target message in each zone and as an additional objective, the masking signal may also be adjusted to minimise the likelihood of annoying nearby listeners. In order to satisfy these objectives and constraints, an automated process for providing these adjustments has been described, based on data from speech intelligibility and subjective preference tests, and correlation with objective and subjective metrics. To assess the practical challenges of implementing speech privacy control systems in realistic acoustical conditions, the effects of reverberation and ambient noise on system performance have also been examined.

10.1 Conclusions

The relationships and dependencies between several variables in the speech privacy control problem have been identified. Through masking signal selection, gain adjustment, equalisation and regularisation, system designers can control the SNR in each listening zone, with the aim of providing the required level of intelligibility and privacy for the target listener. However, the relationship between these two indices depends on the temporal and spectral profile of the masker, the context, and the expectation of privacy in the particular scenario of interest. The result of this complex web of dependencies is that it is impossible to specify a general SNR target in each listening zone, as this calculated value will only be valid for the specific masker under consideration at that time. Speech intelligibility metrics measure the audibility of speech cues under a range of different forms of degradation, thereby enabling the dependence on the type of masker to be separated from the contextual variables. Consequently, rather than setting a
target SNR, a target value of a speech intelligibility metric can be set, and the corresponding SNR can then be found iteratively. The SII metric was found to be an appropriate metric to use for this purpose for several reasons:

- The primary means of intelligibility reduction is due to the additive noise from the masker, or the background noise in the reproduction environment, and the SII can be calculated rapidly from estimates of the spectrum of these constant sources of masking.

- The SII has also been widely used in clinical and research settings, giving rise to a large number of published transfer functions between SII values and the outcome of speech intelligibility tests. This allows for the true intelligibility of syllables, words and sentences to be estimated based on the predicted SII values in each listening zone.

- Links have been established between the SII and various descriptions of privacy. These relationships highlight the contextual differences in privacy expectations in closed and open plan spaces, and provide benchmark values for the dark zone SII target.

An important consideration in the provisioning of speech privacy control systems, besides the accurate prediction of zonal intelligibility, is the perceptual effect of introducing additional masking noise to an environment. To assess this, a combination of subjective metrics have been used to evaluate the psychoacoustic annoyance of the dark zone sound field. At low SNRs that correspond to the low levels of intelligibility expected in this zone, the sensation of loudness forms the dominant component of the psychoacoustic annoyance metric. However, the two objectives in the dark zone, of reducing the intelligibility and reducing the psychoacoustic annoyance, each require adjustments to the loudness of the masker in opposite directions. This restriction means that the less significant contributions of the sharpness, fluctuation strength and roughness metrics must also be included in the perceptual evaluation of a system.

To preface this perceptual evaluation, the acoustic contrast of various configurations of a loudspeaker array prototype were tested. Uniform linear arrays with a fixed number of elements exhibit a trade-off between low- and high-frequency acoustic contrast as the inter-element spacing is changed, due to corresponding changes in the array aperture and the spatial aliasing frequency. Spatial aliasing is particularly problematic in speech privacy control systems as prominent side-lobes in the directivity at high frequencies can lead to leakage of intelligible consonant sounds from the bright zone into the dark zone, significantly reducing privacy. Likewise, leakage of the masker into the bright zone can mask the ability of the target listener to understand these consonant sounds, further limiting system performance.

The perceptual relevance of this leakage between listening zones was investigated using objective speech intelligibility tests and paired preference subjective testing. Two loudspeaker array configurations and three masking conditions were tested, corresponding to three different approaches for setting the cut-off frequency of a low-pass filter applied to a speech-shaped noise masker. In the *wide* loudspeaker array condition, which caused spatial aliasing within the speech frequency range, measured SRTs were 6-20 dB lower than in the corresponding masking conditions using the *narrow* loudspeaker array, whose spatial aliasing frequency fell outside of the speech frequency range. Additionally, the SRT increased by 5-15 dB for both array configurations as the low-pass filter cut-off was increased in frequency. These results quantify the improvement to speech intelligibility caused by non-optimal coverage of the speech spectrum by the masker.
Listener preferences to the tested conditions were obtained by presenting pairs of simulated dark zone signals, which all corresponded to similar levels of privacy according to the measured SRTs. These paired preference results indicated a strong preference for speech-shaped maskers that had not undergone significant low-pass filtering, as these masking signals could be reproduced at a lower level in order to achieve the same amount of intelligibility reduction. Comments from listeners after the paired preference evaluations revealed a preference for maskers that were perceived to be “natural”, as opposed to “artificial” in origin, suggesting that situational context may play a role in the acceptability of masking sound. A procedure for investigating this effect is presented as a suggestion for future work in the following section.

The results from the speech intelligibility and paired preference tests were compared against objective and subjective metric evaluations, in order to set design constraints and an optimisation goal for the design of the masking signal. By comparing the measured intelligibility of the presented stimuli against the computed SII across all tested conditions, the dark zone SII constraint was set at SII = 0.05. This corresponded to an average score of 50% words correct in the matrix sentence test. At this level of intelligibility, participants reported that speech could be considered private due to the additional information provided by the candidate word list that would not be available in practice. Table 3.1 shows that an SII constraint of 0.05 is stricter than the required level for “confidential privacy” as evaluated in open plan spaces (SII = 0.10), and approaches conditions that are comparable to the “minimal speech privacy” provided between closed rooms (SII = 0.03). Comparisons between the metric based evaluations of the presented signals with the results of the preference test showed that the loudness of the masker corresponded well with the predicted order of preference, and due to its strong and predictable links with signal intensity, was determined to be the most important perceptual index to minimise when designing for an acceptable masking signal. Additionally, the preference test results were found to correlate well with the instrumentally measured roughness, though this index is already low for constant, broadband noise maskers and is less straightforward to reduce without affecting other desired properties of the masking signal.

When speech privacy control systems are situated in reverberant spaces, the reverberation can impede the formation of listening zones and degrade the intelligibility of the target message. By placing the sound zones within the critical distance of the source, such that the direct field from the loudspeaker array dominates over the reverberant field in both the bright and dark zones, these effects can be minimised. Results from four reverberant spaces, simulated using an image source model, demonstrate that a higher level of both acoustic contrast and speech intelligibility contrast can be achieved by incorporating measurements of the room reverberation into the transfer responses used to generate the listening zones, compared to the case where a free-field radiation model is assumed. Experimental validation of one of the simulated cases yields similar conclusions, but the performance differential between using measured and free-field transfer responses was smaller. This was due to the physical loudspeaker array sources providing a lower level of excitation to the reverberant field than the monopole sources that were assumed in the image source modelling. The experimental results also quantified the effects of regularisation in the ACC process, when using free-field and measured transfer responses. When free-field responses were used, both under- and over-regularising the system led to lower levels of bright zone speech intelligibility compared to when the regularisation parameter was set optimally. However, for the tested condition, a bright zone SII in excess of 0.75, corresponding to a good
standard of communication, was achieved over a range of the regularisation parameter spanning five orders of magnitude, indicating relative insensitivity to the setting of this parameter. This result also indicates that a high level of system performance can be achieved using free-field responses, thereby avoiding the expense and relative inflexibility of conducting in-situ transfer response measurements. The use of free-field responses must be balanced against the required increase in the masking signal levels, a change that may be more or less tolerable depending on the level of ambient noise in the reproduction environment.

Ambient noise will reduce the intelligibility of speech in both the bright and dark listening zones of a speech privacy control system, and has the potential to be incorporated into predictions of the speech intelligibility, thereby reducing the level of artificial masking that must be output by the array. The advantage of incorporating this additional masking has been quantified by calculating the level of acoustic contrast that a system must reproduce in order to achieve a certain pair of speech intelligibility constraints. For the tested array configuration, 12 dB of mid-frequency acoustic contrast is required if additional masking is introduced, while over 20 dB contrast is required when a single sound zoning process is used and the masking effect is solely provided by the ambient noise. As well as requiring a greater degree of contrast, the latter configuration is also potentially impractical as the masking ability of ambient noise is difficult to predict reliably due to its temporal fluctuation and spatial distribution. However, the background noise in the reproduction environment, defined as the contributions to the ambient noise that are exceeded in level for 90% of the time, is temporally stable by definition, and has been shown using four typical examples to be more spatially diffuse than the corresponding samples of ambient noise. This results in a reduction in the SRM, which would have prevented the ambient noise from being useful as an additional source of masking in the speech privacy control problem. The spatial diffusivity of the background noise in the considered environments means that a single remote measurement can be assumed to correspond to the background noise measured in each listening zone. In addition, the relative temporal stability of the background noise provides time for an adaptive algorithm to update the masking predictions to account for long-term changes in the background noise, for example caused by variations in occupancy patterns, traffic noise ingress or ventilation settings.

10.2 Suggestions for Future Work

In Chapter 6, a series of listening tests were described. These consisted of a speech intelligibility test and a paired preference evaluation. Directly after the completion of the paired preference tests, each participant was asked to freely describe the reasons for their preference judgments, or any features of the presented signals that were useful to them in making their decisions. Many of the listeners attributed the stimuli in the test to naturally occurring or artificial noise sources, despite all of the presented stimuli being formed of filtered random noise. No situational context was provided to the listeners in the test, other than the surroundings of the soundproofed laboratory in which the test was conducted, but listeners unanimously preferred sounds that appeared to them to originate from natural sources, as opposed to artificial sources. This attribution of meaning to random noise signals suggests that even tenuous links to familiar sounds can significantly impact how masking signals are perceived.
When a speech privacy control system is evaluated in-situ, therefore, it is expected that the acceptability of the system will be strongly affected by the degree to which the masking signal matches the acoustical and visual context. For example, a speech privacy control system could be installed in a vehicle to facilitate private telecommunications [10]. It is conceivable that in order to reduce the conspicuity of the masking signal in this situation, the masker could be designed such that it has a similar character to the existing noise within the cabin, for example from the engine and tyres, or simulate ecologically valid noise sources such as air rushing through air conditioning vents. However, the spectral and temporal profile of such a signal may not lend itself to the effective masking of speech, and as a result may have to be increased in level or adjusted in spectral content in order to carry out its intended function. While speech-shaped noise has been shown in this thesis to be effective at masking speech, and preferred over low-pass filtered alternatives, it may be less acceptable in this situation, particularly in luxury vehicles where maintaining a “brand sound” is the subject of extensive investment [263].

A structured investigation into the context-dependence of masking signal preference is therefore proposed as the main suggestion for future work. As well as providing practical guidance for the design of masking signals in particular applications of speech privacy control, it is likely that such an investigation will also provide specific details on the required locations and sizes of the listening zones in different scenarios. In addition to this, the proposed investigation may reveal situation-dependent conclusions on how systems must address reverberation, and further clarity on the most acceptable methods to account for variation in the ambient noise level, beyond the general discussion of these factors that has been provided in this thesis.
Appendix A

Derivation of the Pressure Matching Method

As the name implies, the pressure matching method differs from ACC in its requirement of a specific sound pressure field \( p \) to be reproduced, or “matched”. This \((N \times 1)\) complex vector, where \( N \) is the total number of bright and dark zone microphones, is defined at each frequency. Often in the literature, due to its ubiquity and compact representation, the elements of the target pressure field \( p \), corresponding to each bright zone microphone located at the 3D position vector \( y \), are defined by the plane wave

\[
p_b(y) = Ce^{-jk \cdot y},
\]

where \( k \) is the wavenumber vector, and this is used to form the vector \( p_b \). The remaining elements of \( p \), which define the dark zone, are given by a vector of zeros, such that

\[
p = \begin{bmatrix} p_b \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}.
\]

The pressure generated by the source array when each element is weighted by the \( M \times 1 \) complex vector \( q \) is given by

\[
\hat{p} = Zq.
\]

where, as described above for ACC, the \( N \times M \) matrix of transfer responses \( Z \) could be estimated based on the system geometry, or specified by inputting measured transfer response data at each frequency.

The matching of the target pressure \( p \) to the pressure from the array \( \hat{p} \) is formalised by defining the complex error vector \( e = p - \hat{p} \). The overall error \( J \) is then formed by summing the squared contributions from each microphone to give
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\[ J = e^H e = (p - Zq)^H (p - Zq). \] (A.4)

Provided that the number of sensors exceeds or is equal to the number of sources, the solution to the least squares problem is given by

\[ q_0 = [Z^H Z]^{-1} Z^H p, \] (A.5)

noting that in the square case where \( N = M \), the pseudoinverse \([Z^H Z]^{-1} Z^H\) is identical to the standard matrix inverse \( Z^{-1}\).

As was noted in the derivation for ACC, the matrix \( Z^H Z \), which must be inverted, can be ill-conditioned for certain system geometries and at certain frequencies. This indicates the potential for small errors in the positioning of loudspeakers, or even numerical calculations to manifest themselves as large errors in the calculated optimal value of \( q \). To compensate for this eventuality, the cost function \( J \) in Equation A.4 may be modified to include a penalty term proportional to the array effort [63]:

\[ J_{LS} = e^H e + \beta q^H q, \] (A.6)

where \( \beta \) is a regularisation parameter. The resulting least squares solution is given by

\[ q_{LS} = [Z^H Z + \beta I]^{-1} Z^H p. \] (A.7)
Appendix B

Comparison of Speech Reception Threshold between Native and Non-Native English Speakers

In the speech intelligibility and paired preference tests described in Chapter 6, 21 participants were recruited. Participants were eligible for testing if they were over the age of 18, had self-reported normal hearing, and were fluent in the English language. Of these, 12 were native English speakers, and 9 had English as an additional language. There is consensus in the literature that the ability to recognise speech in noise is dependent on native language status, and that this difference is not observed as significantly when considering the task of speech perception in quiet [264]. Despite this, it was decided not to require participants to have English as a first language, as a participant group containing only native speakers cannot adequately represent the entire listening population, for whom the designed systems must work well. The inclusion of non-native speakers gives information about the minimum SNR requirements in the bright zone, as this listener group are likely to be affected more significantly by the leakage of the masker into the bright zone.

To reduce the influence of language proficiency on the results of the intelligibility test, various factors in the test design were chosen to limit the difference in the SRT between native and non-native speakers of English. These design choices are outlined in this Appendix, based on a review of investigations into the intelligibility test conditions that yield the most significant differences in SRT between native and non-native speakers.

Informational masking, such as that caused by competing speakers or multi-talker babble affects native and non-native speakers differently [265, 266]. Engen demonstrated that English native speakers with no Mandarin language proficiency received a larger release from masking in Mandarin babble than do native speakers of Mandarin [266]. This shows that familiarity with the language used as a babble-type or competing speech masker causes additional informational masking. Additionally, this result establishes a link between the effectiveness of a masker and the informational similarity between the intended speech and the masker. Therefore, choosing
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A babble-type masker that uses samples from a particular language would affect listeners differently based on their proficiency in that language, in addition to the difficulties that non-native listeners already have when faced with energetic masking alone [265]. The consequence for the present speech intelligibility tests is that purely energetic maskers are the best choice for achieving similar SRTs between native and non-native listeners. The effect of the choice and number of talkers was studied by Bradlow and Pisoni, and it was found that using a single talker across a test resulted in better word recognition by non-native listeners, compared to a test containing multiple talkers, thus closing the SRT gap between native and non-native listeners [267].

Studies have also been carried out to determine the effect of test format, as well as content. In tests of the German matrix test [207] against the (German language) Triple Digit Test and an open-set sentence test, it was found that the reduced vocabulary of the matrix test decreased the effect of language skill on SRT, compared to the open-set sentence test [206]. The difference in mean SRT between non-native speakers across four levels of language proficiency and native speakers was 3 dB, but differences in SRT between the highest and lowest proficiency non-native groups was 2.5 dB [268]. This shows that unless specifically controlled for, different levels of language proficiency can significantly affect the standard deviation of the SRT among non-native speakers, but the listeners in the highest proficiency group could achieve similar performance to participants listening in their first language. In the study by Warzybok et al. [268], all study participants had only been living in Germany for a maximum of two months, so had limited exposure to natural language. Conversely, the non-native English-speaking participants in the tests described in this thesis had all been living and studying in England for significantly longer, so are more likely to have higher language proficiency than the average listeners in the study by Warzybok et al. Furthermore, when testing with meaningful sentences, it was found that non-native listeners were less able to utilise contextual cues to correctly guess misheard words, compared to native listeners [266, 268]. These results demonstrate that closer performance is achieved between native and non-native speakers for a closed-set, meaningless sentence test such as the matrix test, compared to alternative open-set tests with meaningful sentences.

The present discussion shows that the matrix test format, using steady, speech-shaped noise as a masker, and a single talker is an appropriate format for use with both native and non-native listeners, particular compared to open-set, familiar sentence-in-noise tests. Figure B.1 shows the distribution of SRTs, grouped by English language status; EFL indicates English is the participant’s First Language, EAL means English is an Additional Language. The difference in SRTs between EAL and EFL groups ∆SRT ranges from 1.7 to 6.6 dB, and consistently shows that English native speakers have a lower SRT, finding it easier to understand speech in noise than those with English as an additional language. The mean difference in SRT is 2.8 dB, consistent with the difference in SRT found by Warzybok et al. [268] using the German matrix test. The largest deviation was found for the W4 condition, in which consonant sounds were poorly masked - in this condition, native listeners were disproportionately able to correctly select words based on this information, compared to non-native listeners.
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Figure B.1: Speech Reception Threshold distributions for each array configuration, grouped by language status. EAL = English as an Additional Language, EFL = English as First Language.
Appendix C

A Low-Cost Loudspeaker Array for Personal Audio with Enhanced Vertical Directivity

Parts of this Appendix were published as “A Low-Cost Loudspeaker Array for Personal Audio with Enhanced Vertical Directivity” in the proceedings of the 49th International Congress and Exposition on Noise Control Engineering.

A key practical constraint placed on the personal audio system geometries discussed in this thesis has been to consider only linear loudspeaker array designs. This layout allows for compact loudspeaker arrays that can control sound fields in a single, usually horizontal plane. However, this arrangement provides no control of the vertical directivity, meaning that the reverberant field in the room will be unnecessarily excited when the loudspeaker array is in operation. This additional excitation can reduce the acoustic contrast that is achievable between the zones. In the analyses of personal audio system performance in reverberant spaces conducted by Simón-Gálvez et al. [11, 229], vertical directivity control was discussed as a way of reducing the energisation of the reverberant field, rather than solely focussing on controlling the azimuthal direction of beams. To avoid additional signal processing overhead, the vertical directivity was manually constrained by building the loudspeaker drivers into phase-shift enclosures [41, 229], and by effectively increasing the vertical aperture of the array. This was achieved by stacking four array elements vertically, and driving them in parallel. The resultant decrease in acoustic contrast between free-field and reverberant conditions was reduced by around 5 dB in the 1 - 8 kHz frequency region [11].

Following this concept, and with the intention of lowering the barrier to entry for practical personal audio system research, a design for a low-cost, 8-channel loudspeaker array design was made freely available online [240]. Figure C.1 shows the prototype 8-channel array, which includes on-board digital to analogue conversion using a consumer-grade USB sound card and amplification using 5-Watt Class D amplifier circuits. Each loudspeaker has an individual sealed cabinet, as shown in the exploded view in Figure C.2 and the entire cabinet design can be constructed from a single 1220 x 610mm sheet of 6mm plywood, again selected with cost reduction
in mind. To enhance the vertical directivity of the array, without the additional expense of using multiple loudspeaker drivers in parallel, high aspect ratio loudspeaker drivers designed for fitment in televisions were used in the design. This choice maintains a small spacing between drivers to avoid spatial aliasing artefacts at high frequencies, as recommended in Section 5.4.

The remainder of this Appendix documents the anechoic performance of the system, using a similar methodology to that used in Section 8.4. The performance of the system is discussed when both measured and modelled transfer responses are used in the ACC process. This comparison is further motivated by a desire to reduce cost, as additional hardware and time is required to measure the transfer responses, and it is important to gauge the benefits of this additional expense, given that modelled transfer responses can be generated instantly with appropriate software. In the following discussion, two types of analytical transfer responses are considered, one where the array elements are modelled as point monopole sources, and the other where a baffled rectangular piston model is used to represent the high aspect ratio loudspeakers [269].

Figures C.3 and C.4 show the horizontal and vertical directivity of the array when it is configured to produce a single forward bright zone of width 30 degrees. The maximum horizontal directivity is achieved when measured transfer responses are used in the ACC process, and there are only marginal differences between the monopole and baffled rectangular piston models for the presented zonal geometry, across the frequency range. For all types of response, the rear radiation from the array is attenuated by 5 dB at 500 Hz and 10 dB at 2 kHz. The vertical directivity shown in Figure C.4 is unaffected by the choice of transfer response estimate as the generation of zonal filters uses no information from the vertically oriented measurement microphones. Extending the bright zone to a three-dimensional, 30° cone and including the off-axis vertical measurement positions in the dark zone would provide additional constraints to the
beamforming process in a direction in which the array has no beamforming capability. These additional constraints would only serve to increase the condition number of the squared transfer response matrix $[Z_d^H Z_d]$ from Equation 5.11 and thus may reduce robustness to environmental or sensitivity changes over time.

The dark zone in the ACC process is defined over the remaining horizontal angles, and the acoustic contrast performance and on-axis frequency response of the array with this configuration is presented in Figure C.5. At low frequencies, acoustic contrast is limited by the overall aperture of the array; for wavelengths significantly longer than this dimension, the entire array appears as a single monopole source. The most pronounced differences between the measured and modelled results occur at frequencies greater than 3 kHz. Below this frequency, in terms of acoustic contrast, the system based on measured responses outperforms those using modelled responses by around 5 dB. This is caused by mismatches in the sensitivity and the frequency response between the array elements. The impact of this mismatch was minimised by individually adjusting the gains of the in-built amplifier circuits such that broadband noise emitted from each loudspeaker,
Figure C.5: Left: Experimental acoustic contrast using measured and modelled responses to optimise array filters. Right: On-axis (bright zone) SPL produced by array using measured and modelled responses.

recorded at an on-axis point in the far field, matched within 1 dB SPL prior to the transfer response measurements being taken.

In addition to the sensitivity issues described above, at frequencies above 3 kHz, discrepancies between the modelled and true transfer responses cause the acoustic contrast to decrease, while the measured contrast continues to increase up to 4.4 kHz, whereupon spatially aliased side-lobes begin to impinge on the dark zone. At 3 kHz, the wavelength of sound in air is comparable to the dimensions of the loudspeaker cabinet, meaning that both the monopole model and the model of the rectangular piston in an infinite baffle provide poor approximations to the true transfer responses. Given the marginal performance increase when moving from the simple monopole source model to the more complex rectangular piston model exhibited in Figures C.3-C.5, it is hypothesized that the mismatch between array elements is the dominant source of error between the modelled transfer responses, which assume perfectly matched drivers, and the true transfer responses. Accordingly, without measurements and subsequent digital correction for this mismatch, predicting the radiation pattern using a more detailed technique such as finite element modelling is unlikely to yield significantly better performance. In practical, reverberant environments, lower levels of acoustic contrast are expected overall due to increased leakage from the bright zone into the dark zone, as discussed in Chapter 8.
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